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MANUFACTURER

Traveling agents.

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to and from the cars.
Carleton's well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
Ail old acquaintance and friends at the Lyndk
House, where the understood officiated as Clerk
from its owning, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He will be at home and happv to i:ee*

OF

Spring

Ne. 30 Eiehaage St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of « laims before the
Court of Claims aud the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

E. CRAM & CO., Propriétés.

public.

traveling
ed and painted throughout, and every improvement
d2mo sepl7made for the comfort of Guists.

To

GOOD Stable—7 stall*.

A

Apply

street.

at 35 Middle
oct26-lw*

oi double House No. 47 Pleasant street*
iu good line order. Furnace, gas
ONE
Eleven
water. Stable
for
and
half

OF

Foreign Patents,

Can be
P. M.

room

seen

STORE

the hours

TO

To

be transact-

Jy2 TTAStf

ROSS & STURBIVANT,

-»«

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. 11ammett NciU <£ Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest market price,
Wilketbarrc, Scrauton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels piocured for the tranportation of coals from
tfkpr27
port of shipments any point desired.

PAOTEB,

P0RTL4KD, MAINE.
Order Slate at 0. M. & E. F. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
tyAll

orders

mv28tf

promptly attended

to.

CHAS. A. WARREN,
(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)
A2TD

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
ii*4 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

TO

Philadelphia.

jan23-ly

Haitel,

Jk.

Inquire

THOMPSON,
Lowell, Maes.,
COMPANY, tame block,

of

MBS. II. JR.

SHEPARD &
J. C. PROCTER,

Or,
Jeôdtf

93

ty Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.

Jun26eod6m

st.

No. 92 Middle street, receutly occupied by
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle St.
1e3-jf

STORE

and Deformities

Paralysis

CLOUDMAJf,

148 EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf
EDUAB S. BBOWN,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

IT Vfifpriîl

GEORGE D. JOST,

Apply ίο GEORGE
RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., Agent for the Institute,
No. 1 Pembcrton square, Boston.
octl5-d&w!2w w42

or

The Pepaltr Church Jflueir. Book.

Hale's, Corner of Free
de20 tf

MARKS,

Printer,

FROM THE PRESS

executed, and at the lowest price».
ap22 tc

competition.
WHITE, SMITH

bo

Now

unfurnished

49 Wilraot St.
oct!6-2w*

youug

a

BY

of

man

considerable experience and

unexceptionable references, a situation as Bookkeeper, or any situation requiring care and attention
Mid good handwriting. Apply to "M," Press office.
d3w*

ocl6

Wanted
to do by a young man who is willing
to work. Address A. W. L., Press Office.

SOMETHING

octl2-tf

I

Apply

jy25dtl

to sell Groceries in the Country
Wholesale House in this city.
Only those need apply who have experience.

Aman

for

a

Box

1116.
Portland P. O.

a

Bay Colt,

four years old, with white hind feet and star in
17IROM
will be suitathe face.
finding the

Any person
bly rewarded by returning the

same

SILAS RUSSELL, West Cumberland, or ANDREW LEIGHcorner
of
Milk
and
Market
streets, Portland,
ΓΟΝ,
M«.
ocl7d&wtf
to

same

ΓΓΙΗΕ very best chance ever offered. Profits $4.00 to
JL $20.00 a day. TRY IT. Particulars FREE. Address WOODWARD, LEWIS & CO., 96 Washington
octlO-dlm
Street, Boston, Mass.

Boarders
gentlemen.
Oct 2ec-dtf

IOAT

C

and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle et.
sp26tf

This book presents the best combination of old and
new tunes ever issued.
Elegantly bound In cloth
with red edges. Handsomely printed on laid paper
in large type.

Sample Copiée furnished for 75c·
BY

HENRY A. YOUNG A CO.,
94 Corn hill, Boston Ulan..
octl5-d&w4w

Vessels

Ml

Wanted.

No 152 Middle Street.

A L'OWC!

„«· *

/"«

Ml
points

freight Coal
Philadelphia to
To

east.

ROSS &

mar26thdtf

from New York and
Portland and other

No. 99 State

Morazain,

OF PARIS,

Instructor in French at the Fort·
land High School.
PRIVATE LEgeOKS—Office
1 P. M. till 3 P. M.

Hours, from

lonile,

Esq.,—

iuc

AH
fclie Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and the retoucued
card, l>? «liicb new process we ge* rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all Imperfections ot'tliee;in
Call and judge tor yourselves.
V"Vioito—<;ood work al moderate PricAim to Pleane.
es.
may 29

JEWETT,
Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
Ofllre 31'J CONGBtRR KIBEET,
Yard 43 PRFBI.K STREET.
on hand a
assortment of Italian
and will receive orders to
American
of Monumental stock, at prices
ent to size
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workaug22
ers.

good
keep
and
Marble,
SHALL
all ktnds

Has

of

Bum

If you want Life insurance, be sure to get a Policy
with this great company. You will tlien have a reliable
security, continually increasing !n value,
which may be made available to yourselr during your
life time, or to your family in case of your decease.
Beside the usual large dividend to policy holders
made in January last, an extra dividend from the reserved surplus lms recently been made.
Policies in a few years become free or self-sustaining and hence non-forftitablt.
No other Company in the world affords superior
advantages or such security as this.
Ratio of expenses lower than any other Company
in the United States I The receiptsfor interest alone

18

(EORMEBLT C. STAPLES & 80S,)
Marine, Stationary and. Portable

ENGINES.

Steam Boilers, Bleach Boiler* & Bag Dusters, Shaftlug, Mill Gearing and Qeueral Machinery. Castings
of erery description made to order.
Kopaiting
promptly attended to.
RK"New and Second-hand Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
SIR Commercial Street,
W. H. FE9SENDBN.
Portland, Mo.
se ->13 6m

FIRE WORKS
AND

Goods !

OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION,
Best#n
Laboratory,
Tor our
Catalogue
aail

WOOD I

Apply

to

D.

LITTLE, Gen.

Agent,

Office 401-2 Exchange St.
Sept 2-is3w-oetf

To the Harbor Commissioners of
Portland.
pravs the Portland, Saco and
Portsmouth Railroad
Company for permission
to erect a wall and till up a
portion of the flat» on tbe
East fide of it» depot near the foot of State «treet.

RESPECTFULLY

P. S. Sc P.

Portland, Oct. 22d,

WM. HUSE.

Or J. €/·

By FRANCIS CHASE, 8upt.
1872.

S.

oct26dlw

T. CORSER,

C. H.FARLEY,

J

Com-

) mlssioners.

FOR SALE!
IN THE VICINITY OF BOSTON, A

& PROVISION STORE,

good will of trade, Including Stock, Fixtures and Team, doing a business of $45,000 a
To anv peryear. Rent $400, with lease 2J years.
Hon looaiiiug business, the above often* a splendid
chauce. For particulars apply to 861 Washington
jy8dtf
strekt, Bos to·, Mai*.

SOLICITED.

Street,

mrl2dlatf

5 2

,

OP

ALL

OTHERS

These

2nd; dryness,
intermingling

dampness

Κ

Κ.

(Guaranteed)

β'β
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7's
Maine Central—Consolidated,
7's
Central Railroad of Iowa, Oold ï's
Northern Pacific R. R., Gold 7-30's
Chicago, Danville λ Vincennes
R. R. Gold
rs

mould

H. M.
32

BY

PAYSON,

Exchange Street,

taint; 3rd;

nor

Covell

We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyeis: fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail of giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dres«es colored and finished in a superior
οη

Congress

OF

us

Baldwin and 1000 acres in D
allowed to remove them.
For further particulars enquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 88 Middle street,
ISAAC DYER, East Baldwin,
acres in
Two years

EPHRAIM SANBORN, Denmark Corner.
ctl7
d4w&w4w

Oct.

12,

by

F. W

P. W. BUXTON,
J. S. FITZ.
octl5eod3w

1872.

The drawing-room

lark.

—

Phillips

& Co.'

AGENTS FOR THF CO.,

MIDDLE ST.
TT&S

FISHERMEN.
TWINES AND

«

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

«·

Is a pass book designed for the uso of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for enconraging cash. payments for
As an economical measure it has uo equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-naid in packages
oi any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
II. A. ncKIJNNEV A- CO., Publisher*,
120 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

sepl2

t

$2,320,005.76.

1863,

2,388,316.39.

1864,

2,457,894.95,

1SB0,

Z,t>UI,2»Ï.W4.

1866,
1867,
1868,
1869,
1870,

2,506,851.96.
2,553,146.18.
2,602,740.09.
2,677,872.13.
2.825,731.67.
3,087.452.35.

18fl,

Assets

RYAN & KBLSEY,
Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

oct9tl

leased iuy Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the manufacturing of Carriages
and Sleighs, and knowing bim to be a first class mechanic, and one thoroughly acquainted with all
branches of the business, I would cheerfully recommend him to my former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

HAVING

Manufacturer of all kinds of

!

ADAMS,

-A.GrICN"TS,
No. 1 Exchange Street, (Up Stairs.)
OCt21

tf

Factory

ISTÔTICId,

SLEIGH,

(Patented by Hugh Smith, Oct. 3,1871.)
This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mai»»., also
the highest Prem urn at the State Fair holden in

Bangor. It has been extensively used before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaming favor for the following reasons:
1st—It is vastly more durable, being constructed
without tenon or mortise, seeured by bolts only.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality mal-

leable iron.
3d-—Its elegant and
light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are respecting invited to call and examine our varied assortment of
both single and double sleighs.

<*22

COBB,

AU who desire

PERSONS

the 10Φ0 die from that cause. Peisons desiring permanent or temporary lioiaes or the purchase of auy
property in North Carolina can obtain all dosired information by corresponding with COIj. C!EO.
LITLE, President of the North Carolina

Imud Co., Raleigh, N. C.
Sub-Agencies for the N. C. L. Co.

can

be obtained of

WM. L. SOUTHARD,
General Agent for the New England State·
*
Canada·, 13 Court Square, Boston» IQnu.

oct21-dlwteo<i2w

TO

FIT,

obtalu the same, ami at short notice by coming to

C. F.

JELLERSON'S,

101 middle

Street.

and leaving their measure. The best work is done
here. Those who have work done here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the managomen t of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New England.
Airfo one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retail, con-

stantly

All styles, sizes and widths, for
on hand.
Ladies and Gents. Call and eqamine for yourselves.
Portland Sept. 11th, 1872
sepl2-eodtf

REMOVAL!

eodtf

desiring to escape from the harsh wiuters of New England cannot find a more
healthy climate than North Carolina affords, particularly the western poit-ion of the State. Deaths
irom
pulmonary causes in New England are about
250 to every 1000 while in North Carolina only 30 in

the FOOT, though It be

DIFFICULT
can

SOUTH GRAY.

THE SUNNY SOUTH

a

A HOULE, Wholesale dealers

HODGDOxV

in Produce and General Commiiaton
Merchant* have removed to Willie' Block,
No· ΙΟΙ Commercial
Htreet, Oae door
east of T. II. Wen to η Ac Co'i.

Juyiedtf

COPARTNERSHIP.
interest of

COUKY having purchased
WL.
D. S. Rice, of the firm of Bice & Hooper, iu
Foot Rest
fKli'e's
the manufacture
the

•

ο

patent

Chairs,

busiuess under the firm name of
will continue
COREY & HOOPER, who will adjust all claims for
and against the late firm of Rice & Hooper.
W. L. COREY.
No. 4 Free street.
J. H. HOOPER.
oc25d2w

Piano for Sale.

NEW, flr*t claw,
term».

7 ortBTe

Piano for Sale on «esy
_

M. 0. PALMER.

on

the four

»

welcome to their three and a quarter millions, and Mr. Laird to the bargain.
The suiu of three and a quarter millions

will no doubt be extracted from the
pockets
of the income tax payers by
adding to ill» Income tax, or not
reducing it, and while it is
but two and six-pence per head of the
population, it will be nearly a five pound note to
a man with an income of £500 a
But
year.
though bemoaning this increase, and hoping
that in future it will be
to
build
war
penal
ships for any Power, whether at peace with
ua just then or not, we cannot but
compare
the present revenue of our country wiih that
ot 240 years ago. At the time our forefathers

were fighting Charles I, the revenue was uuder half a million a year.
Now it is 140
times that amount, and a fine nearlv e |ual to
the income of England in the days of the
Stuarts may be now paid out of the surplus of
one

year.

The following chuuks of wit and wisdom
are from Josh Billings' AUminax for 1873
published by G. W. Carleton & Co. :
Silence iz one uv the lost arts.
Real good lias are gitting skarse.
A phool's money is like his braues—very
oneasy.

no

The truly great

approach.
Wise

ning

men

are

partikular

alwns the eazyest tew

hav but In confident·,

and

cun-

men none.

Self-made men are mott alwuz apt tew I* a
leetle too proud uv the job.
Flattery is like ice kream, we want it a leetle at a time, and often.
Most people prefer the stuffing to the
goose
—the word for the idee.
When a man measures out glory for himself lie alwuz neaps the haff bushel.
A wise man never enjoys himself *o much,
nor a phool so little, az when alone.
Heaven iz ever kind tew us, she puts our
humps on our backs so that we Kant see
t hen

A reputashun for happiness
wants az
mutch looking into az a reputashun for hon-

esty.
There is this difference between a jest and
Λ joke—a jest may be kruel, but a
joke never

1

Suckcess iz quite often like fallin oph from
a man kant alwnz tell how lie kuin to
do it.
I don't bet on prekoshue children, the
huckle berry that ripens the soonest iz alwni
the fust to dekay.
Take all the phools and good Ink out ο
this world, and It would bother tha rest of u·
a

log,

tew

git

a

living.

Next tew the

man who iz worth a millyun,
in point uv wealth, iz the man who don't
kare a kuss for it,

Thare iz az mutch difference between wit
and humor az thare iz between the ile and
the essence of peppermint.
I kno ov lolks who are so komlem cou'rary,
that If they should fall into a rivr they would
want tew float up stream.
When a man gits tew talking about himself
he seldum fails tew b. eloquent, and Irekently reaches the sublime.
The intimacys ov old age seem to konsist in
drinking yung hison tea together, and compareing gouts and ruinatizms.
When a man duz a good turn just for the
phun of the thing, he haz got a grate deal
more virtew in him thau he iz aware uv.
One ov the most reliable prophets 1 kno ov
is an old hen, for they don t
prophecy enny
egg untill after the egghaz happened.
The greatest problc η ever given tew man
tew solve, and the one which he haz made
the least progress in, iz "know thvself."
I don't kno az i want to btt enny
money,
and give odds, on the man who iz alwuz
anxious tew pra out loud every chance he
kan git.

The principal importance uv a mister)· iz
mistery itself—what makes a ghost so regpecktable a karakter iz that nobody ever
the

saw one.

It iz the surp izes uv life after all that give
it its zest—even a rat makes
things intending bi the natral suddenness with which he
cuius out or goes into his hole.
Human knowledge iz not very komprelienafter all—i hav seen men who kould kalkulate an eklipse tew a square inch, who
kouldn't cum within 30 foot uv harnessing a
hosa.

•irly,

happened that

employed

present when sick persons were ebbing to
eternity. 1 have seen men and women, old
and young, cultivated and ignorant, orthodox and heterodox, in their last moments ;
and, as a rule, all of them passed away, it'

to raise, depress, turn to the right
and to the left. The other two have an action contrary to each other, and roll the eye
on its axis, or from the outside downward
and inside upward. When, therefore, an object is presented for inspection, the first act
is that of circumvision or going round the
boundary lines, so as to bring consecutively
every individual portion of the circumference
upon the most sensitive and delicate portion
of the retina. Now, if figures bounded by
straight lines be presented for inspection, it
is obvious that but two of these muscles can
be called into action ; and it is equally evident
that in curves of a circle or ellipse all must
alternately be brought into action. The effect then is tha' if two only be employed, as
in rectiliuear fig ires, those two havo an undue share of labor, and by repeating the expriment frequently, as we do in childhood,
the notion of tedium is instilled, a distaste
for straight lines is gradually formed, and we
are led to preler those curves which supply a
more general and
equable share of work to
the muscles.

A terrible affair

Stylish and Perfect Fitting Boot,
Ma'le to fit

a war. certainly
bringing on a
-uie, In which hundreds were ruined, and,
finally, mulcting us in a sum equal to the
coat of a day school in 1.800
parishes, each
costing £2,000. This is the way to measure
our damages.
The Americans, however, are
v

Why the Cnrre 1» the Line of Beauty.
Prof. Muller, in » course of lectures in Berlin, offered a simple and me chanical explana-

occurred in

Savannah,

inst. Alexander Dillon,
son of David It. Dillon, banker, entered his
father's office pale and apparently laboring
under great mental excitement, ai.d went
into the back room of his office, where his
father transacts his private business.
On
seeing him, the father began to reprimand
him in a very severe and harsh manner.
The young man swore that he would not put
up with the language his father bad used on
a previous occasion, aud in the excitement of
the moment drew a pistol and fired three
times at his father—all three balls taking effect, one in the right arm, another in the
head, and the third in the thigh. After com-

Ga.,

Smith's Patent Metallic

&

STREET.

durability

(The Best Tiling Yet.)

SMITH

Lemonf,

of Ε. K.

Having secured first class workmen in all branche
and buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength
and
combined. Particular atten t ion given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish te nave
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. All
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
References—Charles Sager.C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
O.ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M. Brown, j. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

STUDDED

CHASE,

PREBLE

porter

tion of the universal admirat ion bestowed on
circles. The eye is moved in its socket by
six muscles, of which four are respectively

First Class Carriages and Sleighs
At

car

there.

SFLUAL NOTICE.

ALBERT

January 1, 18Ï1,

&

and
the cargo

purposes, furnished

161

THE

BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,
BY M. T. B. STIMSON.

daily

a

in any
FAMILY

VESSELS WANTED.—Coastwise and For*

22

by

WI?I. E. HOOPER & SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, Md.
« junlS-6in

CARGO to

eign.

No 1'ear since its Organization has
it failed to increase its Assets.

NETTING,

MANUFACTURES

from

INCORPORATED 1839.

ROLLINS

(Β^ΡΊη order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as oui1* trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
age of our Pare Lead. None genuine without ifc.

Ice supplied for all purposes, and

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

OF PHILAOliLPHIA,

"

λιελ-

York, on Monday, got
off his car at Barrytown to interview a goat
which was standing near the station.
He
went up to his goatship, and, giving him a
playful kick, started to walk back toward his
Mr.
car, the train having started again.
Goat, unbeknown to the porter, followed up
closely, and, at an opportune moment, "bucked" him in the basement of his pantaloons,
giving, at the same time, a cheerftil "Ba-a-a!'
The porter was knocked head over heels, and
before he could get up, he got another buck
in the same place, followed by auother
"Ba-a-a !" By this time his train bad moved off. He reached Troy that night at twelve
o'cloce. He thinks Barrytown is a nice place
if a man stays in his car when the train stop*

and

other
at short notice.

January 1st, 1862,

mut

P. M. train from New

Ice House, Market Street.

USE.

$3,255/748.94.

American.

goods,

old place,

of Oxford and Cbestnnt Streets.

All bills of the late firm will be settled

quantity,

Co., Ag'ts,

MUTUAL

White and Red Oak Hogshead Hoop Poles
a tract of 2000 acres for sale che
flOVERING
Vy 1000

BUXTON

Buxton.

Pure

RECORD

Leaving

Dry Mud CJrenud in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C.t dC.

Poles For Sale.

W.

NO. 32 EXCHANGE STREET.

Chicago Losses Paid, $534,000

Pure White Lead !

Gdem eotl

F.

PORTLAND, ME.

Relative Increase in the JLaet Ten Year·

ιιπιικ»

powerful agent. Connecting some sort
magueto-electric battery with the fair
one's chair, he waited till she was in position and then turned 01 his lightning. At
the first access of the subtle fluid, she performed an astonishing series of aerial evolutions, but, recovering herself, went for the
lover, and in five minutes he was bald, blind
and bleeding and, withal, had lost all faith in
lightning as a promoter of affection.

Railroad Care, Bridges, Factories,
Franklin Insurance Co FOR Ships.
building
by

\

muui^iuu './α^ααι

of a

space

Brown Street.

THE

not all outrageous.

more

tinued by

dTwTc

tear.

1829.]

MANUFACTURERS OF

46 & 48

Copartnership.

THE

Company,

ΪΉΕ

are

A sighing Arkansas swain was disgusted at
the coldness of his Iady-lovi, but he didn't go
to fooling with charms, and philters, and
powders, and that sort of trash ; he sought a

copartnership heretofore xisting nnder the
firm uarne of BUXTON & FITZ is this day dissolved by mutual coneeut.
The Provision and Grocery business v. ill be con-

Portland,

MW&F3m

—

Proprietors.

is

cor.

LOOK AT

lï

Office 99, 94 Se. 96 Oliver
BOSTON.

lC-dtf ie

Hoop

ranvmnnf α nlnnnoiul

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

Ru

Watches, Jewelry, &e.

bargains.

&

marriage

city immediately upon receiving the engagement ring from "dearest Tom," to send it
down to Tiffany's to be valued, and tell* of a
case where, the article proviug to be only
worth three hundred dollars, that "mean,
dreadful Tom" was dismissed immediately.

op

J. » & H. II. nCBCrVEB, Cor. Middle
& Union Sis.

CALL AND SEE US.

no

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.

PORTLAND.
Augnet

our

oct 15

Works,

Sebago Dye

W. F.

•tain*.

Dissolution of

ac

almost causing

behind the

A New York le'ter-writer says it is the
custom among the fashionable belles of that

Cr. L. HOOPER & CO., Successor* to
Liulefleid Ac Wilson, Cor. York & IJla-

1.15.

crowded they can't give

il

an

iz.

Stair Builder.
LIBBI, ir 1-a Uni·· Street,

Corner

the Bourdon Kid Glove t

are so

to enumerate all

as-

Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be etrictly pare, ami guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

6's
6's
OS

lue

at the

1.70.

or

to be

A fellow m Canada, who was too poor to
afford a regular swell hang, tied a handkerchief around his neck, thrust a stick through
it, and twisted himself into the hereafter.

the valions styles of

of odors; purity and active air, the
of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnbam
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

rintif ■

are

The papers

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

no

Felt Skirts !

We warrant every pair not to rip

a

Machine* «old on Monthly Instalments.
5gp*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
Ν. B. Manufacturers are especially invked to call
and examine our "Meilinn* Machine."

aplO

40c.

Two Button Kid Gloves

purchasing

about

25c

25c.

One Button Kid Glove

This report indicates how well the ftinger Sewing Une hi ne maintains R early and woll earned
are

25c.

SHAWLS.

Ο Ο Ο î

those that
Machine to call at

1.15.

-----

181,260.
THOSE

1.25.

by Captain Semmes, giving

count of the depredations of his ill-starred vessel, and wondered at the infatuation of an evidently pious man burning vessel after vessel be
longing to private traders, and, giving
God thnnks. Ιίο doubt he had the idea that he
was doing (the South, his native
portion of
the
American Republic, some
service.
But no snch plen can be put in by Mr.
Laird as an excuse for the ill-bloo<l which he
produced between us and the United States,

Rldikule that aiu11 true liaz

cocktails of fortune

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Con {free* Street.

60c.

-----

Felt Skirts !

EXCEEDING

attended to.

Schools.

GOODS

we

BONDS.

roit BALE

Jirvii,?

SELLIKO

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year
1871 were

of the com-

The Times haa the story of an impulsive woman, young, lovely and rich, who
proposed marriage to a "beautiful barkeeper"
and was accepted. Truly, the slingR and

pie Streets.

BOSTON

LOWEST KATES.

Stateof Maine
Portland
Bath
Leeds & Farmington

t»ci

SEWING MACHINE.

J. H. Chadwick &

ICE !

No. 14 Cross

nii'j

A very nice article in Plaids
...
Satin Stripes

LIncorporated

PORTLAND, MAINE.

mark.

GROCERY

1,360.

oî

PROCTER. 9.1 Exchange St.,

RAILROAD CO..

Portland, October 25th, 1872.
Ordered :—That a healing on tbe foregoing petition be had on the premises therein mentioned, on
Monday, November 4th, 1872, at 4 o'clock P. M., and
that a notice of the above application together with
thin our order thereon, be ci veil by publicat ion in two
of tbe newspapers printed dally in Portland, lor
seven days
previous to the hearing.
j ν
jAC0B McLELLAN. ) Harbor

WITH

Liu'

Office,

than pay s its death looses.
Tontine, Installment, Endowment, and all other
form of Policies issued, at the most favorable rates.—

For sale by the "New England

Highlands.
Price List.
Committees of Cltlae, Towns, Clul», and the
Public
He furnished with a full line of articles iur
campaign
Addreea B. 1'· WELLS, 3
use.
Hawley
BowStreet,
ton. Mass.
aulWr.T* »2m

AT

in

mv

Washington AU Wool Plaids,
Cumberland Repellent,
A fair quality Hepellant,
All Tycoon Reps
Corded Alpaccas

IMPROVED

FOR THE SEASON.

tV ORDERS

III'OI

majority

a

androwa Troubescheueff, the Russian prinSilver Smith and Gold aud Silver Plater.
cess, who has just joined the Oneida (Ν. Y.)
M. PBABSOW, No. H T.mplf Si., Hear
ConyreM. All kiudii of Silver a ad Plated community, "ought to get married instead of
Ware Repaired.
I giving in to the free-love business, so as to
Silver and Plated Ware.
have a chance to change that name, at
ABNEK LOWELL, SOI f^nfreai Street·
least."

we oiTbi

"THE SINGER"

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted
DAILY OR

ο

by

business.

Street.

ronage. For
to merit still

Pos^e^&nm

Arc prepared to fnrnieh

more

For Maine and New Hampshire.

MACHINE WORKS

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 13
Also Dry Edgings.
coin street

reaelic<l the immense

$55,000,000 !

W.

PORTLAND

now

ou;

out

GEO. B. DAVIS & Co.. No. 301 1-2 Con·

For the past we return thank* for a générons patthe future we promise increased efforts
further patronage, and for the present

and 148

146

Commercial st.
given imme<iJauiiy,

sep2t>

Burnham & Co.

PURE

l'Ut

singled

Chicago doesn't propose

Heal Estate Agents.

Β. V.

not to smut,and pressed
and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed: blankets scoured
and the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,

SEASON 1872.
Having secured their stock

J

We have often had recourse to the two vol-

The Wit or J«sh Billing*.

rest of the world in the remarkable

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

lot

beiug ripped,and warranted
in a superior style. Piano

iv/c. :

.

νιινι

of too many of

Liberal

chester Examiner, Liverpool Daily I'oat, and
ourselves, cheered on the slave State» and Mr
Laird,

power.

FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

WOKDEBOIISLV CHEAP.

in

one

elements

l·

F. S. WINSTON, President,

and the

on

oil

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.

LANGUAGE.

Jules Ch. L.

11HV

DRY

STREET.

they
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO.,

was

Middle Street.

No. SO

portrait

a

and

think ? Au able dissector of human
motive·,
we trust, will some day soon write the
newspaper history of the English press during the
lour eventful veal's of the American war, and
«how, if he can, how itcauie to pans flint every newspaper in London, save the Daily
Neuss and /Spectator, uud almost everyone in
the provinces, save the Leeds Mercury Man-

mittee.

LAMSON, 139 Middle St.,cor. Cm·.

SAMUEL I>. TEBBETS.

JSTATE

β! Exbange

lin Six.

COYELL & COMPANY

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;

FRENCH

1873.

says that

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

Commercial st.

EDUCATIONAL.

OF NEW YORK,

POBTIiAND, MB.

II

ARK

Houses,
street,
tlie rear,
Vernon Court, together with the
TWO
whieh
stand.

STtJRDIVANT,
179

FALL

want» to go West.

sortment of these Machines in
fiuish.

Wanted.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetlags.

BrcM Street.

331 CONGRESS STREET,
Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full

Mutual Life Ins. Co., Leavitt,

Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Med*'!*"*»

owner

FOR SALE ON

Sewing

Vessels

Masons and Builders.

CO.,

already

Editorial life in California certainly has its
amenities. At Petaluma lately, a committee
of five ladies was appointed to determine who
was the handsomest man in the audience anil
award the prize. After a careful tour of inspection through the aisles a lovely editor

Ν. E. BEDLON, 933 1-S Congre» St.

P.

WINTER.

HOUSE,

popularity.
We invite all

w42

THE BEST SAVINGS BANK.

As the

Wanted.
experienced bookkeeper

Ν

J. B. DURAN Ac CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Street*.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

AND

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

and accountant.
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do Dopying, or other work, in
the evening. Addrees
W. E., Press Office.
sep26

\

Ά.

your class.

Jobbing promptly

23 Nassau St.. New-York

Ϊ87&

SAT.TTlt

TEBBETS

in ο

Wanted.

sentence is

Carpet-Bags.

JAMES MII/IjER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixture, arranged nnd «et up in the best manner.

β

oct9-tf

Commercial Street.

or

Book

Edited by RET. A. J. GORDON.
Assisted both in the Hymn and Musical departments
by the best talent in the country.

Block,

and

a

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

J. H.

GENERAL AGENTS.

healthy location, every room having the
shinning in Bomo part of the dsy. Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARK IN,
311 Congress Street or IIENKY A. JONES, Gait

Jan 2173

Plumbers.
»

made.

This is a good hit from November Old and
New: "When his country needs a soldier, he
is looking at a ballet dancer in Vienna; and
when she needs a vote, it proves that politics
are exercises too rugged for such a popinjay."
Reader, be not thou that young man. The

S.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNEB LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

A. S. «AVIS A

W. A. SHATTUCK & Co« Bankers

cellars &c.
Is a very

Wanted.

with board for

t

pet-

Beechur says that religion that isn't
"mixed" with politics and the business of
life, is worth about as much as yeast that is
never mixed with flour.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. NUERBY, Na. 9 Clapp'a Black
Congre» Street, oppanite Old City Hall.

Sreet and 48 Market St.

Payson, Esq,

sep9—d&w3m

one was

done to order.

sun

gentleman
good
wife ; also goo.l accommodations for two
three
TWO
Board reasonable at
4 Locust St.
rooms

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DBANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind. oflJphol. rriB|aad Repairing

YOUNG Ac

It was

A Western editor kindly says that a politician with whom he aoes not agree was
made about two days after the old contract
for brains had expired and before the new

doue to order.

Horse Shoeing
possible manner by
CO., No. lOO Fore St.

petrified baby.

with him.

eral Streets.

HOOFER Sc EATON, Old Post Oflce,
Exchange Street·
L. F. HOVT, Iff. II Prehle Street. Up-

the best

has a

W»rriii;t.in QurardUn.

sympathizer» Conservative

ume»

Americans in Paris have bought the quill

Furniture and House Furnishing Woods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Kxcbange and Fed-

Done in

suicide

pen with which Lamartine wrote "Jocelya"
to the amount of $4000. Nearly every Amer,
ican who goes there brings that pen home

order.

Photographers.

—OR—

3

Chicago

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

holstering

to

strings, but
lacing that they

rified with astonishment at seeing its father
and mother get through one day without
quarreling or threatening divorce.

COREY die CO., Arcade, ΠΙο.
IS Free Street.
OEORGB A. WHITNEY, IVo. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kind·
to

tried
of shoe

had got so accustomed to
did'nt have any effect upon her.

Hay'».

WALTER

PORTLAND.

House 01a State Street, for Sale.
STORY Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closota* furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two

H. W.

F. SYMONDS, India St. Velvet Cloak*
dyed nnd finished.
FOSIEB'S Ρ ye Menue, 34 Union Street.·

I*OTHROP,l>EVENS Λ CO

Barrett. Bankers,

M.

Henry

A Chicago
woman
by swallowing two yards

Dye-House.

—AND—

throughout;

jan3l

Ready.

Vestry Hymn & Tune

fgv

STRAYED OR STOLEN.
the pasture of Silas Russell,

Messrs. Swan &

8aid house is one of the best locations on
the street ; fine neighborhood. Consists of
ULtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Sluing street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
dtt
June 19.
on

SPRING-VALE.

Address

oct 10-3w

Exchange st,

House No. 24 Emery St., head ol
Cusliiiiaai Street.

[·

GOLD,

Present price 90 and acpayable April
crued interest from October ist in cnrrency.
The last week of our Bales of Illinois Division
Bonds amounted to $500,001». Early orders are
therefore suggested, in order to secure any portion of
Qiis extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,
roups of the line, &c., apply to

WARREN SPARROW,
72

PR. W. It.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, our

at the eye.

"Are the the angels playing
croquet,
mamma? axked a little four year old, the
other evening, when she saw the meteor
shoot.

No. .15 Plan

Carpenters and Builders.

1 October.

an

to

ΤΓΌΤ?

WANTED.

THE

Fifty-Five Million Dollars,

fHUTOMRAFKBii,

WOOD !

or

Wanted.

w42

BOOK
ot Sacred Quartettes. Trios and Duets, and Sixteen
Voluntaries
and
Preludes,
Responses. The most
complete work of the kind ever issued for Church
and Home service. 125 pages; Price $1.50.
Either of the above s^nt post-paid, by the Publishers.
WHITE, SMITH & PERRY,
298 & 300 Washington Street, Boston.
Call at WHITE, SMITH & PERRY'S and examine
The Knabe Piano acknowledged bv the Profession to be the beat in the Country. Their Upright

TUmcn

Send

Board and Rooms furnished

can

7 PER CENT.

THE

Post Office.

cars.

Interest

run.

Desirable House Lots.
undersigned ofters for sale a few very choice
building lots, located on the line of Deerin;*
horse caes, and within 22 minutes' walk of Portland

h4v1a

LA.TISOI,

Campaign

PERRY,

In Book Form, Price 91*95.
Ask for WHITE, SMITH & PERRY'S Edition
containing Blue Danube und all his Popular Waltzes
and Polkas played at the Jubilee. $13 worth of

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

STEAM

&.

BOSTON.
octl5-d&w4w

PUBLISHED

Every Description of work promptly nud carefully

W h jies*» le

Boarders Wanted

Wanted—Agents.

published.
Price, single $1.50, or j>er Dozen $13.50. Copies
mailed, post-paid to any address, or sample for examination $1.25.

IOO EXCHANGE ST.,

HUNT

Sons,

THE BEST EVER PUBLISHED.

RESIDENCE, β BRADFORD STREET.

J. 11.

Sacred

«f

"It is highly
competeut judges.
"Mr. Marshall is well known «as a thorough scholar
in the inusie art; and his'Fountain of Sacrcd Song*
is a work worthy of high esteem."
The fountain of Sacred Song is a gem.
"Its glees and part songs being esj>eclal>y attractive." Indeed it is the best Church Music Book ever

FRESCO PAINTER

& Job

A

at/»

& PERRY,
General Wholesale Agents Ν. E. States,
oct!5-d4w

jan24-ly

Book, Card

FEW BOARDERS can be accommodated, also
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
dtf
octl8

W.

has

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
jy Particular attention paid to collecting.

M.

Boarders Wanted.

Cored.

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
tbe town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
cure of Paralysis in all its forms. Spinal Diseases.
Contracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
and Hands,
Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine. Hip Diseases, Rickcts, St. Virus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Can-

M usic in all.
€. A. WHITE'S NEW

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

HARD

Exchange

Buy Strauss Waltzes

1· 1-9 ïlarkel Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made,

WM.

edtf

octl3

St.

RHACKFOBD,

watery

Marchai Bazaine, it is said, suffer!* much
from depression. He has more reason to
fear suspension.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, oppontic Park.

done

A first mortgage upon such a road, at the rate of
$18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price asked for this,
that can demonstrate a similar value as a security for
savings banks and others.
We have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but §850,000 bonds remaiuing.
They are for $1000 each, and have forty years to

sep3dts

1872.

CiREEU, No.91 middle

Street.

132

est 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds
mpon both
the Illinois and Indiana divisons is
$280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is,
therefore, earning, nef, more
than enongh to pay interest upon the entire bonded
debt upon the whole road.

and about 700

forsale !

W. H. HARRINGTON, Manager.

^

LET.

WHITE SMITH

BRUMS,

Ν. B. Order Slate at F. F.
jnd Cross Streets.

Portland, Sept. 4tfl,

the

as

The company is not in debt, and owus a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-three first-class locomotives

THE

Life Association of America.
The association is the most successful and progresI sive Life Assurance Co. now doing business, and is
the only company in the world whoso charter guarantees the equitable distribution and investment of its
Reserve Fund in the several States from which received. Efficient men wauting to represent this company in Maine will address or apply at the office of
the Association,

ΗϋΛΙ.Ι. &

ble business.

roal estate of the late Mrs. ELIZABETH
SMITH. No. 6 Chestnut Street.
Please address
Mrs. Ο. E. S. FRINR.

insurance for the

GOOD be had at reasonable rates at

un-

SALE.

FOR

Wanted

A

WW. A. QCINCV, Room 11, Printer'·
Exchange, Mo. Ill Euhnuge Ht.

That

THE INDIANA DIVISION

sep!9-tf

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum
sep!3-tf

certainty.

is about eighty miles in length, traversing extensive
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line between Chicago and the Block
Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron and other materials for the Indiana Divi
sioii liacftjtll been bought and paid for in cash, a
part of it ie now iu operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to a profita-

St. Lawrence House.

SUCCESSFUL

State to solicit

the

State

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

oct24-lw *

Agents

!

ALLEN HAINES.

STREET.

40

E3P* If applied for immediately will be let low

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

G.

B&0CK,

praised by

MERCHANTS !
J. B.

n. W.

J.

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

THOMPSON

NOTICES

ΑΧ Ρ

103 Walnut St.,

27} DANFORTH

pri-

a

_SALE.

For Sale.
on

has this

Illinois Division (from
Miles.) was finished last year,
and its gross
earnings have increased from $.3!,464 07
in December, 1871, to $57,587 95 iu
August, 1872.
The ntt earnings for August were 930,412
46, or at
the rate of $364,949 52 per annum. The total inter-

Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
house

accommodated iu

be

Street.

Free

tlroee large and commodious stores

THE

Co.7

SKIP BROKERS,
COMMISSION

29J

Τ

By Leonard. Marshall.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

Gregg,

IN

of

more

Tlwr Pou il tain

Jan3l

11. L. GREGG &

J. L.

;

-ι,

One

ι«μ1Μ

BROKER,

PHILADELPHIA.

can

RELIABLE AND

13

Enlarged

SHIP

A

of

To Let.

Κ Ε IL Ε R,

FRESCO

A

throughout this

IVo. 47-49 Middle St.

DEALERS

179 Commercial St., Portland.

L.

Lei·

TO LET.
Store and Basement

agent in Washington
Letters of inquiry
All business in
and
answered.
promptly
cheerfully

W.

FEW boarders
vate family at
oct25-dtw*

part of it known

·. CHAiVOJLKB, Prop'r.

F.

No. 42 1-a Exchance Street, Portland.

our

WHOLESALE COAL

ocHJdtf

Boarders Wanted.

Furnished Rooms to Let,
or without board, in the immediate viciniWITH
ty of the City Building.
aulddtf
Apply at Press Office.

Consultation free.

can

re-

oct26-3t*

Boarders Wanted.

LET.

heuse No. 80 Clark sreet, containing
BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

Enquire

generously

Booksellers and Stationers.

Vincennes Rail-

Danville &

doing this, and

Chicago to Danville,

THIS

Lost.

horse

one

of 2 and 5
octl7-tf

day between

any

be

>

209 CougreM St., Portland, Me.

for Patent

FOR

dqfc.

Chicago,

road is

House will accommodate 75 guests. Aiways
filled with summer tourists during the season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The beet location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

account book containing entries of Milk business.
The finder will be liberally rewarded by
oct26dlw*
leaving it at the PRESS OFFICE.

rooms

Sebago
Carriage.

shall

The

BETHEL· HILL, ME.,

AN

House to Let.
and

dopot

Saloon at the above
rded.

w.

to be pafcctly

CHAIVDLE R HOUSE,

STREE.

are

Book Binders.

further particulars, enquire of
ocl8d4w
Κ. E. UPHAM.

Money Lost.

Let,

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

and Solicitors

application

tinder at
42 PARK

J one* says hi* potatoes have got It; they

C. COBB, Na. M P.nrl St.

Street.

It in seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
considered sufficiently safe for the investment ot
Trust Funds. It Is only when a Railroad is earning,
net, an excess of ils interest obligations, with a certainty ot a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said

SYnm the

The Alabama claim* are certified by the
Geueva Conference to be three and a quarter
millions of pounds
to two-pence
in a pound of sterling,equal
income tax, or half u
crown for every inhabitant of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. What
doe» Mr. Laird now think of
his
In
trying to turn an honest penny enterprise
by building
Alabama*? What do our red-hot
Southern

CJe**Ip and «leaning».
Bakers.

Company.

What a Lancashire Editor Thinks About
the Alabama Claim*—A Pill for Laird
Λ Co.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. HO, '72.

Repairing.

To C'aretul Investors.

For
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». S. UÏKH, No. 974 .Middle 81. All
kind· of Machine» far nl< and la l«t.
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SHALL TENEMENT
Brown street, with
to have been lost in passing from the
A
P. S.
P. Depot to High street. Whoever has
Sebago water. Enquire at 21 Brown street.
SUPPOSED
oc21
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and will leave it dfthe Refreshment
found the

now

Examinations made by

•Ν Park or Congress Ste.,

TERMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Danville & Vincennes

FIRST CLASS BRICK DWELLING HOUSE—
French roof—No. 36 Deerlng elreet—with Gas
and Sebago Water, and the modern conveniences: to
in thorongli repair throughout, has 11 well finished
rooinn, a ad cemented cellar. Can be examined every
da/ from 3 to 5 o'clock P. M. Immediate possession
given.
This Properly will be sold at a Bare
Bargain, if applied for soon.

ap-

engaged

To Let.

house, which has been closed for

when desired.

neod

1872.

CHICAGO

t· Loan ! ! !

House for Sale.

in the last few weeks 10 College
graduates, who have been engaged in teaching and
professional work since their graduation. We have
engaged two merchants from enterprising towns, one
of whom resigned his Poet Office, besides selling his
store, to engage with ns. We have engaged two men
who have had for some time $3000 a year and all expenses. A liberal salary will be paid.
For fall particular address, stating age, experience
and amouui of salary wanted.
W. J. HOLLAND & CO.,
oct28-3t,
Springlleld.Mass.

septlldtf

months past for repairs is
re-opened
THIS popular
It has been enlarged, ie-fitto the

and

judges
Only men of first-class abilities

country.

We
re h&ve

30,

are

wark, pronounced by
ever published In
this

a new

Ο

brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
of
and Ceurch streets—basement and
first
elegant H finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

PORTLAND, MAINE,

American

from 30 to 45 years of age

men

Medical
WANTED—Three
to sell
to be the best
cood

Scarf Lost.

United States Hotel,
A largeMiddle
floor,

Attorneys

of age, who is desire

same,

AT LAW,

some

vears

—

We are prepared to loan money in maw
front 9100 to any η mount desired, on llret
rinse mortage* in Portland Cape Elisabeth, Westbrook, or De«rinf. Parties desirous of building can also be accommoda
ted with loans.
GEO. B. DAVIS Ar CO,,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers·
tf
sep24

on

En-

MERRILL,

COUNSELOR

«20,000

situation, with a view to
learn
get good chance, on application
to JOHN F. SHERRY, 0 Clapp's Block, Cong
Street. Good references required.
oct291w

jel3dtf

TO LEI.

lyAll kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-'69T T&Stf
boxed and matted.

T.

Proprietor.

BOY about sixteen
ous of a permanent
a
a trade, can

OCTOBER

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

BULLETIN.

Boy Wanted·
4

MORN TNG.

Geo. R. Davis Ac Co.'s THE LAST OF THE LOAN

competent to appoint

agents and manage the sale in Cumberland, Androscoggin or York counties of the beat Family Bible
published, and one that has never been offered in
this State. A good chance will be given to the right
kind of a man. Address for two days, stating age
R. B. BAILEY,
and experience,
oc£9u3t*
U. S. Hotel, Portland, Me.

~

Patent

HENRY F.

WILLIAM K. BICKFORD,

Chaules Η. Gloyd, Clem.
Tliomaston, June 1st, 1872.

St.,

Bed Lounge»,
ameled Chaire, de.

JVIcDonough

during

ies
the summer season.
The larder will be kçpt fully supplied with the beet
the market affords, at ail times ana seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection wlwi the house to accommodate

them all.

Suits, Lounges,
Beds, Mattresses,

Parlor

MAINE.

canvasser

WEDNESDAY

REAL

WANTED.
experienced

AN

This old, well known and favorite house has during
he past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
lid KupiUfod with new furniture, in style equal to
any Hotel of the day; is now opened for i>ermaneut
and trausicnt boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being euch, that each room has a view upon Main et., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by n<mc in the State.
Making It a most pleasant rcsorj for visitors from cit-

LSTERER,

Nos. 81 and 33 Free

STREET.

THOMASTON,
a

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

GEORGES HOTEL,
MAIN

PRESS

ίβ published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid hi advenoe, at $2 00 a year.
Rates or Advertising

PORTLAND

on

the 11th

this act he shot himself in the breast.
He was then taken into the adjoining room,
where he expired in about twenty minutes.
The wounds inflicted on the father are not
of a dangerous character; but there is no
doubt that the son thought he had killed his
father, and concluded to end his own life.

mitting

Madame Lucca's Husband.— Ileports In
the journals of Berlin, New York, and other
cities, regarding the relations existing between Madame Pauline Lucca and her husband are very contradictory.
The Home
Journal, of New York which never speaks
without good authority,settles the
in

question

following paragraph :
'•Baron Von Bhaden, the husband of Madame Lucca,a distinguished
military officer in

the

the Austrian service, has obtained leave of
absence from his Government, and will join
his wife in New York early in December.
Mavlame Lucca is impatient for the arrival of
her spouse, and speaks of him in very loving

terms, describing him

bearing,
tures.

fine

as

a

ot military
handsome rear

m»n

phytiqan<l

The Serenity of the Dyi.no.—It has so
I have seen msny men and
Without design or disposition

women die.
on my part,

I have very

many

times

een

without regret, at least with entire resignation. None of them showed dread of the
future. Their thoughts were fixed on what
they were quitting, not on what they were
going to. I observed that some of them
were troubled, perhaps distressed, when tliey
first thought they could not recover, but that
the nearer their end came the less apprehensive and the calmer they grew. Having once
banished hojte, tranquility seemed to descend
upon them as a substitute, and afterward, if

not

free from physical pain, there wa« unruffled
If encouraged to believe they might
<|et well, or if they had a favorable turn, the
old auxiety, with something of the former apprehension, reappeared; proving that their
mental disquietude was born of their expectation of life, not of their fear of death. Thus
was established a clear
analogy between ma-

peace.

terial and

spiritual anguish

under the same

circumstances. As we have seen, they who
;ire badly hurt, or
seriously ill, experience
suffering in going back to lite, while the
downward path to death, both for the body
and the soul,'is paved with smoothness and
serenity.—Galaxy for yorember.
BtTSINEMM ÎOTICKS.
Fellow's Compovnd Syrup op Ηυγορηο·phites will not onlv supply the waste going on
in the brain, but will enable the mind to en
dure a greater tax than before. It will impart
vigor and promote clear conceptions to the intellect. It «-ill strengthen the nerves and
give
l»ower to all the involuntary as well as the vol

untary muscles of the body.
The

oct20-dlw&wlt

urf.ateht want

υί Mie present age in
and women, healthy and vigorous in mind
and body. The continued headaches, weak-

men

nervousuess, and varying ailments
which afflict women are generally tlie result of

nesses,

imperfect action »l the stomach and other vital orgaus. Du Walkbk's California VimBQAK Rbtkks, being composed entirely of vegetable snbstances Indigenous to California, m»y
betaken with perfect safety by the most delicate. and ere a stirs remedy, correcting all
new vigor to the whole
wrong action end giving
octUMw
system_

AMoKti the numerous advantages which
be derived from the occasional use of
laudkr's Brest; are that it is a positive
ventive and counteract** of the mental

may
Smopreand

physical debility, kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, loss of vigor, female irregularities, mucous nnd involuntary
discharges, general uebility, and for maladies
immediately connected with the urino-genital
organs.

oct2i>-eodlw
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gerous.

(JLYSSES S. GRANT.

Now th»t Mr.

is as lost a
one as waj Jeff Davie' the morning of April
9th 1865, it is often asked what led this and

VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOR

WILSON.

HENRY

that

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfleld.
irst District—JAMES Π. McMULLAN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third District—JAM Ε S EHSKJNE, of Bristol.
Fourth IHstrict—MORDECAI MITCHELL.
Fifth district—WILLIAM McGILVERY.
"

Kraut mid hie policy de*erre the rcry
tight»»! credit·"—Horace Greeley.
"A purely *elflnh intercut attache* the
lewd, rutliaaly, criminal, and dangerou*
cla«*e* to the Democratic party."—Horace
Greeley.
"l&very

gilieu

gnmbllne

or

lire

who chooi'ito

ouc

by pu·

harlotry,

or

with

nrarly erory keeper of η tippling-houuc is
politically a Democrat.»»-Horace Greeley
brain, the heart, the nonl of the present Democratic party is the rebel elemeut
at the Mouth, with itn Northern allien and
sympathizers. It in rebel at the core to.It would come into power with the
day
hate, the chagrin, the wrath, the mortification of ten bitt r yenrs to impel nnd
Whatever chuetiacmcut
guide its «tops
may be deMerwd by oar nntionnl nine, we
must hope thie dingrnce and humiliation
will be npared to ■·.»—[Horace Greeley.

to espouse the Liberal canse. The
is they expected that Greeley
be elected. In another county, all
a
prominent politician and as-

answer

would

Large—SAMUEL

At

cause

one

general
for presidential electors:
E. SPliING, of Portland.

Greeley's

quite
piring office-holder

at one·,

came

out

emphatically for

Greeley. He was confident of the
Mr. Greeley. When urged for the

success

of

reason

of

through

a

spirit

Equally transparent is the proposal of the
Greeleyites to hold by the amended constitution, but to withdraw all right of interference on the part of the Federal authority in
the way of enforciug the observance of the ar-

world who assured him

medium that that

Chappaqua

ticles in that amended constitution. The result ot this would be, that if any State chose
to withdraw the suffrage from the colored inhabitants no one could possibly call it to account. The great mass of the people are not
so stupid as not to see what all this means,
and all pretences about the regulation of fiscal burdens and the reform of departmental
abuses cannot conceal that it all pornts to the
probable disfranchisement of the negro, and
a return to the old position of a dominant
and subject class in a community which has
proclaimed as its first fundamental principle
that all men are free and equal. In hii zeal
to secure adherents among the Democrats,
Mr. Greeley has made most damaging acknowledgments, such as that he may have
been mistaken in his opposition to slavery,
but he was honest. Itis far past the time of
day for any one to say that he may have been
mistaken on a point of such cardiual importance.

*age

Since things begin to look
doubtful, he has ascertained that his information was all right except as to time. That
little mistake was the fault ot the medium.
We fear that the politician friend in the
spirit world has played him false or does not
to win.

was sure

give that

careful attention to

should who

politics that one
ruining lime

the risk of

runs

serving place seekers.

The

..

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication,
but as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return
are not use<t.

or

preserve

never

item,

took

lias been

a ease

α

ever

round·

since the

distinguished man to whom it
refen, sometimes (as above) nereiy a statement, and sometimes with commendatory
comment; but, in either case, with the more
or less obvious implication that the fact (if it
be one) was creditable to the able statesman
and lawyer so lately deceased. At almost any
death of the

other time we should have allowed it to pass
without further notice, but just now,—while
with the

ringing
objurations
universally showered upon the jury which
acquitted Μι». Fair,—and a· it affects one

so

e\f "tlio

ηΐιαα*

niioat!on

u'Amen

mnw

Ιαλm_

up in such magnificent proportions upon
our horizon, we think it requires a little at-

ing

tention at

our

hands, that

the

fallacy and dan-

gerous tendency of the doctrine it either
teaches or suggests, may be exposed ; especial-

ly as our bare mention of the circumstance
might otherwise be misconstrued into an approval of it. To us it seems that the sentiment—not to say sentimentality—upon which
any such course of professional conduct, if deliberately chosen, must be based is as unjust
to the one sex as to the other; aud that
It sets at defiance all correct ideas of ab"
stract justice anJ duty, upon which our lawi
and their administration ought to be found-

ed.

It either

King)

can

do

implies
no

that a woman

wrong;

or

Tuesday,

(like

the

else that she has

of
dangerous
privilege
doing
it
without
being legally accountable,
thus classing her with idiots and the insane ;
or, at the very luast, that any person who
takes part in holding her amenable to the law
for any violation of it is justly obnoxious to
hostile criticism and public censure, while he
who stands alo»f, or defends her (irrespective
of che merits of her cause, in at)y particular
instance) is entitled to popular approval and
applause for this cours·. Is not this the very
theory which, carried to its inevitable and
logical results upon the trial of Mrs. Fair
and of other recent feminine criminals, has

the

led to many verdicts which have violated all
the deductions of reason, shocked the com-

States before
"Old Honesty" as

of the

and elect

One week
many ways as possible on paper.
from this morning we shall publish the re-

than he will get, to secure an election.

warns

epidemic the
generally to

owners

country "hotse doctors" who
ignorance, to do injury

in their

likely,
as good.
Th.-re ts in this country seven or
eight hundted million dollars worth of horse
property—enough certainly in these days of
practical education to have the subject of the

annually. Is it not a subject worthy
agricultural colleges ?

The more sensible adherents of Greeley acknowledge that already they are practically
beaten, but they continue to work in order to
make the overthrow as gentle and limited as
possible. Departmental Reform we are sure
will come as readily and as fully from the Republicans as from the Democrats, and the
cause of equal rights and liberty will for the
next four years at any rate be safer in
Grant's hands than in Greeley's.

the

attention of

The publication of Woodholl & Claflin's
Weekly, which has for some time been sus-

pended,

has been resumed.

Mr.

Greeley's

friends will be

pleased

toknowthat thieeome-

what

peculiar

woman

does not

being

a

was

the

fact,

it is

More Democratk: Roorbacks.—The Wash-

insist upon
Presidency. If sucli

candidate for the

quite possible

ington special of the Boston Traveller says—
Stories of prospective Democratic roorbacks
are again in circulatinn
this morning.
The
principal attempt on the Republican administration will come in the shape of renewed out-

that the coal-

ition candidate would lose some of his

most

supporters. If there is any literature
published in New York that calls for a mor<
speedy application of the statutes against ob
scene literature, we have not seen it.

ardent

There

rages

two nominees among the reanj
men who bear the Republican stand

Woodford of New York.

There

are no

1

bet

this section.

Intelligence from various points along
coast is to the effect that the next seasoi
will be the liveliest in Maine ship-yards sinc(
our

Preparations are in progress to secure
larçe amount of ship building material. Il
is feared that there will be a great scarcity
of ship carpenters, as the greater part ο
those formerly employed in this industry hav<
sought employment elsewhere.
a

1

Political Notes.
The Republicans of Massachusetts are con
sidering the question of Senator Wilson'i
successor.
It is said that it will fall betweei
Messrs. Boutwell and Dawes. The Bostoi
Advertiser rather favors the latter, presum
ing that Mr. Boutwell will retain his presen
position in the cabinet.
The New York Times'

m

it too obvious for argument.

It is plainly
rijjht, inherent in the female, to withhold from its male owner any property, real

not

a

personal, nor wrongfully to take it from
him by the forme of law or otherwise ; nor
ought he to hold life by the uncertain tenure
of her good pleasure and capricious will. It
is an insult so to act as to imply that woman
or

desires such treatment at

hands. What
she does ask is equality ; and the whole ani.
mm of Gov. Seward's course was the notion
of inequality. She claim» right«; he showed
fanon-, and where favors are granted, rights
arc apt to be denied.
Under the guise of
courtesy he offer» an insult. It is a renewal,
in modern form and under changed circumstances, of the «pirit of that chivalry of the
middle ages, when the belted knight, who
ventured life and limb to win the smiles or
defend the charms of the high-born damsel,
put the spurred heel of violence into the un-

protected
impunity.

couch ot the

our

lowly peasant girl with

administration of justice there
should be no favoritism of any kind ; and he
who attempts to introduce it seeks to
poison
the founts of justice at their source.
No true woman asks the favor of
In

the

doing

wrong un reproved or unpunished ; or to hold
her rights otherwise than mnder the ordinary
sanctions of general and equal laws. Such a

privilege would be dangerous to her as well
to man ; for by the eternal law of compensation, which regulates the world, we may be
that to possess the power of doing wrong
in one particular necessitates the liability to
suffer wrong in many other particulars.
We fully appreciate the
spirit of the charitable Roman maxim, that
requires us to say

sure

nothing of the dead

but good ; yet, in the discussion of a question of
public eoncem, we
feel free to add thai what was

really defect in
Gov. Seward's moral constitution has
been
extolled by his friends as a merit.
It is

impossible, properly and logically, to
was right and the
which acquitted Mrs. Fair,
wrong.

hold that Gov. Seward

jury

fact of his absence from our army when it
passed through the streets of Richmond, had

been generally and pleasingly noticed by the
Press and otherwise, and in this respect, differed from the practice in the time of the
Caesars, when a triumph would have been demanded by the victorious General ; or that of
modern conquerors, in heading their
army
in its triumphal march through the fallen
city.
The General modestly replied that he had regarded the fall of Richmond as practically
terminating the war, and it occurred to him
that he had better go at once to Washington
and stop the forwarding of supplies and further recruiting; which he did, remarking he
had not thought at the time of the matter
of
th#
and
shonld
have
parade,
had
but
little
taste
for it
in any
event. The economy of President Grant's

admiuistration

was

thus foreshadowed."

What

a Neighbor Thinks.
article
in the "Presidential Conlong
test," the Toronto 'Globe, one of the able3t
and most conservative of Dominion journals

In

a

say»:
It may be pretended that the contest is for
Reform and the full and satisfactory pacification of the country by the accordance of absolute and universal amnesty ; but in reality
all feel that it is substantially the old struggle
under a new form. The slave-holders staked
their all on the decision of the sword, and
lost. They now seek to regain by the ballotbox what they lost in the four years' war.
No doubt advantage is taken of the dissatisfaction of some Republicans, and the inordinate vanity and ambition of one man, to
give the contest a somewhat different aspect,

and make it
appear as an effort to purify the
administration of public affairs, and remove
the last root of bitterness
springing out of
the great conflict. But it
won't do. Abuses
there may have been in the
administration
of the last four years, and in some
respects
reform may be very miich
needed; but all
the talk about tnis is tlie mere
by-play of
the struggle, and Horace Greeley is but the
catspaw of those who are still believers
in the revival of the lost cause. The
platform adopted by the so-called

Reformers

They insist upon universal amnesty. Now what is the meaning of this?
Amnesty has already been granted to the
Confederates to an extent never known after
$uch provocation and such an overthrow.
The magnanimity and generous placability ef
the conquerers in this case are very noticeashows this.

infnma.

are

Sub Treasury Frauds.—Washington despatches state that Solicitor Banfield has been
directed to prosecute the brokers engaged with
J. I. Johnson, the default! ng stamp clerk in
the New York Sub-Treasury, iu spending the
government funds.
Secretary Boutwell will
recommend in liis annual report that Sub-

of the

nm

tniafwnrfhir

conversation the President assured one of these
gentlemen that everything he can do by way of
recommendation to Congress shall be done at
the coming session.

'■

·*

Τι;» ν A

the only hope of the struggling patriots is in
the re-election of Gen. Grant, who, while seeking to avoid a war with Spain, is one of the
best friends of Cuban independence. In recent

1860.

ronsiu

tin

Senator

to be sent to the United States on
the eve of the election, to produce an excite
nient on which to appeal to the sympathies,anil
to arouse the feelings of the people against
Gen. Grant. Of course the attempt will result
in failure, as I have myself heard prominent
Caban Rvmpathizers express the opinion that

correspondent, "E
people, awakened serious C." whose estimates during the campaigi 1
apprehensions, and outraged all our natural have been so reliable, puts the Republicai
instincts for equal and exact justice before majority in New York at 16,000 as the lowes
the law? Was it any more improper for the estimate and expects more than 25,000.
The New Jersey straight-outs seem to hav.
ignorant,illiterate,California jury to say (practically) that, regardless of every other con- no little strength and their meetings are largi
sideration, they would not bring in a verdict and enthusiastic.
against a woman, than it was for the New
Sanguine Maryland Democrats hope t<
York lawyer—a man of conspicuous position, carry that State for Grant and Wilson. Thi
eminent ability and extensive culture—standDemocracy don't like crow and will not com<
ing before the altars ot justice as one of Its out to the feast November 5th.
priest* and sworn defenders, to determine, as
Speaker Blaine and Secretary Boutwell wil
a principle governing his professional
action, speak at Cooper Institute, New York, thii
that he would never, under any circumevening.
The Republican majority that Gen;ra
stances, aid in bringing a female before its
bar? Ordinarily, no man would wish to Banks will have to overcome in his district ii
prosecute against a woman unless driven to 6,471. As the General never could overcom·
it by the strong compulsion of duty ; but
• big force, his opportunities are
good for re
whenever
demands
this
sacjustice
maining at home.
rifice of personal feeling at his hands
The New York Shipping List says now
it should be made
unhesitatingly and that the
prejudice against wooden ships ani
without other apology than the nature of the
in tavor of iron is dying out, and the price ο
cause; and whoever, by pursuing the course
materials and labor in Great Britain has adto which Gov. Seward held, or
by approval vanced to a
point which makes the construcof it, renders the discharge of this necessary
tion of iron ships too costly for profit, a new
more
difficult
and
though unpleasant duty
and brighter prospect opens before American
dangerous is derelict to the obligations imand owners.
All that is now
posed upon him by the terms, spirit and pur- shipbuilders
wanted to place the American
shipping inof
the
oath
ha
took
port
upou his admission
terests on a firm footing, is for Congress to reto the bar. Counsellors are a part of the
mit the taxes on such dutiable materials a9
machinery by which the operations of justice
enter into the composition of wooden
are performed ; as necessary a part, in their
vessels,
their rigging and outfits.
This done, we
place and function, as the judge who admin- shall witness
in
the
great
activity
shipyards
isters it upon the bench or the ministerial all
along our Atlantic seaboard. Tfce Governofficers who record or carry into execution
ment, as well as individuals immediately inwould derive substantial benefits
its decrees :—they all exist
only that those terested,
from such a policy, siuce the small loss of
operations may be properly performed. In
revenue by the remission of duties, would be
those tribunals, established for the protection
much more than made un hv tVip inf
;n
of all and of the rights of all, the advocate,
national wealth and resources by the
employment of mechanical labor and capital in shipu.all
1.1
fVie\ ΐιι/ln* „V.
to say
of the saving cf the
yards,
high nor low, rich nor poor, man nor woman ; amount of grossnothing
freights to be received by
blind to everything else, he should regard
American citizens, the latter amounting to
only "the trepidations of the balance." The not leas than seventy-five millions of dollars
per aunum.
motto which Garrison adopted for his Liberator tersely expressed this idea
Grant at Richmond.
is
:—"Biglit
of no sex ; truth ii of no color ; God is the
In taking the chair at a Republican meetfather of us all, and all men are equal."
ing at Croton, New York Dr. P. C. Yan
We have said that the actuating motive of
Wyck related the following interesting inciGov. Seward's discrimination (if he really dent:
made any) is as unjust to the one sex as to
"Meeting Gen. Grant at Quebec, in the
Summer of 1865, 1 observed to him that the
the other. That it is unjust toward his own
mon sense

American citizens in Cuba.

tion that arrangements have been made to
send to that island one or more Americans of
unquestioned nationality, and possibly of geueral respectability of character, who are to
cause themselves to be arrested for some indiscretion of speech or action, »nd exaggerated

reports

ter types of the younger Republicans In th<
country—none that are better known or mori

generally appreciated in

on

Harlatl nrnfpsSAH

are

worthy
ard, that we shall rejoice to see elected t<
Congress next Tuesday, Gen. Joseph Ε
Hawley of Connecticut and Gen. Stewart L

*

all.

diseases of horses and their treatment properly taught, thereby saving thousands of dollars

*

·

All thi» and a great deal more is being discussed through the length and breadth of the
States, and it is not surprising that the good
sense and love of freedom among the people
should lead to even a strong reaction in favour of the present occnpant of the White
House. It will take a good while far the
South to quiet down, and it is very possible
that some of the carpet baggers may be very
provokiug and unscrupulous people, but pacification is not to be secured by giving old
slave-holders and rebels all they want in the
person of the chief magistrate who, owing his
position to their influence, would have to
rule according to their wishes or not rule at

election, when it
will appear that Mr. Greeley will need about
one hundred and fifty electoral votes more
In view of the present horse

*

«

sults of the Presidential

are as

against

going the

of the American newspapers

the country.!·

the electoral votes

next

beware ®f the

w Milan."—Exchange.

The above

o·

Greeley's election the present week.
ring all the possible changes

them

New York Times

Too Sentimental ta b« Jiut.
li.Seward

Let

com-

munications that

''William

Let us urge our Democratic friends to
make the most of their art of cyphering out
Mr.

as

···**·«**·**·

his confidence he said that he had a spiritual
communication from a well known and reliable friend iu the

Every

long

ciple—and they must alike stand approved or
condemned according as that theory be found
sound and just, or unsound,
unjust and dan-

PBESIDBNT,

FOlt

on unmolested h>
one can live
he is quiet, and minds his own busiThis is true even of the most rampant
ness.
and implacable rebels. If they keep themselves to themselves no one will meddle with
them. No one has. Not only s^; there are
not above two hundred, all told, throughout
all the South, who have not received a full
and absolute pardon. Many who were prominent rebels in the struggle have not onlybeen pardoned, but are in offices of trust and
honor throughout the Union, and are not
only eligible to serve in the different legislatures, but are actually doing so. More than
this, there is not a single individual who lias
ever asked for pardon, amnesty, or whatever
people choose to call it, who has not received
if.
A simple acknowledgement that the
"situation is accepted" and that there will be
no attempt made to retrieve what has been
lost, has always been sufficient to secure all
that was needed.

ble.

acted upon the same principle—or theory,
rather, for it is unworthy the name of prin-

\OTlIMTI()>«(.

BEPIULICAIV

Either they were both right or both wrong;
for both, while engaged in the administration of justice and of the laws of the land,

Treasurer Hillhouse be relieved of all further
responsibility for the defalcation of Johnson,
amounting to $184,141. The report of the examiners show that the Assistant Treasurer did
In
in
use were recommended by him, but as he could
have no control over accounts where he had no
authority to employ an adequate force, lie is no
wise responsible for loss. The necessity for
officials having more authority, where such
large sums are handled, will also be referred to.
It is stated that the Treasury Department are
going to begin a suit against Daniel Butterfield
for a deficiency of $2300 in his cash accounts
while in charge of the Sub-Treasury. When he
resigned his commission in the army, charges
were being
prepared against Butterfield for
speculating in the public funds and combining
with Wall street operators iu Gold, during the
battle of Chancellorsville.

everything in his power to prevent frauds.
fact nearly all of the systems of checks now

The General Land Office.—The report of
General Drutnmond of the land office eliows
nearly all the back work of that office brought
Total number of
up to the last of September.
acres sold for cash, 1,370,320; located with

bounty warrants, 389,000; homestead entries,
4,071,333; agricultural college scrip, 693,013;
certified to railroads, 3,554,887.
These, with
other minor items, make the total disposed of
11,864,975, and the cash receipts for the same
$3,218,100; and 251,633,620 acres of the public
domain yet remain '.«surveyed.
The progress
of the few remaining land grant railroads toward completion has been rapid.
Over 1700

he heard Dow, in the excitement of the recent
crash, confess tha possibility of a fatal careless-

part. Such testimony, if substantiated, would attach the responsibility to
Dow, beyond the shadow of an alternative supposition. It will be remembered that Walton,
in the same breath, with the
assumption of a
ten years' acquaintance with Dow, gave a description of that gentleman's physical appearance which was almost exactly
opposite the
The man who said the
fact, in every detail.
words, "Perhaps the switch was wrong," was
according to this witness, tall, of light complexion, curly haired,and with a red moustache
and beard. It happens that Conductor Smith,
of the local freight, is the exact representative
of this description. The words which would
have been fatal to Dow's innocence, if uttered
by himself, in Mr. Smith's mouth become only
a natural conjecture as to the cause of the disaster.
The probability of a mistake in the
identification of the brnkcman, Dow, by Mr.
Walton, is suggested in a remarkable manner
by the testimony of to-day. After the examination of several employees of the road present
at the scene of disaster, and whose testimony
brought no fact of importance to li»ht, Newell
Dow was called. That the man told his story
with reluctance, for some reason unknown,was
perfectly evident. His style was as unlike the
straightforward, honest naration of his name
sake, the brakeman, as can be imagined.
At times he spoke with dogged unwillingness
and at times with a surly bravado which tempt·
strauge inferences. He was up early that mornHis
ing, it seems, for a gunning expedition.
chronology of the movement of the trains and
the events of the morning hardly coincide» with
the established facts.
But the most singular
part of his contribution to the desired light was
found in a mistake even more marked than that
which Walton made.
Newell Dow also said
that he had known Charles Dow for years, and
that, indeed, there was a possibility of a distant
family connection. When asked to identify
him, if possible, among those in the loom, he
singled out Conductor Smith. Charles Dow
was not
The witness struggled on
present.
through his testimony in a nervous, sullen manner which culminated in a direct refusal to answer one of the coroner's questions.
When
told to he in attendance to-morrow, he muttered a refusal, saying that he expected to go to
Cape Aun in the morning to ship for a six
months' fishing cruise.
He was held under
bonds to appear, however, and to morrows deare
awaited
with interest by all
velopments
concerned. It will be best to resist the temptation to found any theory upon the strange turn
matters have taken, until turther evidence shall
give it something stronger than a sensational
basis to stand on.
In the course of the inquest Mr. Lincoln took
occasion to explain why the Eastern road allows cars to be run on its express trains which
are unprovided with the Miller
platform and
the Wcstinghaus brake.
The legislature of
he
Maine,
stated, compels the company to give
transportation to the Boston and Maine line as
far as Berwick Junction.
The rolling stock of
this road is destitute of either of the improvements alluded to.
While driven by law to permit the unequipped cars of a road, perhaps a
little inimical, to enter into the composition of
its trains, the Eastern company can hardly be
blamed for granting the same privilege to a
friendly and allied road like the Maine Central.
ness

on

his

own

STATE

The time for making bids for the construction of the Lewiston and Auburn railroad has
been extended to Thursday.
xtie woman round drowned

in a

well at l'ail

River, has been identified as Elizabeth Ryai of

Lewiston. She left her boarding-house at Fall
River about the 11th inst., in company with a
man, and that was the last seen of her alive.
She leaves lauded property in Lewiston.
The horse distemper lias made its
appearance at Mechanic Falls, nearly all the livery
stables having many cases and the Lewiston
stage horses are unfit for duty.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

In Houlton, hay sells at $!> to 810; apples, 60
to 70 cents a bushel; butter, 20 to 22 cents;eggs,
18 to 20 cents; potatoes, 40 to 45 cents.
CUMBKBLAND COUNTY.

The hay trade is quite active in New Gloucester aud neighboring towns. Parties are buying for the Southern market.

SOMERSET COUNTY.
named Aimer King Was
young
caught Sunday in the act of entering the store

In Augusta, Oct. 23, by Rev. Mr. Upjohn, Samuel
L. Rolf, of Portland, and Imogene, daughter of the
laie .Judge W. K. Weston, of California
|No carde.]
In Saco. Oct. 12, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbee. Frank
Jeinci and Miss Cora E. Adams, both ol Saco.
In Gardiner, Oct. 10, Frank A. Small, of Augusta,
aud Lavolia A. Gowell, of G.

1}

stamps

at

/fl-I.

1-

1

Kansas receives 60,000 immigrants a year for
«everal years.
St. Louis is scourged with the small pox,
which is now increasiag.
The estimates of the sevetal departments of
the government are lower than those of last
are

NAME

Idaho
Baltic

not half

as

large, Encouraging.
Already over 38,000 claims

FROM

FOR

DATE

New York. .Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool.

Gtor.t4n

the Hub.

year, while the deficiencies

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

-\T~n~ xr—1.

τ

..

Oct 30
Oct 30

New York. .Hamburg
New York. .Havaua
City of Baltimore.. .New York.. Liverpool
Scandinavian
Quebec
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Algeria
City of Montreal... .New York.. Liverpool
New York. .Havre
Washington
Samaria
Boston
Liverpool
New York. .Havana
City of Havana
Minnesota
New York. .Liverpool
Java
New York.. Liverpool
Prussian
Quebec
Liverpool

Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

31
31
31
2
2
2
2
5
5
6
6
9

have beeu filed by
the survivors of the war of 1812, and the number will reach 30,000.
Fifty deaths were reported in Boston from
the "Equine Plague" up to Monday night.
A woman in Columbia county, Wis., who dis-

Miniature Almanac
October 30·
Sun riees
6.31 I Moon rises
4.30 AM
Sun sets
4.55 I High water
10.00 AM

covered her little boy on the top of a windmill,
fell dead from fright.
The lioy came down of
his own accord without injnry, but a motherless

PORT OF PORTLAND.

child.
The

Egyptian

mummy pits furnish English
manufacturers with ship loads of material for
bone manure.
The experiment at Westville, Conn., of a
factory for the extraction of oil from cotton

has proved a decided success.
By
process old grimy, greasy rags and waste
waste

this

cotodorless and

rendered perfectly pure,
merchantable
A Terra Haute boy of tender years and heart
has drowned seventeen kittens, tied pans to the
tails of nine dogs, brushed his father's new
silk hat against the grain, and blown up a pet
canary with a fire cracker in the last month,
and etill his fond mother intends him for the
ton

are

pulpit.
Col. Forney arrived in Washington Monday
for an interview with Grant. No little curiosi.
ty was manifested to learn if Forney had come
to repel the assaults made on him to the Executive by Simon Cameron, but it is learned that

Pennsylvania politics were

not even

and that the whole interview

gratulatory handshake
nexi

over

alluded to,

merely a conthe prospects of
was

week's election.

The Seabrook

Inquest.

Interesting Testimony.
The Boston Advertiter of Tuesday gives the
following interrsting account of the testimony
at the inquest of the Seabrook disaster at

Poetsmouth. Ν. H.

:

As the inquest progresses it assumes someTliere was a
what of a sensational character.
vast deal of testimony taken which is mere repetition and irrelevant detail, and yet occasionally some fact crops out,or some incident comos
to relieve the monotony of the examination and
to make it anything but commonplace.
Up to
Friday the drift of the evidence was decidedly
in favor of I)ow. The jjatent sympathy of the
inquest was with liim. His intelligent testimony ami his honest face made it hard to believe that he eould be
guilty of three or four
hours of uninterrupted
perjury. Then Benjamin Walton of
Seabrook, took the stand, and
with every appearance of
sincerity testified tha

NEWS.
Tuesday, Oct· 29.
ARRIVED.
New
Steamer
Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastportfor Boston.
Sch Tookolita. Reed, Bay St Lawrence, with 70 bble
mackerel. Reports rough weather ana lost main
boom, rudder braces, ana had sfcils badly torn.
Sch Hibemla, (Br) Coggins, Westport'NS—dry fish
to Geo Trefethen & Co.
Sch Edward Morse, Thompson, Friendship—dry
fish to Dana & Co.
Sch Chas Upton, Bellaty, Saco for Ellsworth.
Sch Pearl, Thorp, Brlstc'.
CLEARED.
Brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Matanzas—Isaac Emery.
Sch Amos Walker, Dunn, Savannah
Ryan &
—

Kelsey.

Sch Victor, Look, Addison, to load for Philadelphia—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Clinton. Bracy, Cranberry Isles.
SAILED—Brigs J Β Brown. Addie Halo. Maggie;
schs Amos Walker, Ε H Atwood, Bowdoin, Nellie

Chase, Maracaibo,

New York.
Oct 24—Ar, sch
lor Dennysville.

Launched—At Bath 29th, by Ε & A Se wall, an
extra ship of 1450 tons, named Carrolllon
She is
owned by the builders, Wm I) Sewall, Thos M
Reed,
and Capt Fred H Bosworth, who is to take command
of her.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 19th, ship Alice M
Minott,
Lowell, Cork.
GALVESTON—Sid 22d, barque Clara Eaton, Merriman. New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 23d, ship Lizzie
Moses,
Cox, from Liverpool.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 21st, sch J W Maitland,
Colcord, New York.
Ar 22d, sclï M W Drew, Perkins, London.
SAVANNAH—Ar 27th, ship Melrose, Jackson, fin
Boston ; J L Dimmock, Lincoln, Liverpool.
DARIEN—CM 21st, schs Gen Connor, Shuto, for
Curacoa; Ellen Morrison, Dodge, Guadaloupe.
BRUNSWICK, GA-Ar 21st,schs D Talbot. Amesburv, fm Charleston ; Adeliza, Huntley, New York;
Fr/nconia, Levy, Salem.
Ar22d, schs Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls, New York;
Loretta Fish, Wiley. Boston.

CHARLESTON—Sid 27th, brig Altavela, Cousine,

York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, barque Andes, Davis, from
Orcliilla.

Sew

expectorant which
anything calculated

an
nor

opium,

suddenly.

Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the
stomach, digests easily,
nonrishee the system, and creates a healthy
circulation of the blood. When the bowels are
costive, skin
and
the
shallow,
patient in of a billious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are
required.
These medicines are
Dr. J. H.
prepaired
SCH ENCΚ & SON, Northeast cornerbyof Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia.
Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
sale by Druggists generally.
Bept3sneodtf

to warrants from the Mayor ami AlPURSUANT
dermen of the City of Portland, the duly quail-

—

JUST

for the

gaeat combination

OUR COUNTRY,
When llrst our sires her flag unfurled,
And let it float upon the breeze,
But thirteen atari it showed the world,
Where'er it waved, on land or seas.
To such dimensions has she grown,
We number, η w, almost two score ;

The most enlightened nation kuowu,
Our power extends from shore to'sliore,
Our Boys can dress in handsome "Clothes"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Whiob they can buy at George Fenso's,

Corner of Beach and Washington street,

CLOAKS

PROTECTORS

A nice assortment of our own manufacture, retail
ed at wholesale prices.
A. G. 8CHLOTTERBGCK &
CO,

-A-poth-ecaries and Ch.emi.sts
oc30snlw
303 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Help the Torpid Organs
When the body is in a state of health, the food

tak

into the stomach acts on the bowels as a etimu
lant, causing in them that worm-like motion by wliicl
their contents are expelled. The liver being in
natural condition, the flow of bile (which is a milt
cathartic) into the intestines is ample and regular
and hence the discharges are easy and sufficiently fre
quent. The revorse of all this constitutes costiveness
and the only true method of cure is to restore thi
functional activity of the two important
organ
which use the bowels as a sewer for the egress ο
waste matter. For this purpose Hostetter's Stomacl
Biîters can be confidently recommended as the mos
effective of all medicines. It is not too much to saj
that chronic constipation would be unknown if th<
Bitters were in universal use as a remedy in the ear
lier stages of the complaint. At this period of th<
year, when dyspepsia with ^1 its kindred disorder!
are so apt to be
engendered and aggravated by thi
dampness of the atmosphere, this unequal stimulant
tonic and alterative should be taken daily.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R.
Spécial Notice.
On and after MONDAY, October 28tli, 1872, No. 5,
3.35 P. M. train from No.
and No. 6, 5.25 P!
Conway
M. train from Portland will
be discontinued.
oct26dsn3t
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.

WILL HAPPEN.
The Travelers Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn., insures against General Accidents b5
the year or month. Policies written by agents. Hen
are a few losees
reported in August and September ;
Am't Insured
Ε. B. Smith, Detroit, Mich., killed July 19,
by accident on Ν. Y. Central Railroad
$10,00(
Jas. A. Sumner, Akron, O., drowned July 21..
10,00C
Wm. E. Jones, Somerville, Mass., drowned
25
July
5,OCX
Jas. A. Malbon, La Crosse, Wis., killed Aug.
5, by explosion of steam tug
5,00ί
John Kozell,New York, died Aug. 5, scalded.
2,00C
Η. E. Valentine, Hartford, died Aug. 15, from
injuries caused by a fall on board whalesh'p. 6,OOC
Chas. H. Bliss, Provideuce, lost on Metis, Aug
30
5,00C
Norman Marsh, Newark, N. J. lost on ]Metis,
»
Aug. 30
5,00C
p. J. Field, Geneva, Ν. Y., lost on Metis,
Aug 30
3,00C
Chas. H. Sprague, Newtown, Md., lost at sea.. 1,00C
Frederick Krenson, Savannah, Ga., crushed.. 5,00C
Henry McCartuey, Brownesville, 0., drowned 5,OOC
Total

$02,000
Sixteen Thousand claims of policy-holders, for
death or injury by accident, have been paid by the
TRAVELER8 INSURANCE COUPAXY, of Hartford.
The amounts paid in losses by the Travelers average Seven Hundred Dollars a Day for every sccular
day since the Company began business.
A.

oct26en3t

MUNICIPAL

&

REAL

ESTATE

SECURITIES!
BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale bv
CHARLES M. IIAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

A few

A

.411

=C*

332

author may be consulted

on

en

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

the above as well as
experience.

all

mar25-dly

"WEBER" and other cminent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

Cahooii Block, opponitc City Hall,
AT REDUCED ,PRICES comly
my!7
3

quote:

fycoon Rep«9

95c.

■i·,
^

►-J

I

H«l

Satin Stripe·, 40c.

tr

>

SUA. W Tj S.

ward

street

Fifth day of November irll,
o'clock in the forenoon,

tue

ten

then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United State·.
The polls on such day of election to remain
open
until four o'clock in the afternoon, when
they *nall
be closed.
The Aldermen ot said city will be in
open session
at the Ward Room (entrsnce on Myrtle st.,) in
City
Building, from nine o'clock in the forenoon to one
o'clock in the afternoon on each ot the three secular
next
days
preceding such day of election, and from
three o'clock to live o'clock on the afternoon on the
last of said three secular days, for the nurpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose
names have not been entered on the Hats of
qualified
voters, in and for the several wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per Order.
II. I. ROBINSON City Clerk.
oct26
dtd

REMNANTS
AT HlLf PRICK.

*lbtr

CASSIMERES,

SI.'J.V

yd». Cheeked flannel, 91.OO.

jy It 1» onr greatest pride to sell
gootU nt the lowest pouubla price·.
O€t30

oui

and TWILLS

χ T43 tf

PARTICIPATION INSURANCE.
BBO'S,

Saitablo for Mes nnd Boys' wear at priors
that will do yoa good.

Thrce-Fourtha of tlae Profits Returned to
the Policy Holders by the

CONGRESS

STREET.

REMNANTS

Oct.

18, 1872.

tf

UNDER

SHIRTS

In 1866,

AND

—

72,636.00
29,967.00
64,738.00
91,067.00
92,748.00

1868,

"

D Β A W Ε Β S

1869,
1870,

"

VERY

LOW

No Company

CHARLES CI7STIS & CO.,

octll

ta»

VERMONT

BUTTER !

10# Tubs Choice Vermont Batter.
For Sale l»y
SHAW & HASKELL·,
GKOCKB8,

Fireworks.

TIIE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.
Clubs and Individuals supplied with Rockets, Candles, Bengolas, &e., «Sc., for processions or meetings.
Torches, Chinese Lanterns in every style, Flags,
Tradsparencies, &c., &c., for the Campaign.

; CUTTER,

oci-inovlsn

Send for Price

CARBQLATE

List.

Co., Agents,

Success. μοΛ
Unparalleled
RrVERSIDE ECHO. Over 10,000 copiea,
the

in-

an

of

6,000 in six months. A Literary, Religious
and Family Newspaper, published weekly.
The
and best Family Paper in Maine. A choice
cheapest
of Six Fine Steel Engravings or The First Bible
Lesson—one of Prang*s prettiest $2.00 Chromos,
given away, all framed, to now subscribers. No
money called for until paper begins to come and picture is delivered. Every Agent is
making handsome
pay. The time to work is during the next three
months. Send for a sample copy nnd full particulars, to PUBLISHERS RIVERSIDE EOHO, Portland Maine.
oct30-4wWF&M

CHEAP CASH

Provision & Grocery Store,
Cor

Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
No. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.
au20 d3mo su
and the

BATCHELOB'S HAIR DTE.

Chestnut and Oxford Sts.

F. W.

BUXTON,

CASH

SYSTEM,

Would invite hi» friend» and customers to jrfve him

call, where they

COMPANY,

will find all kinds of

PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES
CHEAP FOR CASH.
dtr

oc22

Street,

IMPROVED

Jûjfew York.

CAPITAL HALF A MILLION DOLLARS.
organization of capitalists for the purpose of Importing TEAS direct from place of growth,
and distributing them throughout tho United States

Sewing

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
Μ|>10Τ2

for

GREAT ATLAN1IC k PACIFIC TEA CO.,

Machines

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spool* for 3c.

an

ONE PROFIT OrVIi V.
This Company has resident agents and business
connectionsVith all the principal ports and Tea growing districts of China and Japan. The Teas are
bought oxpress»y for their trade alone, in the best
TEA districts, and are sold for ONE PROFIT.
Send for Price List to the

HOWE

all other First Class

and

x

This it

PRICE!

19· 91IDDLE AND β TI1IPLB ST*.
OC29
dtf

CHEAP

Cor. Church St.,

AT

having adopted the

Atlantic & Pacific
191 Fnlton

F AC TOBY

Λ

Cogia Hassan,

LIME.

Highly recommended for use in Stables to prevent
HORSE DISTEMPERS
and other Diseases so prevalent now.
Sold cheap by
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO·,
oct25sntf Druggist·, *21 market Square.
FOR FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,

Bargains.

HALF

THE «RGAT

stick.

Illuminating Windows. The best ever made,

FBOM

better

is6w

Marshall's Patent Illuminating Candiefor

a

Ne. 491-3 Exchange Street.

TEA.

OUR

REMNANTS

91,330,187
94,500,000

βτγγ

OC130

HYDE & CO.

52 CHAtJNCY STREET, BOSTON',
sole maiuifiicturere of

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

Great

present

can

W. Ο. Little &

crease

THE

Price of One,
AND

Record.

•J93 COXJKKHS STREET.

FOB

$414,068.00

Chleag· laaaea paid
Leaving preacut aaaeta

PRICES.

BUY TWO YARDS

$«8,012.00

1866,
1867,

"
"

in oil qualities of good*.

$2,600,000.

This old and reliable Company issues Policies on
the PARTICIPATION PLAN, by wliich the insured
derive the advantage of the
security aft'orded by it's
large Cash Assets, rendering its Policies especially
reliable in case of large conflagrations, a point of
great value to property owners, particularly to owners of good dwellings insuring for a term of
years.
This Company divided to Participating Policy
Holders as follows, viz :
"

-»

OF F It on 9 TO 1· YARD*

OF MEW YORK.
Cash Assets oyer

CHOICE

TEAS.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONG ·* Cblnf
tor sale at a very low price to close

Q

Too/,
onsignment.

TU

EMERY & FURBISH,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill eti'ects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Blaok oil Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., IT. Y.
oetl
d&w
Ivr
s Ν

DON'T!

OCEAN INSURANCE COMPANY.

deceived* but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

Tlie Press as an

WELLS' CARBOLIC

stockholders of this Company
notified to
at the office of said Company, in Portland,
THEmeet
the 3lst

Advertising Medi-

um.
The attention of advertisers is called to the excellent and constantly improving condition of the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which has

long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all public plaoes.
en
PARLOR
The

STOVES!

Very Beat in the market,

and

for

sale at Low Prices by

Flam Streets.
octl9-sntf

To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or oi
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

THE

OAntl Qentf

BAMK OF PORTLAND.

Banking

Business.

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then

en

tf

guns:
CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,
or

J. B. LUCAS.
Sept 18-sntf
For Rent.
State Street, with

Apply

nitnre.

octl5-<13w

wltliont tbe furPELEO BARKER.

to

or

Store House. Also storage and wharfage on CusHouse Wharf. Apply to
PELEG BARKER,
oc23snWF&Mtf
55 State Street.

tom

nice Photograph or TinType, go to A M. McKenny/s 161 Middle Street.
He warrents them as good as can be made in Portami.
aga-eodtfsn
want a

applicstion

New York.

:

Worker,

50cts. ; Needle Threading Thimble,
Morocco Needle Book, 50ct*., (6 large and 5
small Needles. 915 per day sure; sample free
ο
any one at above price. C. THORNTON & Co., 599
Broadway, Ν. Y.
oct30-4wf
25cts. ;

Îupers

A Great Offer !

freight apply

Shorts !

Shorts !

DU.

Notice.
HALL, having been called
by being sick himself, expects to be able
M.

Centre

the first

of next

oct29dtf

GREENE,

MO. 9 nOVLTON MTBEET,
d2w

oc28

TO HORSE

STABLE

OWNERS,

KEEPERS,

TEAMSTERS.

WHITTIEK, DRUGGIST,
400 CONGRESS STREET,

Has received from the Veterinary Surgeons of New
York City stables, a supply of medicines for this
alarming disease, now raging among horses all over
the country. All horses, whether
WORK OR DRIVING HOR8EM,
Are subject to this frequently fatal disease. It has
made its appearance in Portland; five valuable animals have died
to-day (Thursday, Oct. 24), and a

largo number are suffering and
every hour. If takeu in time,
are

new cases occurring
Whittier's remedies
proving successful; full directions given to each

purchaser.
DO NOT DELAY,
As over Seven Thoa«aod (9000) Π·η«« ί·
New lfork. and nearly Four Thenaaad
(4000) in Benton, all suffering to-dav.
The medicines are safe and reliable* Whlttier telegraphed for a supply immediately, on reading in
the New York Herald of its spread among all classes
of Horse*.
oct26dlw
IP

YOU WANT A

FALL

OVERCOAT
CALL AT

W. C. BECKETT.

5000 A«ENTM WANTED AT ONCE for
NEW BOOK, the LIVE OF THE
GREAT EXPLOBKB,

our

a

on

LIVINGSTONE,
RESURRECTION

WINTER OVERCOAT

STANLEY

DRESS SUIT, PLEASE CALL.

and his

from

Death, by

a

PLKA8K CALL.

Lirins

OB

For full description and terme, address immediately HUBBARD BEOS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.

OH

oct30-4wt

FOR

SALE.

Call

SECOND hand Rugglus Printing Press, card
and circular, for sale oheap. Call or address.
HARRIS BROS.,
oct30dtf
138 Spring St., Portland, Me.

For Baltimore.
SCHOONER

JÊL

Freight

EVA

MARY.

A

BITHINBNB
ne

IlIIT

above.

OR A NICE PAIR OF PANTS.
0Ctl2

cl3»

DO LIKEWISE.

PORTLAND

BUSINESS COLLEGE
For

a',,,lJLt^KER BROTHERS,
oct30dlw

Central Wharf.

for

full business

course

issued in

unlimited time in all of the
SCHOLARSHIPS
this,
good for
of the International Business College Assoan

are

Colleges

ciation.
For full

WANTED.
by
to work. Address
EMPLOYMENT

a

young

man

who is willing

F. A. F. Press office.

particulars address
L. A. Cm RAY, A. M., Principal
Portland, Me.
ocl7d2wjtw2m

FIGS!

H°
—·

Traveling Agents, SS?ï.k7K

money at work for D. L. Bdwarm & Co., Portland,
Maine. Send for particulars.
oct30-4wWF«£M

Gentlemen's

FIGS!

CHEAP.

0U3E 140Oxford Sraoet, near Elm, with all the
modern improvements; Gas and Sehago Water
oct30ti
Enquire on the premises.

»00 8-lb. Drums of

WHARF.

GBKKN^FOGOikCO.

away
to return to Cumberland
week to his post of duty.

CYRUS

To Let,

^or sale in lots to suit purchasers
lOO Ton* of Short*,
Very choice Old White Ο at a,
No. 1 Old IVlixed Oat*.
Prime Yellow Corn,
At lOB Commercial
Street,
(Head ot Merrill's Wharf,)
oc20dlw

MILTON

oc<30-4irt

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

to

CENTRAL

Y.!

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best ami cheapest Family Bible ever
publish?*!
wll| be «ont free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 30Φ flue Scripture
nnil
illustrations,
are
agents
meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e'e- andwe will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISAING CO. Phlla., Pa.
oct30 4wt

uot30d3t·

BUNKER BROTHERS,
oc2!Kllw

48?Bn>adway Ν,

will dispose qf AOO PIA# OS, MEL ODE ONS, and
ORGANS,qf six .first-class makers, including Waters', at rery lew price fer camh, or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-loctav Hrstciass PIANOS, modern improvement, for
MT5 cash. Now read g a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGANt the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated mCatalogues nailed.
Sheet

EVA MAY.

For

oct30-4wt

& GENTLEMEN, Agents wanted
LABIES
to sell Protean Button Hole Cuter, 25cts. Button
Hole

CRAIGHILL,
Major of Engineers.

SCH.

just received and for sale by

Ο THE WORKING CLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening ; no capital required ; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to

start with sent free by mail. Addiess with 6 cent
return etamp M. YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..

Butter !

~TTJBS

2 Ο Ο

or

"The People'· Standard Bible." 550 illustration*. Extra terms. Prospeetus free. Zlegler Λ McCurdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass. oct30-4wt

at this office.
WM. P.

oct29d6t

Choice Vermont

minJflen, Teacher·. Ladies
YOUNG
istère ! Agents wanted in
county, for

PROPOSALS

on

are

THURSDAY,
day of October. 1872, at 3
o'clock iu tlie afternoon, to consider and deterutoe
upon the expediency of .«aid Company Insuring
Per order at Directors,
against Fire.
ocl6dtd
UEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
on

cured in its ineipie-.t state, when it becomes chronic
the enre is exceaingl.v difficult, use Wells' Carbolic

Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United State·.
Price 25 cents a box
Send fur circular.
oct30-4wf

UNION WHARF.

Ν Ο Τ I CE

cleansing and hea ing properties are astonibhing.
Be warned, never neglect a col l, it is easily

A

U S. Engineer Office, (Third story, )
Union Bank Building,) Fayette, near Charles S
Street, Baltimore. Md., Oct, 26, 1872.
)
are invited for furnishing and deon
U.
S.
near
Stone
Zekis
IsLighters
livering
land in the Cape Fear River, North Cariolina, and
separate proposals for Stone loaded on lighters at
quarries on tne river accessible to tug boats.
The right to reject any bids reservea. Blank forms,
specifications and any desired information can be
had

TABLETS.

Wortlalem» imitation* are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic acid tor
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
othei well known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all case· of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, there

sn

To Let.

If yoα

Be

Music and Music Merchandise.

POWDER,
SHOT,

House No. 85

181 FULTON auil 2 anil 4 CHURCH Streets
O. Box 5508
oct30t4w
NEW YORK.

P.

oc2ed*t

everv

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and

The

diseases requiring skill and

we

wool Plaida, 60c.

Corded Alpaca·, i)6c.

1

FOR BALTIMORE.

Every Man.

"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise en the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner·»
vous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria, fmpotency,
Spermatorrbœa or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, aud the only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only 91. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The

in
residing
on Clark

Continental Insurance Co.

sep28sntf

A Book lor

c*

Redaction in Prices.

Ï

PROPOSALS.

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

k

AN Ol Nl'AL

—

EASTMAN

J. CHASE, General Agent,
59

said ward, and those
will meet in the School house
in said ward, on

seven

ot

05

On, ami after tbis date, the un 'ersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the etyle of the (,BAKK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the

ACCIDENTS

gress

Tuesday,

s°
ca

RECEIVED

AT

Boston.

0ct30snlw

CHEST

GOODS !

DRESS

Pi α

e5

—

electors of «aid city, residing in wards oae, two.
three, four and »ix will meet in their respective Ward
Rooms, in said wards, and iboee residing in ward five
will meet in the
Machigonne Kngine house on Const.. iu

TWEEDS

Oct 2!
canvass

IN

φ! Cumbfrlaud Repellant

TWO HUNDRED HOBSE8

Agentswanted to

Φ

BARGAINS

fled

Rereraable

IXL & TJnXLd

have been treated with Whittier'e medicines, and ii
no case has the disease resulted
fatally. Call at Whit
tier's Druggist, No. 400 Congress street, and obtaii
the medicines, and promptly use them before the an
iraal is weakened, αη<1 r©»ilcrcd unfit fnr

CITY OF PORTLAND.

95.
Oh Bargain· inOttoman,
kind».

FOR

Whittier'e remedies for the "HORSE EP1DEM
IC" are proving very successful. The medicines art
safe and reliable, and with the directions which ac
compauy each packege, every horse owner can in al
cases save his animals at a small expense.
Over

ofl

Λ1

ί>Η
LADIES'

Portlnnd.

THE3 SEASON.

Η

147 Commercial St., Portland.
oct4-eod3mosn"

Special Notice.

Olive Branch, Brown, New York

Sid. sch Virginia. Small. Caï is.
Oct 26—Sid. schs Marcia U-ynolds, Mary Ε Staples,
and Sammy Ford,
Sch Belle, oi St John, Ν B, from Salmon River for
Boston, with lumber, put in here 21st in a leaky condition, and was run on the flats, where she was caulked. She sailed 23d. still requiring the assistance of
both pumps to keep her free.

does not contain any
to check a cough

SPECIAL NOTICES.

and others.

[from our correspondent.]
LU BEC, Oct. 23—Ar, sobs Mary Ε Staples, Godfrey, Windsor, NS, for Philadelphia; Marcia Reynolds, Houghton, do for do; Sammy Ford, Allen, for

inevitable result.
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is

WHOLESALE

1

Frieia
Crescent City

complaining

Manili

en

MARRIED.

two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now
wit h «lull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
con ted, pain in the shoulder
blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These
symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so
if
affected,
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly Btoppod, the
lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain
torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the
lungs
are a mass ef
sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

of

THK—

—OF

Novelties

All the

Total,
fm

for New York.
Sept 19, lat 2 31N, Ion 115 34 W, ship Martha Cobb
trom Port Gamble lor Valparaiso.
Sept 25, lat 10 N, Ion 119 W, ship Oueida, McGilv·
ery, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Sept 29, lat 15 45 N, Ion 118 45 W, ship Merom, flron
San Francisco for Cork.
Sept 30, lat 25, Ion 38, barque James Ε Brett, fron
Bangor for Montevideo.
Oct 1, lat 22 27, Ion 49 53, sell Frank Howard, iron
New York for Para.
Oct 18, lat 33 07, Ion 7110, barque S W Holbrook
lrom Baltimore for Port Spain.
Oct 7, lat 35 38 S, Ion 18 50 E, sliip Pocahontas, fron
Calcutta for Boston.
Oct 21, lat 38 50, Ion 57 15, barque Masonic, fron
Boston for Melbourne.
Oct 25, let 33 58, Ion 76 17, brig Keystone, bouuc
North.

WASHINGTON COUKTY.

Addison voted last Saturday, 30 yeas to 5
nays, to take stock in the B. & C. S. L. R. R.,
to the amount of $4000 and $4000 additional if
the road if the road is built south of the south
line of Columbia Falls.
Post Bradbury, G. A. R., was instituted at
MachiasOct. 12th, by Wm. L. Hughes of East
Machias. T. P. Hutchinson was elected Post
Commander.
The Post has been named in
honor of the two sons of Capt. Wyer Bradbury
of Machias, who lost their lives ia the service;
oue in the army and the other in the navy.

Sometimes medicine* that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up tlio
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, ana, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of

ill AO υ.

To the Electors

STOCK

Pulmonary

SPOKEN.

man

of Mesera Lawton & Prescotfc, Skowhegan.
The firm had repeatedly missed small sums of
money.
The selectmen of Skowhegan have called a
meeting to consider the question of bu.lding a
shoe factory.
It is said that the county seat question will
be renewed before the coming Legislature.
It
is thought if the qaestiou should be submitted
to the people they would vote for Skowhegan in
view of Gov. Coburn's generous proposal.

ewe

John, NB, 26th inst, barque Mendota, Per·

Sept 3, oft" Capo Agulhas, ship Elsiuoro,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

In this city, Oct. 28, Mrs. Elizabeth Α., wife of S.
N. Merrill, aged 45 years 3 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock.]
at her late residence, No. 40 Atlantic St.
Relatives
and friends are invited to attend.
Oct. 28, William H. Cox, aged 19 years 8 months,—
son of W. H. Cox, of Deering.
In Boothbay. Oct. 26, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the
late Ν. T. Knight, Esq., aged 88 years.

Tl.n

I

will

ry, Boston.

COUNTy.
Not only was the Baptist church at Buckfield
but
the
schoolhouse
burned,
adjoining, which
was a great loss to the district.

A

only medicines that

consumption.

OF

County of Cumberland, City

ΛΛΓβ Have ÏÇ"ow in

HCHENCK'H niNDBAHE PILI.M,

Rockland.

OXFORD

The trains on the Ε. & N. A. Railway, carried 3,8afi through passengers aud 20,810 way
passengers, during the inonih of September—a
total of 24,640.
Hon. Samuel F. Hersey arrived home from
the West Saturday evening, but is confined to
the house by a sprained knee.
The Whiy leans that Dr. Preston of Orono is
dangerously ill of typhoid fever.
James W. Robinson, formerly of Bangor,was
fatally poisoned by taking a druggists prescription at Menomouee, Mich.

SCHENCK'S SEAWEED TONIC,

Are the

MISCELLANEOUS.
STATU

SCBKNCK'S Pl'LJIOXIC HYKl'P,

Hall, Philadelphia.
At St Martins, 10th inst, brig Maria White, Bryant, for Philadelphia.
Cld at Montreal 25th, brig Acelia Thurlow, Galli·
son, Quebec.
Cld at Pictou NS 23d inst, brig Gambia,
Gillev, foi
Ar at St

i

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED.

Hopkins, Millbridge; Elizabeth, Sadler, Ellsworth;
Abby Gale, Ryan, Bangor; Witchcraft. Barter, do;
Boxer, Southard, aud Franklin, Colby, Wiscasset ;
Superior, Sylvester, and J Η Miller, Shea, do; Sassanoa. Weeke, Bath.
Cld 29th, brig Wm Robertson, Magune, St John;
■ch Hattie Baker, Crowell, Georgetown.

FOREIGN PORT*.
Sid fin Shanghac 14th lust, barque James S Stone!
Phinney, New York.
At Hong Kong Aug 31, ships Scotia, Drummond,
for San franciseo ; Oracle, Humphrey, for Maca ;
Formosa. Allen, aud Flving Eagle, Lewis, une; bark
S D Carlton, Freeman, for New York,
At Calcutta 17th ult, ship Cora, Coombs, from Mauritius, for New York; barque Goodell, Crockett, tor
Cochin ; an I others.
At
Bombay 20th ult, ship Mount Washington, Titcomb, for Calcutta, (has been reported sailed.)
At Almeira 9th inst, barque Sicilian, Percival, tor
Boston, do.
Ar at Cuxhaven 9th inst, ship Golden Horn, Cutting, Starbuck Island.
Sid 1m Elsinore 15th inst, barque Rome, Otis, foi
New Orleans.
Ar at Plymouth, E, 16th inst, barque Ρ C Merriman. Young, Akyab.
Ar at Aspinwall 16th inst, barque Fannie Lewis
Lewis, Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes 16th inst, brig Abbie C Titcomb,

new advertisements,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Gardiner.
Cld 28th, barque John Ε Chase, Davis, Savannah.
Ar 29th. sch* Delia Hinds, Wells, and Sunbeam,
Gilley, Calais; Game Cock, Robbins, do; Sailor Boy,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

commissioner recommends an amendment to
the homestead law, making it obligatory to the
settlers une er it to cultivate a certain number
of acres in trees for three years.

5,000 places.

NEW LONDON—Ar 28th, schs Crescent Lodge,
Hatch, South Amboy for Boston; Bramhall, Hamilton, New York for Portland; Ρ S Lindsey. Hamilton,
Hoboken for do; Eveline* Gil more, do for do; LS
B.irnes, Coleman, So Amboy for Boston.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 26th, sch Revolution, Dawes,
Bangor.
Ar 27t.h, sch Ε A Stevens, Bolton, Bangor.
FALL RIVER-Sld 27th, sch D Β Doane, Nickerson, New York.
Sid 29th, sch Margaret, Clark, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 27th, sch Ann, Stratton,
Franklin.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th, barque Philena,
Chase, Buenos Ayres for Boston.
PROVINCETOWN—In port 29th, steamer Dirigo,
from New York for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, schs Lamartine, Salisbury. Calais ; J C uoolidge, Dyer, Franklin ; Nile, Oliver, from

The Lewiston Journal is informed that 37
years ago last spring a horse disease prevailed
extensively in that vicinity, similar to the epidemic now raging.
The shoe factory at Mechanic Falls is ready
for the machinery.
David Coughlin, a noted Lewiston nun seller,
died Sunday.

DIED.

News and Other Items.

for Boston.

NEWS.

miles have been completed within a yoar. Tree
culture receives considerable attention and the

The postal railway service has been increased
10,000 miles the last year.
San Francisco dispenses spirituous fluids from

Ar 27th, schs Paloa, Shaekford, St John, PE; Alfred Ivocn. Plllsbury, Pensacola.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th. brig Cyclone, Pendlctou, Wickfurd Rl; sell Η Τ Townsend, Mersey, from
St John, NB.
Ar 27lli, brigs Mariposa, Milton, fin Caibarien;
Aroostook, Bryant, Turks Islands.
Ar 28th. brigs Mary C Mariner, Durgin, Ragged
Island; Thoe Owen, Quptill, Sagua; sell D Β Everett. Gregory, Pensacola.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tb, ship Garibaldi, Bowden,
Manila; barque ConcorJ. Park, Colombo ; Harvest
Moon. Berry, Marseilles 71 days; La Plata, Orowell,
Buenos Ayres; brig Alice Starrett, Hooper, Lisbon,
29 days; Lizzie Wyman, Hopkins, Tuspan, Mex, 29
days; Clara Ρ Gibbs, Parker, Guayanilla PR, 20 ds;
Castillian, Croueben, do 16 days; Haven, Spencer,
Pascagoula 26 days ; schs Helen J Hoi way, Thompson, St Martins 17 days; Mary A Witham, Keliey,
Cape Haytien ; Laura A Webb, Hatch, Jeremio; Κ M
Sawyer, Keliey, Exun>a; S L Davis. Cottrell, Jacksonville; Carrie S Webb, Horn an, Georgetown, SC;
Harriet Baker. Webber, Portland ; l· mily A Staples,
Staples, Norwalk; Winner, Nash, Calais; Addle Ρ
Stimpson, Stimpson, Greenport.
Ar 28th,
ship Casilda, Robinaon, Leghorn.
Cld 28th, slaps Jennie Eastman, Herbert, Havre;
Nunquam Dormio, Cousins, Bristol, Eng ; barque
Sierra Nevada, Panno, Sun Francisco ; sch Lucy
Hammond, Baglay, Jacksonville.
Passed through Hell Gate 27th, brig Μ Ε Thompson, Bunker, Alexandria for Boston; schs
Angola,
Bellaty, Elizabethport for Boston; Francis Ellen,
Cousins, Port Johnson for Boston ; Allie Oakes, PillsNew
for
York
buy,
Portland; Gen Howard, Johnson. Port John on for Augusta ; Ε C Gates, Freeman,
do ior Boston; Nora, Wallace, Elizabethport for do ;
Geo Brooks. Thompson, do for Portland: J Ε Gamage. Pitcher, New York for Boston; H G Fay, Philbrook, Port Johnson for do; Addie L Cutler. Smith,
Hoboken for do; J Tinker, Lopaus, A in boy for Providence; May Munroe, Hall,New York for Salem; S H
Cady, Small, do for Providence ; July Fourth, Cobb,
do for Portland ; Kendrick Fish, Rawley, Hoboken

Garments

CLEANSED,

—

Figs

—

75 Cents per

Drum !

FOB SALS BY

WILLIAM ALLEN, Jr.,
*©.

Dyed Brown, Blnrk, Bluo-Black

AT only

11

EXCHANGE

STREET

oc26

eodiw

and Blue,

No

AND PRESSED, READY FOR WEAR.
not to crock.

Ripping required. Warranted
AT

FOITEB'8

Jy28eoduew

tf

DYE

HOl'MK

Portland Savings Bank.
before SATmaile In till» l«nk
DEPOSITS
URDAY, November '2.1, will commence inter·
1st
on or

on

94 Inion Nt

the ttrst of that month.

octl$-dtnov2

FRANK NOYES, TitMurer.

THE PRESR.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 80, '72.

Fireman's Anbiverbab*.
Washington
Hook.and Ladder Co., No. 1, celebrated the
41st anniversary of tlie organization of the
Company last evening, by a set-down at the
house on Market street.
There were present

Centaur Liniment seems to be the specific
actiug both upon the glands ami the joints.ami

Turpentine, Opodeldoc or Capsicum.
When the throat, belly, and legs of the animal are early rubbed with this liniment, and
cloths saturated with it bound on the legs, the
superior

Mayor, Engineers of the Fire Department,
Committees on Fire Department and on Public
Buildings, and the officer* of the other fire
the

CITY AND VICINITY.
ΤIIΚ PRKftM
at the Periodical Depots of Fcssenden Bros., Marnais. Robinson, Brunell &■ Co.4
Moses, HenderAndrews, Went worth, Glendenning,
aon, and Chisholm Bros., on all frame that run out of
the city.
At Biddefor.i, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hotlgijou.
At Water ville, of »J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewistou, of W. F. Stanwood,

May be obtained

New Adrertiienenta Te-Daf.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Prof. Pratt—Music H ill.
M. L. Α.—Lectures.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Epidemic—Whittier.
Clothing—Fenno.
Home

Chest Protectory—Schlotterbeck & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEM EN Τ COLUMN.
Drees Gjods, &c.—Co veil & Co.
Insurance—W. D. Little & Co.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
Well·* Carbolic T.il>lets—J. Q. Kellogg.
Aleuts Wanttd—Ziegler & McCardy.
To the Working Class—M. Young &Co.
Agents Wanted—C. Thornton & Co.
A Great Offer—Horace Waters.
Free to Book Agents—Nat*l Pub. Co.
Agents Wanted—Hubbard Bros.
For Sale—Harris Bros.
For Baltimore—Bunker Bros.
Wanted-F. A. F.
To Let—110 Oxford Street.
Traveling Agents—D. L. Edwards & Co,
Unparalleled Success—Riverside Echo.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Burleigh's Announcements—2.
Milliken's Hotel—Boston.
The Terrible Horse Disease.
Army & Navy Announcements—2. «

disease is checked and the animal soon recovers.
The nose and eyes should be frequently
sponged with warm water. The feed must be
soft mash—carrots and salted hay. The water
When the Cough
must unt he cold hut tepid.
has become severe, give warm flax-seed tea
with a little Spirits of Nitre and Belladonna
and Muriate of Ammonia in small doses three
times a day. But an absolute preventive to
horses takiug the disease is the early use of the

Foreman Sawyer presided at the table and welcomed the guests,
when a fine supper was partaken of. After an
hour pleasantly speut in the duties of the
board, order was again restored and the "feast
The following were the
of reason" began.

companies in the city.

regular toasts offered: "The day we celebrate,"
responded toby John M. Stevens; "Our City
Government," to which the Mayor replied;
Spencer .Rogers, Esq., responded for "OurHonChief Engineer Cummings
orary Members."
spoke to a sentiment in hi· own honor, while
the lîoard of Engineers fouud the tongues of
Messrs. Littlefleld and Chase ready to do for
them. "Machigonne Eugine Co., No. 1," called up Mr. Ilsley; Messrs. Shillings and Davee
responded for "Portland No. 2;" Capt. C. H.
Leighton for "Cumberland No 3," and R. W,

Centaur Liniment, the effects of which are
simply wonderful, and warm clean bedding
with no exposure or hard work.
All Kinds of Mens" Gloves at
Middle St.

Ladies' Uudervcsts and
Peabody's, 315 Congress St.

Mr. Harris C.
for "Casco No. 5."
Barnes, ex-chief, spoke is behalf of the exComplimentary sentiments to
Engineers.
and Mr, Wells, driver of the
truck, were among the number offered. The
newspaper press and Dirigo Engine Co. No. 8,
It
were also remembered in the distribution.
was quite late when the party broke up,having
spent the evening very pleasantly, and all look-

of furniture and

at

Percival Bonney—Judge Advocate.
"
Elias Thomas—Signal Officer.
H. H. Rich—Adjutant General.
Captain
"
Gordon K. Garden—Aid.
"
H. R. Sargent—Assistant Quartermaster.
Lieut. W. Β. Brookings—Aid.
"
W. H. Judkiue—Asst. Adjutant General.
"
John M. Marston—Aid.
"

A. 8. Way—Assistant Commissary.
By Command,
H. Λ.

MELCHER, Comd'g Division.
Rich, Adjutant General.

H. H.

HEADQUARTERS PORTLAND CONTINENTALS, )
Oct. 30, 1872. f
General Order No. 17.
Every member of the Continental» and Drum Corp·
will report at these Head Quarters, Lancaster Hall,
atl o'clock p. m., in full uniform. Members who
cannot accompany the Battalion to Boston willpleaee
leave their uniforms at these Head Quarters. Those
who wish can obtain uniforms at the above place.
By order of
W. C. G. CARNEY,
Capt. Commanding.
L. A. GOUDY, Act. Adgt.

Every Artilleryman
Is

expected to be at their Headquarters at 12.30
prompt as possible tojoin with the Continentals and
Pioneers in the grand excursion to Boston.
Per

order,

____

J. H. B. MORRILL,
Captain Commanding.

C. M. Hunt, Clerk.

Every Pioneer

Is expected
Headquarters

to-day. Be at their
Train
as possible.

to go to Boston

at

12.30, prompt
leaves at 2 o'clock.

CHAS. W. BEAN, Capt. Com'g.
CHAS. D. SMITH, Clerk.
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

TUfc»i>AY.—Nehemiah Porter, complaiuant, vs.
Sylvanus »orter, Jr., et al. Verdict for respondents.

Vinton.

Drummond.
Frank.
JUDGE

sults with its evils, in self reliance and a better
education in some of the important phases of
daily life. Hereafter every householder and
bead of a family will learn how to be his own
truckman. It is an affecting sight to see pater
familial carrying home a basket of onions, but
hie table will rejoice iu better joints and more
succulent vegetable».
What is worth doing at
all is worth doing well, and while the customer
is waiting for his cut he will learn something of
boTine anatomy, and find out the location of
the fattest and ripest pieces,
And there is a
feeling of independence in carrying home your
own dinner, that is not appreciated by
everybody. It is the most satisfying experiment
that can be tried.
A good deal of excellent
muscle can be developed in walking down town
and back again.
It's a little hard to the inex-

perienced

at first, but they must pick their
and try again; the result will be profitaAt any rate people will have a
ble in time.
chance to try these excellent practices for a
while at least.
corns

Mb. Booth as

Richard III.—Mr. Booth's

engagement cloeed last night with one of the
greatest triumphs, that ever was accorded to
an actor by the people of
Portland ; and if he
has heretofore gained more glittering honors,
certainly none were ever given in greater sin-

cerity. Every
nearly every foot of
standing room was occupied, and the pallery
Richseats presented a thronged appearance.
ard tue ill was chosen fur Mils occasion, and iu
its method of presentation Mr. Booth's carefulThe capabiliness of detail was conspicuous.
ties of the stage at Music Hall are not favorable to the proper production of a play of such
se.it and

this is, but the setting of it was well
considered and executed. Some of the closing
scenes of King Heury VI. are
introduced in
this version to make the history more complete
and intelligible to the audience, and it contains
the whole life of the ambitious, cruel King.
Mr. Booth was calW before the curtain at the
close of each act to receive the applause of his
friends. Miss Pateinan, as Queen Elizabeth,
exhibited a great deal of fine action and impas-

reading, supporting

sioned
well.

Grand

stuff belonged to defendant and if itdi l not it

was

poor, worthless wood, sap rotted and not worth more
than the cutting; that the wood sued for defendant

bought

of plaintiff and

Vinton for

paid

him for it.

plff.

On trial.

Brown for defts.

Quite number of cases assigned lor to-day
disposed of without tri al.
a

Municipal
JUDGE

were

Court.

MORRIS PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—John Burke. Drunkenness and disturbance. Fined $6 and costs.
Patrick Conley, William Hayes, James O'Rourke,
Micbael Driscoll, Andrew Presby. Larceny of fruit,
lozenges, &c. Found guilty and fined $2 and onefifth costs each.
Morris Connors. Assault and battery. Complainant acknowledged satisfaction and defendant was

discharged

payment of costs.

on

Brief Jotting·.
See advertisement of the fifth leolure of Prof.
Brackett's course in the entertainment column.
The Haydn Association will give a miscellaneous concort at Fluent Hall on Monday

evening Noy.
fiisit.innr

7 fr

Mr.

Booth very

onnnsra

tn

ha
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disease is

fluc-

afahla lliincr nhrmt.

ail.
Cats are reported to have the prevailing epidemic.
And now the beys of St. Augustine school
have adopted a uniform cap.
A chap stepped into a shoe store at Ligonia
and asked the price of rubbers. "Sixty-five
cents," was the answer. Taking a pair in his
hand he said he would ask the opinion of his
friend in the wagon outside. Jumping intothe
wagon ne drove as if he was affraid of catching
the horse influenza.
The Greeley Zouaves, numbering about 50,
with a drum corps of eight and the Portland
Baud, 17 pieces, went to Portsmouth yesterday
afternoon to join the great Democratic torchlight procession last night. The.v took up a
number of prominent politicians at the Falmonth Hotel on their way to the depo't.
Some of the class of '72, Portland High

anxious to know why the books
School,
which they labored so hard to secure for the
school reference library are yet unavailable to
those desiring to consult them and for whose
use they were intended.
We are glad to know that the 8800 race beare

which

Mumm, Gentle Annie and Dare,
was arranged
for this afternoon, lias been
drawn. It would be an act of cruelty to drive
hones in so severe a contest, when the distemper is raging, and the horsemen are to be commended for their humanity in postponing it.
There were seven drunks at the station house
at eleven o'clock last
night.
Hale has received a new marine
picture from
Norton entitled, "Grand Menan."
The Humob of THF.
House Disease.- One
of our merchants, who lives
up town, and is
a regular patron of the
horse-car, missed hi»
usual mode of conveyance
Monday night and
rode down towi. in a small
wagon drawn by
bis two boys. As that line

—

didn't run on
schedule time, he had the pleasure
of walking
home later in the
evening.

L

in Boston this

evening will be the most extensive, elaborate
and magnificent display of the character ever
The Republican
witnessed in New England.
organizations of this city, accompanied by the
full Portland Baud, have made arrangements
to participate iu the great celebration, and an
excursion train will leave the P. 8. & P. Depot
at two o'clock this afternoon for Boston.
The
fare for the round trip is $3.
Arrangements
have been made for a free collation for the
companies on their arrival in Boston, and provision is also being made to care for them during the night. We understand that the return
tickets will be good on any train of Thursday.
The arrangements were only completed at a
late hour last evening, but it is hoped that our

Republican friends will avail themselves of this
rare opportunity to witness the grand parade.
The uniformed companies will meet at their respective headquarters at one o'clock.
On To Boston.—Now that the Continentals,

Artillery and Pioneers have voted to go to Boston 'by special train at 2 o'clock this afternoon,
we hope that all our citizens who wish to see
the demonstration of the season in the
«.·«:! »kA.nlIAln«. AÎ

above

4A

Uxeu may be as
good as horses for
trucking
goods, but feeding at a manger they are
not a
success.
One of our merchants
made » wager
on Tuesday that his new
yoke of oxen would
prove as profitable as a pair of horses. That
night one of the cattle got bis horn caught in
the manger and in trying to get clear, broke his
n»ck. The merchant just saved his steak.

all

a

See advertisement of Army and Navy course.
Reserved seats can be had both in the gallery
and on the first floor.
All Wool

Hosiery, at

A. M.

Peabody's

345

F. F.

Thompson, Prest. National Currency Bank, Ν. Y., writes: Please send me, etc.
I have used the last lot and am pleased with
the saving of muss in mixing, etc.
My men
say it requires less rubbing than ordinary
Paint, and they can paint further and easier
than with ordinary Paint.
83 Commercial St.

BY TELEGRAPH.
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Brunswick, Oct. 29.—Tlie horse disease has
spread rapidly in this vioinitj since Saturday,
but it prevails in so mild a form that most of
continue to use their horses for light
work. Reports from Harpswell, Bowdoiuhaiu
and other neighboring towns say that the disease is also spreading iu those places.
owners

The Regular Thing.
Rockland, Oct 29.—The horse distemper in
a mild form, has appeared in our city.
At two
or three of the stables a few horses
hare been
coughing a little for a day or two and exhibit| ing the usual symptoms of a cold, but all ar·
well as yet and it is hoped the disease will not

serious form here. Two or three supof the prevailing epidemic are also
posed
reported among the team horses owned in the
assume

a

cases

city.

Drawaed
Bajjoor, Oct. 29.—Fred Cliche, six years old,
sou of John Cliche of
Bucksport, was drowned
at that place yesterday.
Good Templar·.
Tlie semi-annual session of the Grand Lodge
of Good Templars is in session here to-day with
G. W. C. T., David Boyed, in the chair.
The H*ree Diatemper.
A visit to the stables in this city to-night
shows the condition of the horse disease to be
rather favorable than otherwise, although nearly every animal is affected to a greater or less
degree, there are as yet no fatal cases and but
few very severe. Some which have been supposed past recovery are now doing well. Mr.
Shaw of the Bangor House stables has had
most of his coach horses sick, but all are much
better and able to be worked a little every day.
He attributes his success to the free use of
Johnsou's Anodyne Liniment, which lias been
one of the
principal remedies administered
here.
Most owners of horses keep them up as a
matter of precaution and in consequence it is
difficult to get goods delivered through the city.
The clear cold weather is very favorable to the
recovery of the animals.
Mules as well as horses have the disease and
one of the worst cases is that of a mule
belong-

ing

Light Iafantry will give au exhibition drill and promenade concert at an early
day, It will be highly appreciated by our
people.

to Mathias' express.
Somene! Railroad.

Lewiston, Oct, 29.—Mr. Pittman, contractor
laying the track of the Somerset railroad,
commenced putting down iron at West Waterville to-day.
for

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
The Heahroak Iuqneit.
Portsmouth. Oct. 29.—The railroad inquest
was continued this
morning. Newell Dow concluded his testimony and his wife will appear
this afternoon, and Dow says she will testify
that brakeman Dow told her he left the switch
wrong. President Lathrop of the Eastern R.
R., also took the witness stand and stated that
as the laws of Maine
oblige the road to draw
tlio Boston & Maine trains that were without
the Miller
and
Westinghaus brake, so
platform
they thought they might as well take the Maine
Central cars too, though similarly deficient.
Alfred N. Do » of Seabrook, who lives near
the scene of the accident, says he found the
switch immediately after the accident with the
-where the lock should have been, and the
ock hanging from the chain as Conductor
Smith says he found it, and not as switchman
Dow
says he left it. Witnesses to corroborate
Walton s testimony that the switchman left,
the switch wrong are not yet forthcoming.

{>in

Portl»nd,

Manchester and elsewhere.
The Republicans are to have their torchlight
recession on Friday evening next, not Thursay as announced.

S

WASHINGTON.

IIINC III.I.ΛIYEOU8 NOTICES.
Remedber the sale of reserved «eats for the
Army and Navy course this evening, at eight
o'clock.

Children's Undarvests and Drawers, Union Suits and

Skirts,

at Λ. M.

Peabody's.

Unuekshirts and Drawers all grades,
at Burlcighs, 89 Middle street.
Remnants of Bleached Cotton,
Vickery & Leighton's, 154 Middle St.

cheap

at

tf

nity,
We sell a little lower. Good Undershirts and
Drawers at 37 cents at J. Burleigh's 89 Middle
street.

Buttons and Braids in all the new shades at
A. M. Peabody's, 345 Congress St.
Call and see the Champion Spring Mattress at Geo. A. Whitney's & Co., No. 4(i Exchange St.
oct24-lw
1' ι.κ EC I'D Lined Hosiery and
Gloves, at A.
M. Peabody's, 345 Congress St.
Horse Diaeaae.
In Buffalo there are not well horses
euough
merchandise through the streets.
to carry
Boats on the Erie Canal are tied up from one
end to the other, and thousands of tons of prodIn Rochester the
uce cannot reach market.
Common Council has established a regulation
Terrible

for hand-carts, there being no horses to truck
jjoods, and It is with difficulty they can be obThe President of
tained to attend funerals.
the United States has sent instructions to our

Consuls on the Canadian line to prevent the
further importation of diseased horses. There

probably 12,000 sick
and Brooklyn to-day.

are

on

Frenrh

Vm-

horses in New York
The disease travel» in

Washington, Oct. 29.—The Department of
State some days ago prepared a
proclamation
declaring that hereafter all goods imported in-

the United States in French vessels from
countries other than France, shall be charged
with a discriminating duty of ten per cent, ad
valorem under the 17th section of the act of
June 30th, 18<>4. The Treasury department approved this proclamation and prepared a circular addressed to the Collectors of Customs to
accompany the proclamation and requiring the
collectors to act in conformity with its requirements and terms, the instructions to take effect on the promulgation of the proclamation.
The statement that the Treasury Department
bad issued instructions is not true, a· instructions are inteuded to accompany the proclamation, which up to tioon to-day had not been
signed by the President.
The proclamation will not be issued to-day.
It has been withheld at the request of the
French Minister to afford him an
opportunity
to make inquiries of his governmeut relative to
the subject. It may, however, be issued to-

the air, and seems to attack about one-third, of
the horses in a stable at the same instant.
Then others eome down by degrees. It exhibits three phases; the Catarrhal, Rheumatic and
Gastro-Krysipelatous, and all termed Epizootic

Influenza.
Its treatment is not
understood, and the disease is
frequently fatal. The animal must be

kept unusually warm and elean.
The legs,
throat, &c., washed with emollients.
The

morrow.

Appointment.

to-day appoiuted Wm.
York, Consul General

I!.
at

Personal.
Miuister Washburn has arrived aLd called on
on the President this morning, remaining with
him more than an hour.
The Dismissed Middy.
Strong efforts will be made for the restoration of cadet midshipman Diggs, recently dismissed from the Naval Academy for |assaulling
The aucadet midshipman Conyers (colored).
thorities are not disposed to re-instate him as
the assault was without provocation.
Oca. Sherman.
Gen. Sherman, though confined to his house
by sickness, is still improving.
Naval Matters.
Rear Admiral Winslow, recently in command
of the l'acific fleet, will be place-ί on the retired list of the navy 011 the l'Jth of next month
on account of
long and faithful service, but
having received a note of thanks from Conhe will be permitted to remain on active
uty ten years after his retirement in accordance with the law in such cases, passed some
years ago.
The retirement of Admiral Winslosr will
promote Coin. John L. Worden, now in command
of the Naval Academy to the grade of Rear
Admiral. The next Rear Admiral to be retired is Rear Admiral Jos. F. Green, now in
command of the North Atlantic fleet.
His
name will be
placed 011 the retired list on the
24th ef November, on account of long and faithful servie». The retirement of Admiral Green
promotes Commodore Geo. F. Emmons, now
awaiting orders to the grade of Rear Admiral.
Miuister Washburn dined with President

Sress
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During political Ight between political target companies at Hamilton Park, yesterday,
George Bartlett, a carver, was dangerously staba

bed in the back.
The report that tho United States Marshal
had instructed the arrest of women for declining to answer questions relative to registered
naiuea of voters is untrue.
The election day here will generally be observed as a holiday, and no fears of trouble are
apprehended by the police.
Minister Washburne states that t.ie'postal
treaty with France will be deflnately arranged
before long on the basis suggested by the Amerluau

government.

Paper mill Veilrtreili
Little Falls, Ν. Y., Oct. 29.—Miller and
Churchill's paper mill was burned to-night in
consequence of a lamp explosion.

The

Equine Epidemic.

New Υοπκ, Oct. 2!).—The weather is cool
clear this morning, and favorable to the
horse malady, but there is no abatement in it.
Fewer horses are seen i n the street than at
any
revious time, and nearly all those are
running
A few stages and cars are
adly at the nose.
running on all the lines but the 4th avenue. It
It is generally noticed that the fine
express
horses and other animals well cared for arc
less
frem
the
Cartmeu
epizootic.
eufferiag
along with hackmeti are overwoiking their well
horses to enrich themselves by extortionate
fares. Bergh will continue to arrest all those
using unlit horses. One huudred and twentyfour dead horses are reported for the week
All these need not necesending Saturday.
sarily however have resulted from the new disease.
Vast piles of freight have accumulated
ou the wharves.
The diseased trotting horses
at the Fleetwood stable are
convalescing. The
2d avenue is the only horse car line which employs dummies during the continuance of the
ami

■vl·»

The President
Crosby of New
Rome.

+

for trial.
The Superintendant and President of the
New Haven railroad make affidavits that both
Castello and Robinson visited them and demanded 87,500 as a bribe to defeat the passage
of the said ordinances.
They have not been
arrested yet, but it is expected that they will
in
court
and
give bail for trial,
appear
to-day
murder by a Policeman.
Captain Devine, of a tugboat is reported as
dying from having his skull fractured by Policeman Sullivan, Saturday night.
Sullivan
has been stripped of his uniform and commitfor
trial.
ted
Mayor Hall's Trial.
The court of Oyer and Terminer was crowded
to excess to-day.
On the opening. Mayor Hall
said he had been advised by his counsel that
with the exception of some documentary evidence, requiring argument, there had been no
testimony which the law does not reject as absolutely tainted and therefore there was nothing in this case calling for answer by way of
evidence for the defence.
He then said he
would waive the defendant's right of being
heard by counsel before tlie jury and was willing to submit the case ou the evidence of the
prosecution, under the charge of the Court.
The counsel for the prosecution here announced that they should address the jury.
Mr. Buckley, of the Mayor's counsel, submitted requests to the court to be incorporated in
the judge's instructions to the jury.
He also
submitted several propositions of law in behalf
of the defence. He proceeded to state that he
should refer to a record of the court as bearing
upon the ease, which he (counsel) considered
the defendant bad a right to avail himself of in
connection with the requested directions to the
jury. The record decides an Indictment against
Wm. M. Tweed.
The counsel for the prosecution objected to
this as not having been introduced as evidence.
After debate, Judge Brady decided that the
document was of no value in the case.
The counsel for the Mayor then requested the
court to instruct the jury "that there can be no
conviction of wilful or fraudulent breach at the
perversion of any lawful duty by th« Mayor;
that none of the acts of the Mayor constitute
any evidence at common law, because under
common law it was never the part of the Mayor
to audit accounts or demands against the couuty; that there is no competent evideuce of neglect of duty, and that no conviction cau be had
unless evil intent is established; t'.iat the duties
of the Mayor as a member of the Board of
Audit were judicial, und consequently he was
not liable uuder this indictment, unless proveu
corrupt in his action; that there was no evidence
of corruption upon which the jury can act.
After hearing the couusel for the Mayor, the
court took a recess.
On meeting again, the counsel for the prosecution asked the Judge to charge the jury that
the Mayor was responsible by reason of accepting the office of a member of the Board of
Audit, and that the Mayor wilfully neglected
his duty in said office and must therefore be
bonvicted.
Breach of Promise Case.
Application was made iu Brooklyn to-day
for a new trial in the celebrated breach of
promise case of Miss Homan vs Alexander
Earle, in which $15,000 damages was awarded
by a jury years ago.
Kt Cetera.
Arrived, steamships Minnesota and Atlantic,
from Liverpool.
John A. Griswold's illness is assuming a
more alarming phase, and it was feared that he
would not live
through last night.

THE MALADY IN NEW YORK.

to

cheap,

We invite the attention of advertisers to the
facilities offered them by the Daily Press to
Our readers are more nureach the public.
merous than those of any other daily in Maine
and include the best citizens in our commu-

The

Discriminating Bulici

The cise made out by the prosecution is reas very weak by Mayor Hall's
counsel.
The prosecution do not aver that Hall had any
in
the
share or participation
rin^ pluuder. It
is understood that O'Conor declined to be of
the counsel for the prosecution, owing to the
belief that the Mayor could not be found guilty
under then indictments. A speedy conclusion
is looked for.
Alilermcn Indicted.
New Yobk, Oct. 2!).—It is stated that indictments have been found bv the grand jury
against Aldermen Conover,Plunkett and Kobinsou for bribery in connection wiih
leasing the
Conocity lands to the New Haven railroad.
ver and Plunkett were elected as "reformers."
Robinson aud Costello, the other indicted Aldermen, were arrested to-day.
They appeared

gurded

Πμμ4

MATTERS IN MAINE.

♦

IHore Arret!· in Prospect.
New Yobk, Oct. 29.—Bench warrant! were
issued yesterday for the arrest of James H. Ingersoll and John D. Farrington, charged with
Farrington it is alleged made out a
forgery.
bill against the city for 820,000 for work done,
and forged the endorsement of E. A. Heath
thereto. To-day the warrants will be placed in
the hands of Judson Jarvis, chief of the Bureau
of Arrests (sheriff's office) for execution Warrants have also been issued for the arrest of
several members of the Common Council, not
however conneoted with tbe ring.
The Hall Trial.

Congress St.

Agency

Dtalk of » Pickpocket.
Boston, Oct. 29.—The man wlio registered
liis namo as "A. McDonald, Montreal, at tbe
Mciriuiac House, a few nights since, and was
found dead in bed the next morning, has been
identified as a noted burglar and pickpocket.
He has operated in Detroit, Halifax, St. John,
Ν. B., Boston and other places, and recently
served eighteen months in the States Prison at
Charles town. He was forty years old, aud a
native of London, Canada West.
Union Vni|hlDepot Opened.
The Union Freight Kailwa.v was opened today by a locomotive and four freight care starting from the yard of the Boston & Maine railroad and proceeding over the entire line to
Federal street bridge, and then returning,
.«topped on Atlantic Avenue, head of Central
wharf, where the cars were loaded with cotton
and dispatched over the Boston & Maine road.
The new railway will greatly facilitate transporting freight between the wharves and various railroads.

distemper.
The epidemic is now said to have reached its
worst point here, but
notwithstanding the wide
spread of the suffering and the numerous fatal
cases
the
disease is thought by many
yesterday

experienced horsemen to be on the decline. Today is cool and pleasant and hundreds of partially affected horses will be used in consequence. Several of the leading physicians of
the Board of Health think the disease will

probably soon attack man, and it is said a few
in Brooklyn who have worked about sickhorses have the malady, but this is very doubtful. There is strong public feeling against the
continuous working of sick horses by
many
railroads. Nothing, however, has been done to
prevent this inhumanity, but urreste are made
of petty carmen, and yesterday the Philozooist
Bergh had a poor man consigned to the Tombs
for using his animal.
Two incidents occurred
yesterday of horses falling dead in the liarnes
on the street railroads from overwork.
An Oswego special says that many horsess
from the surrounding country were" attacked
while in that city.
Great depression exists
there between forwarders and shippers: Canal
New
to
York
and
tide water have risen
freights
to twelve cents per mile and are still advancing.
The distemper is becoming general in the northeru part of the State.
Some branches of business is at a standstill,
Merchants who are under contract to ship flour
and and other articles, find they have to pay
enormous
prices for cartage. Broadway is
thoroughly packed with pedestrians throughout
the day. Some of the railroad lines are compelled to stop to-day. Others contiuue to reduce the number of their trips.
I-arge dealers
are announcing their
inability to deliver articles at the homes of purchasers. The ferries
are missing their usual
receipts from vehicles,
and many of the principal marts of trade have
a gloomy
The streets present a
appearance.
spectacle ot wretched looking tiltcriug horses,
dragging trebly overloaded cars aud vehicles.
The Gth avinue horse cars have entirely suspended to-day. The 9th avenue line has' also
men

average of yesterday. Pacific Mail speculation continues feverish ami induce· caution on the part of
money lenders and frightens the dealers in other
stocks. The price advanced early in the day man
02} to 96$, but speedily reacted to 93, anil finally recovering to 94$. Lake Shore and Northwestern common were otherwise the chief features of the market ;
the former was active and recovered the decline of
yesterday by the highest price, but was not held at
the close. Northwesjern pursued a very similar
course, though already under clique influence. The
rest of the list advanced on an average of J per cent,
in the early part of the day, but during the second
call a reaction set in and the advance was lost: thereafter the market was rather firmer, but lacking in
animation and closed feverish. The cliques seem all
loaded with stock, which renders the market, vendangerons to outsiders, and short interest is being
closed out. Erie advanced $ per cent, during the
day. it is creditably stated that Commodore Vanderhilt has decided to raise money îor a new double
track on the New York Central ami Hudson River
liailroad. The amount of tho prospective mortgage
is said to 1» * $35,000,000, of which some $15,000,000 are
for the redemption of existing bonds nob secured by

suspended. Canal street cars have also suspended. There is great difficulty in obtaining
transportation to and from remote parts of tlie
city.
The agents at the different piers say that the
goods are rotting and before there can l>e any

of their removal will be useless. At
the Boston and Worcester piers a few horses
are at work all in a diseased state, aud the
piers are almost impassable, as well as at the
No freight will
Boston acd Fall River docks.
be taken until things improve. The old Dominion and California steamship line piers are
Busiblockaded with vessels heavily laden.
ness is suspended at the National line piers
while the City of Washingt in of the Inman
line is slow I ν discharging on lighters. It is believed that the steamer Idaho will be detained
n>any days, as only 500 out of 3,450 bales of
eotton engaged for her are yet got on board.
The car lines are running irregularly and
haul off early in the evening.
A few teams
are working to-day at the wharves, and the ice
The livery
companies are using their horses.
stables report a large number of deaths, but
sick horses are now improving.
In Patternon, If· ί·
Patterson, Oct. 29. —The horse disease is

possibility

increasing.

NEW YORK.

The Greeleyites are having a torchlight procession this evening, with delegations from

of hal f fare.
Tite Portland

for dredging 20,000 yards in
Duxbury, (Maes. ) harbor was awarded yesterday by Gen. Thorn to Augustus R. Wright of
New York, at fifty|centsja yard,
It was reported on the street yesterday that
Sheriff Perry had made another large seizure ;
but it proTed to be only another case of horse-

·"

Torchlight Procession.

torchlight procession

m.'ll

here.
The contract

tween

The

18th.

An exchange says the horse

Peabody's,

porter ia constantly
in attendance to insure the prompt delivery of
baggage so left to the guest» of the house.

Somb of the Advantages of Misfortune—
The malady which is depriving society of the
valued services of the horse will bring good re-

SYmqnDS,

Tuesday.—William Low vs. Mary j. o0pp et al.—
Trespass for taking and carrying away flt'tee». cords
of stave stuff value I at 890, and six cords of oak wu-χΐ
valued at #30. Dafence—that the wood called stave

Corsets and Skirts at A. M.
lowest cash prices.

til the disease has had its full run.

Superio. Court.
BEFORE

to-day at 10
large building,stock

horse.

Washington street,where

authenticated. In two of the cases reported we found the animals alive, but quite
sick, In one stable of twenty horses we found
bnt one case of serious illness ; in another of
fifty horses there was one bad case of fever
where the lungs were affected. Every horse in
the car stables is sick ; some of them slightly
ill. The managerssay they will take time and
not run a car out until their animals are beyond
the reach of a relapse. Stable men and veterinary surgeons think the disease has not reached the climax, but that nine out of ten horses
are bound to suffer.
The aspect is that for several days we are to put up with the present inconveniences, and business which depends upon horses for ite prosecution must languish un-

weight as

Per ordor.

a

a

Travellers visiting Boston by rail, can
laave their baggage at any of th· depots, and
for a few cents, ride iu horse car or omnibus to
the popular new "Milliken House," 187

cases

were

Major Η. Ν. Small—Surgeon.
Brevet Major W, E. Gibbs—Cliaplain.
W. C. Cobb—Chief Commissary.

Bur-

street

being reextending, good many
ported yesterday, and while a majority of th·
patients are comfortable or slowly improving,
there are a great many very sick horses in the
We
different stables; some dangerously so.
heard yesterday of several deaths, but none

Brevet Col. J. W. Perkins—Medical Director.
"
A. F, Gerrish—Provost Marshal.
"
T. E. Twitchell—Topographical Engin-

at

We sell Undershirts and Drawers from 37
cent» to (52.50 each. J. Burleigh, 89 Middle

day Oxen have very generally taken the place
of horses in heavy trucking; still merchants
have goods piled up in ami around their stores
which they cannot get off fast enough to keep
up with the receipt of orders. The disease is

nounced:
Officer of the Day, Capt. Charles W. Bean ; Offlccr
of the Guard, 1st Lieut. George W. Smith; Sergeant
of the Guard, Sergt. Η. E. Plummer.
III. The following gentlemen have accepted positions on the staff of this Division, and will be obeyed and respected accordingly :
Col. Z. A. Smith—Chief of Staff.
Col. A. M. Benson—Chief Quartermaster.

at A. M.

F. O. Bailey is Co. will eell

o'crock,on Spring street,

Hohhe Disease.— The condition of
things in this city in consequeuce of the disteinper.is relatively about the same as on Mon-

Headquarters Portland Division, I
Lancaster Hill, Portland. October 30, 1872.
)
General Order No. 3:
I. The Portland Baud and Commanding Officers
of the several organizations of this Division will report at these Headquorters at 1 o'clock p. m., to
take the cars for Boston. Line will be formed on
Congress Street, right resting on Preble.
Train
leaves the P. S. & P. Depot at 2 o'clock.
II. The following detail» for duty are
hereby an-

Drawers,

The best place to buy Clothing is
8!) Middle St.

The

Expemten of the Poxt Office Department.
The forthcoming report of the Postmaster
General will show that the expenses of the Department have iucreased during the past vear
as compared with the preceding
year by about
$2,250,000, mainly for increased transportation
and other postal facilities foreign and domestic
and that the increased receipts have nearly
kept pace with the expenses, the decrease being a little over $2,000,000.

MASSACHUSETTS.

leighs,

forward to another similar occasion.

Currency $4,449,433; coin, including*$22,279,-

949 ci>in certificates, $77,099,236; special deposit of legal tenders for redemption of certificates
of deposit, $22,915,000.

89

Save your buildings by painting them before winter coines on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
tf

Capt. Sawyer

now

Burlc'gh's,

The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id, is
Wie Averill Chemical.
l'or sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf

Murphy

a

to

Grant and family this evening. Secretary and
Mrs. Fish and Secretary Belknap were among
the guests.
Mr. Washburn left to-niglit for
Illinois.
Receipt* frosii C'oaMuh' Fee».
The fees roeeived by consuls daring tbe past
fiscal year amount to $223,683 in exoess of the
salaries of the consuls.
The excess was only
.$147,419 during the preceding year.
Balance··
Treasury

At

Philadelphia,

are

mortgage.

the street of failure of the
Northern Pacific Railroad to meet certain obligations
on the part of connecting roads, but they are probably unfounded.
The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1881
116$
United States5-20*8 1862
115$
Uuited States 5-20'β 1864.
115*
United States 5-20's 1865, old
1162
United States 5-20's 1865, new
114$
United States 5-20's 1S67
115
United States 5-20's 1Γ68
114$
United States 5's, new
Ill
United States 10-40*8., coupon
1083
Currency 6>
113|
The following were the closing quotations or
Stocks:
Western Uulon Telegraph Co
78}
There

Philadelphia.
Oct. 29,—About 58 horses
One hundred

reported sick here.

are

sick

in Camden.

Al

Albany.

Albaky, Oct. 29.—Two-thirds of the horses
in this city are disabled by distemper aud business is
considerably affected.
Al Keene, Κ. Η
Keene, Oct. 29.—The horse distemper here
has spread so much that a large part of ail the
horses are not fit to work and much inconvenience is occasioned to business. None have vet

Pacific Mail
Ν. Y. Central aud
Erie
...
The

74$

following

quotations for Pacific Rail-

the

were

road securities:

Central Pacific bonds
Uuion Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Union Pacific land grants

100$

88§
39

77$

Union Pacific income bonds

settled that both
the friends and opponents of the Sunday liquor
law will put new candidates for the legislature
in the field. Where candidates on the Republican or Democratic tickets do not pronounce
in favor of a Sunday law the Sunday party will
present new names. The tickeis to be supplied
by the churches, and in this case the personal
liberty league will do precisely the opposite.—
This issue will largely effect the election iu this
State. Those best informed can give no idea of
the probable political complexion of the legislature.
now

Chicago .Oct. 29.—Flour dull and declining. Wheat
weak ; No 1 Spring 113 @ 116: No 2 Spring cash and
Oct closed at 107$; seller all the year 106; No 3
Spring at 94$ @ 96c ; rejected at 80 @8ic. Corn dull
aud irregular and declined 4c; No 2 Mixed regular
closed dull at 30$ @ 30$ bid ; Oct 30 @ 30$ ; Nov held
at30$c; rejected 29\c. Oats in light demand; No 2
cash ranged from 20$ to 20} ; Oct 20Jc ; Nov 20$ @ 205 ;
rejected 16$ @ 17$c. Rye quiet; No 2 at 50$. Barley
; No 2 Spring 62 @ 62$e ; No 3 Spring in gooii
quiet
demand at 49 @ 51c. Pork quiet; old at 15 00; new
14 00 @ 14 50. Lard dull at 7$ @ 7Jc cash or Dec.—
Bulk Meat quiet and unchanged. Bacon unchanged. Whiskey steady at 89c.
Lake Freights in fair demand and low—Wheat
to Butfalo 13; Corn do 12; Corn Oswege 18.
Cincinnati, Oct. 29.—Pork nominally at 14 50.—
Lard steady steam 7$ @ 7|e; kettle held at 8c. Bulk
Meats—shoulders firm with fair demand at 5è ® 5$e ;

The Wheeler Expedition.
Salt Lake, Oct, 28.— Advises from the
\Vheeler expedition states that its rendezvous
at which
was at Tongueville, Utah, last week,
point the party would divide. Lieut, Wheeler
would go to Colorado river and northern Arizona, while other parties would work toward
the Buckskin Mountains, and south-eastern
Nevada towards Salt Lake, The expedition is
in good health. There were heavy snows in
the mountains, and an early, heavy winter is

sales nominal ; clear rib sides at 10c for old ; new ottered at 8$ @ 8|c for clear sides and clear rib sides. Bacon firm ; shoulders at 6Jc ; clear rib sides at 10c bid ;
10Jc asked; clear sides 114c. Sugar cured Hams at
17 @ 17$c for summer.
Live Hogs steady at 4 25 @
4 45.
Whiskey steady at 89c.

apprehended.

j

Detroit, Oct 29.—Wheat dull and lower ; extra at
Ill,

J.1U 1

« UHC

ΟΙ

Όώ

Λ111 OCt

iUlCUI^II

at

New Haven, Ct, Oct. 20.—Several hundred
straiglit-out Democrats assembled here to-night
aud were addressed by ft. W. Hewitt, Alex.
Troupe and Hon. Clias. Atwater, elector at
large on the O'Conor ticket. Mr. Troupe said
his object in the movement was to build up a
nucleus for the labor reformers to unite with ill
the future.
Mr. Atwater, who is chairman of
the O'Conor executive committee of the State,
said that Conuecticut would poll 5,000 votes for
O'Conor and Adams next Tuesday.

1 41 j. Corn steady at 434 @ 44c.
Oats in good demand at 31Jc.
Lake Freight^ steady; to Buffalo 8J 3) 9; to Oswego 15.

METEOROLOGICAL.

European Market··
London, Oct. 29—11.30 A. M.—Consols oi»ened at
92| for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 91; do
1867, 92g ; do 10-40s, 87* ; new 5s, 88$ ; Erie Railway at

SYNOPSIS

ΒΕΡΟΙΙΤ3 FOB THE IMSI
TWENTV-FOUB HOURS.

OF WEATHER

War Dep't, Office Chief
Signal)>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct. 29. (8.00 I'. y.) 1
Probabilties.—The barometer will continue
falling in the northwest aud in the Mississippi
and lower Ohio valley, and over Lakes Mich iigau and Superior, with brisk to high south-

south-westerly winds, threatening
weather and rain; in the western Gulf States,
southerly winds, threatening weather and rain;
in the eastern Gulf and south Atlantic States,
north easterly and south-westerly winds,cloudy
and occasional light rain; from Michigan to
Lake Ontario, and thence to the Alleghanies,
north-easterly to south-easterly winds and
cloudy weather; in New England and the Mid
die States, generally clear weather and northerly to easterly winds. The Pacific reports are
missing. Warning siguals continue at Duluth,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Grand Haven, and
easterly

are

to

ordered for Detroit aud Toledo.

FOREIGKN"

MUSIC 1IALL, PORTLAND

Ijarge Building, Hor*e, Furniture,

OKAXD

SENSATIONAL ATTRACTION!
This week, Wednesday Eve. Oet. 30
The Unrivalleil Xew York stage actress

FANNY
in

Mew York, in Slice

!

London, Oct. 29.— Sir Jao. Pakington, in a
lecture delivered at Stone Bridge last night,
adverted to the settlement of the Alabama
claims, declaring it was painful and humiliating to apologize for wrongs never committed,
and pay a fine for injnries steadily denied. In
the disposition of the San Juan boundary question, however,he saw no reason to censure government.

The Dead Lock Contiuurs.
Berlin, Oct 29.—The upper house remains
fir:n in its opposition to the country reform bill.
Count Von Éulenburg,Miuister of the Interior,
in view of the defeat of the measure, has tendered his resignation, but the Emperor refuses
to accept it.
Compulsory Education.
Paris, Oct, 29.—The Council General of the
Department of Seine, have adopted a resolution in favor of compulsory education and employment of lay teachers in the public schools,
and will petition the Assembly for legislation
to that effect.
The Floods.
The floods in the south of France have subsided. The damage done to farms aud vineyards is extensive.
Λ Rumor.
It is said that one of the Deputies from Corsica will resign his seat in the Assembly to
make room tor Prince Napoleon.

Charleston, Oct. 29.—Cotton firm; Middling upland? 18$ (g 18go.
Savannah, Oct. 29.—Cottonuuiet; Middling uplands at 18^8} 18$c.
Oct. 29.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

^Modile,

New Orleans, Oct.
upands 191c.

fair; Middling

29.-Cotton

Great Two Jflile Race
—

Oct. 28—3.00 P. M.—Consols closed at
92^ for money and account.
American securities unchanged. Erie Bailway at
43J.
Frankfort, Oct. 29,—United States 5-20's 1862 at
96J.
Liverpool, Oot. 29—5 P. M.—Cotton closed un-

changed.
Receipts

of Corn for the past three days 7,500
quarters; all American.

HnranK Market.
Havana, Oct. 26.—Quotations of the Havana
market at the close of business, Saturday, October
2t>th. Sugar—stock scarce ; receipts scanty ; demand
active and prices advanced ; operation· were limited
owing to want of class demanded for shipments—Nos
10 to 12 D. S. 11 @ lié rs; Nos 15 to 20
12* @ 13* γη.
Molasses Sugar—grocery grades, buoyant ; quoted at
11J @ 12| rs. Molasses nomiual. Stock of Sugar
in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas is 129,000
boxes and 700 hlids ; receipts for the week were 1200
boxes ; exported 20,000 boxes and 125 hhds,
including
15,500 boxes and 125 blids to the United States.

A

special

states that

a

Helena and

was

Ogden

stage coach was robbed on the 10th inst, near
Pleasant Valley, Montana, by highwaymen.
W. B. Loaran. sod of the General aud a
master of the Yellow Stone expedition
robbed of $7,000.
Halifax has the popular epizootic.

steady.

ing Eastward.

NOTICE.
The

subscriber having taken the Tea Store

Corner of India aud Congress Streets,
fermorly occupied by J. Deeming,
will keep in addition to a choicc stock of

Tea

and

Provisions,

ineats and
Produce

Country

Having had an experience of thirteen
city, he hoi»es to merit a share of the
public patronage.
Ilighest Price paid for all kinds of Conn·
try Proilnch, Butter, Eggs, &e.
(lateof

oc23dtf

pay. Two mile heats, best 3 In 5 to harto be governed by National Uules.

ness,
C. R. Milliken names b. g
Dare.
G. H. Bailey names blk. m
Gentle Annie,
J. H. Haines names br. g
Mumm.
The race to be trotted good day and truck, and the
second horse to save his entrance.
o'clock P.
Trotting will commence promptly at
M. Tickets 50 cents.
J. S. HEALI),
oc25dtd
Proprietor.

injured.
A stable in Philadelphia, with eight horses,
was destroyed by tire last
evening.
Steamer Kate
Kearney was destroyed by fire
at Louisville, Ivy., last
eveuiug.

sengers

FINANCIAL AND COltlMECRIAL.
foreign Exporta·
HAVANA. Brig M A
Cluse—25,099 feet lumber,
1016 l)bls 250potatoes,
do plaster, 95'J shooks and
heads, 125 bales hay. 281 bdls hoope.
Foreign Imports·
WESTPOKT. NS. Scbr Hibernia-490qtls cod «sb,
110 do pollock, ai libls oil, 270 lbs
halibut, 25 palm
socks to order.

Buxton &Fitz.)

OF

Fall & Winter Goods
I lake the liberty to inform mv patrons and the putlic generally that I will open

driving Horse, 1 Harness.
Rob
s, &c.
F. O.

BAILKV A.· CO., A«arli«ae*r».
octaetf

Desirable Reui Cmatc at Auction.
THURSDAY, Oct. 31st. at 3 P. M., wo «hail
sell the
No. 3

ON

property

Hemlock M'trr Sa il
a two
story wooden Hou*e, conample closets, plenty of water, cemented cellar, very conveniently arranged an·! u
prime order. Also a good stable. Lot 50 χ 100. ΤΙ la
property* is very desirable, and will be «old on et sy
property

taining

consist»

of

10 rooms,

F. O. BAIIiEl' Sc CO.,
OCP-5

BEECHER

m roBEit »d,

nmusuii,

The Largest
AND

Best Selected Stock
OF

FANCY
Surpassing anything

GOODS!

I have offered
this city.

since my stay in

It would be useless to

name all the articles I have
hand.
I will be pleased to see the Ladies, and leave it to
them to examine the goods and prices.
Hoping I will be able to satisfy the most fastidious,

on

STOWE

THlKttDAY EVENMO, Oet. 3l«t.
Tickets 50 cents each. No extra charge for reserved seats. Seats obtained at Stuckbridge's on and
after Monday morniug next, Oct. 21.
ectlO-td
THM

LECTURE

Of the

course on

HEAT, LIGHT & ELECTRICITY
BY

PROF. BRACKETT
Bowdoin
Will bo

College

given at

MUSIC
Friday

HALL!
November 1st.

Evening,

Subject—The Spoctroscope.

Tickets 50 cents; ft>r sale at the
at 7. Lecture at 8.
oc 30

IM.

Hi.

Twenty-Third

door.

3t_

V.

Annual

CITY

Doors open

Course.

HALL,

The MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
beg respectfully to announce their Annual Course of
Enteitainmeuts, to commence with a Lecture by

Rev. Robert

""NEW
JOHN

J300DS.

II.

MURPHY,

Merchant Tailor, 179 Fore St.,
Having just returned from the New York and Boston markets, and having obtained a tine line of

English, French & German Cloths,
Such

as

GRANITES, TRICOTS,
DIAGONALS, HAIR-LINES, &e.,
would respectfully announce to his patrons and the
public generally, that he is now prepared to make
them up in the most fashionable styles, at the

VEIIY LOWEST RATES.
A GOOD STOCK OP

Collyer,

Rev. Henry Ward Reecher,
(With

D. R.

November

a new

107j

Second Call.

on

hand.

Fine Chinchilla Overcoats !
107

#15

to

#18.

Oct 8-eodlin
J·

^

·

LEA àc PKRBINg'

\j9illtjl01lI^forcegterehiro
Buyers

are

terfeit* and

JOHN Dl'NCAX'g DORS. New
octie

eodsnly

Good Rooms with Board,

THIN 3 minutes walk of the Poet
Office.
WI Addl
UA", Press Office.
oct25dlw*
es s

15 coal and Wood

By 3. S. BAILKV êc C·., Auctioneer-.
Valuable Real Estate at Auetiou
on State street.
FRIDAY. Not. 1st. at 3 ι'clock P. M.,
sell at auction Honse No. 3 State street.
ONshall
and half
we

It is

story

a

House,

wooden

in tip top orwater, gas, and every
The lot is 70 χ 100 feet,

a

der throughout, plenty ood
way desirable for residence.
with a good stable in prime order, splendid garden,
&c. The lot is very desirable and well
for a
adapted
block of two houses, It is on the sunny
sine.
oc28

dtd

j. s.

Or

iSAliiftil

CO., Auctioneer»·

Nice Two Story Wooden House ill
Guilford Court, entrance front
Park and York Streets.
FRIDAY, Nov. Int. at 3j Γ. M., we .hull «ell
at auction in Guilford Court, main eutranco ou
Park street, the two Mtory wooden House known as
the Jordan House. It în finiebeâ through-mr, thorthis seat-on,
oughly repaired, papers! and
has tine closet», good cellar,
water and abundance of it, and all right for otcupuny 01 su te f >r investment.
Lot 70 x75.
Lund enough to build
another house or a stable. The lot is well situated
for either.
odidld

painted
good

FOJl

SALE.

>7i*

SUBJECT—"Hannah Jane."

John R.

Gougli, Esq.,

Wedaewtar E?ealax, December 4, 1879.
SUBJECT—"Circumstances."

Wm.

George

Curtis, Esq.,

Wecnesday Evening, December 11, 1879.
Subject—Women in the old time and in the new.*'

James T.

HOTELS,

STORES,

A^D

LOTS
—

Locke, esq., "Nasby,"

Fields, Esq.,

Wodnooday Evening, Jaaiarr 8»

1873.

SUBJECT—"Master· of the Situation."

AT

—

AUCTION IN BIDDEFOKD, ME.
The Trustees of the Biddeford Savings. Bank will
offer for sale at pnhlic auction ou

SAT UK DAY, NOV. 2d, 1872.
At 2 o'clock P. M., the

Bicldeford House
Containing

Hotel and

a

Block,
4 Mtore*,

On Main and Adams streets, ami six lots of land on
Main and Washington streets, immediately adjacent.
This property is in the centre of the city, and most
eligibly situated for business.
^^"Information as to terms of sale, which will be
easy, and a plau of the property may be had at the
Banking Rooms of the Biddeford National Bank.
JOS. F. DEER1XG, Auctioneer.

Biddeford, Oct. 23, 1872.

oe25dtd

Yates, Esq., "of London."

Administrator's Sale of Real Es-

Wcdandnr Evening, January VJ, 1873.
SUBJECT—''Englleh Soclely,"

to license from ho Hon. Judge of
Probate within and for tlie County of CumberPURSUANT
SA

Edmund

AND A

—

Musical Entertainment
Wednesday Evening,

Jaauerv

15, 187.1.

Concert by the Portland Band previous to each

Lecture.
Tickets for the Course $1.50: Reserved Seats (in
the Gallery)91 extra; Evening tickets 50 cents, at
the usual places. Members' tickets (each member
entitled to two) $1.00, to bo obtained at Stockbridges'
Music Store, Exchange Street, where the sale of Reserved Seats will commence on Wednesday, Nov. 0.
at 9 o'clock a. m.
Doors open at 6fc; Lecture at 7 J o'clock.

LECTURE COMMITTEE:
M. N. Rich
Charles E. Jose,
John C, Procter,
Charles H. Haskell.
Chas. W. Roberts,
Henry Fox,
H. F. Furbish.
oct30dtf.

Army & Navy Course
Lectures and Concerts !
1873.
1873,
The Managers take pleasure Iu announcing the following programme of Lectures and Concerts the
coming season at tîITY OALL, commencing on
Thumdaj Evening, Nov. 14th, with a Grand
Concert by MRS. CHAS. MOULTON, assisted by
MRS. CHAS. A. BARRY, Contralto, W. J. WINCH,
Tenor, M. W. WHITNEY, Basso, HERMANN
KOTZSCHMAR, Musical Director.
Grand Coneori of the Neanon, Thursday
Evening, Dec. 12th, by the full THEODORE THOMAS Orchestra (60 musicians), assisted by Mr. OEO. L.
OSGOOD, the great American Tenor, (his tirst appearance) and Mr. BERNHARD LISTEMAN, the
celebrated Violinist.
Third Concert Thursday Evening, Jan.
the

following distinguished

talent:—Mrs.

JULIA HOUSTON WEST, Soprano, Miss Addie S.
RYAN, Contralto, F. C. PACKARD, Tenor, H. C.
BARN A BEE, Basso, HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR,
Director. Also will ap]>ear on this occasion, for the
first time in Portland, MASTER ALBERT VAN
RAALTE, (only 12 years of age,) Violinist.
Fsurti Concert Thursday Evening, Jinn.
93d, by the MENDELSSOHN QUINTETTE CLUB
of Boston (24th season), assisted by Mrs. H. M.
SMITH.
Lecturer·—Hon.

DANIEL DOUGHERTY, ot
November 22d. Subject—"Eloquence
Orators." Hon. THOMAS FITCH, of Nevada,
(late Counsel for Brigbam Young) December 5th. Suband

ΪΙΠ

T.IV'i'C'»

(Henry W. Shaw, Esq.,) Docember 26tb. Subject—
"What I know about Hotels." ANNA E.DICKINSON, January 16th. Subject—"Things honed for."
Tho full Portland Band will furnish music on the
evenings of lectures.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course of
Lectures and Concerts, $2.00 : for sale [everywhere.
Members, Tickets $1.00, (each member entitled to
two,) to be obtained of the Treasurer, Thos. J. Little.
Evening Tickets to Concerts, from 75 cents to $1.00.
Reserved seats for the course $1.00 each. Sale to
commence on Wednesday Evening, October 30th, nt 8 o'clock at Army and Hall, after
which date the plan ot seats can be found at Rand &
Thomes', next door to Music Hall entrance.
oc2tf
td

Excursions

to

Wolfboro

AND

Lake

tate.
*

land,

Winnepesaukee

Excursion tickets, good for the season, to Wolfboro
or Centre Harboror and return,
3.50
WAT. H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Sept. 28,1872
Jstf

MILLINERY !

Fancy Goods,
Hoop Skirts,
Corsets, Bustles,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Sash Ribbons,

Feathers, Flowers,

Undergarments,

Opera Jackets,
at Lowest Prices,
ocien\SS2w

Real Estate at Auetton.
Will be sold at public Auction, on tie
premises, ou
Saturday the 9tli day of Nov. 1872, at two o'clock P.
M., the real estate of Philip Torrey, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Said estât»* is situated at tin· Fulls
Village, in Yarmouth, near the
Academ
an i Post Ottice, and consists of Sbipy-ards.
the homestead bouse
of s ki<> deceased, in good repair,
and
outbuildings,
about ueacre of land; and on Main
Street, two of
the beet Louse lots in the village.
CHARLES HUMPHREY, Executor.
A. L. Τ ORING, Auctioneer.
oc9-e >< l&w

Administrator's Sale of Ileal Estate.
to
license from the Honorable
PURSUANT
Judge of Probate within and for the County of
I shall
a

sell at public auction, on" the
Cumberland,
premises, ou FRIDAY, the 9Sd day of November
next, at 3 o'clock P. M., the following described real
estate, belonging to the estate of
Ephraim P. Gammon, late of Portland. ta MÛ
county, deceased, τη:
A lot of land with a two
story dwelling house hereon, situated ou Anderson street, in said
and numbered one on said street. The lot Portland,
measnies
forty-one feet and nine inches front with a
of
forty-one feet. Terms made known at limedepth
or sale.
L. H. INGRAHAM, Adm'r.
F. O. BA1LRI Λί CO., Aarliourrr.
Portland, Oct. 1872.
oc21,2S«&nov4

J. S. BAILEY A < <>.,

Commission

AUCTIONEERS
NO. 9* EXCHANCJE MTRKfcl.
Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
Refkrexces—Messrs. H. J. Llbby Sc Co., aud Ho
Charles P. Kim bal foi'lan I, Me.; Messrs. Leonar
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt
R. Κ. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
T\T O 316 Congrega St., will sell every evening a large

ΙλΙ assort ment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
(loo«Is will be sold (luring the
nay in lots to ^uit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February

MATERIALS,

dtf

BONDS.
β'»
β'*
β'κ
β'
tt's
7>s
7's

■

Iowa Central, (told,
Northern Pacific Gold,

.7'»
7. SON
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7's
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ireland.
FUR 8Λ1.Ε

BY

WM. E. WOO», Ag't,
Sept 5-dtfis

67

NEW

Excbauge

At.

GOODS
—

fall

FOR

—

trade,

Have just been received
by

w. €.

BECKETT,

Merchant

Tailor,

m diiodli: street.
Plena* Call

nnd Her Them·

octl2d3w

AHfitfA J. ULMEK.
Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano
:ijo cojichkks ntrkkt.
Reference, G. Walter Goold. References and orders left at Stockbrldgo's and Hawes & Cragin's.
octlS
eod3m

BURNETT'S COCOA IKE,
Universally acknowledged
The Best nnd Cheapen
Htiir Drr«la|
Promoter oflhe Clrowlh nnd
Bennty nf (he
Hnir in the World.

Hand,

and ma<le to order promptly, from any designs.

J. D. CLAPP,
oclTdlw

11. 18«8.

Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Fariniugton,
(Guaranteed.)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,

WELCH'S.

and Parchments 01»

Merchants,

—and—

7· niDDI.E STBKBT'

Embroidery, Stamping
Blocks

the 26th

day of Oct ber next,
at 1< 'clock noon, the following described Real Estate belonging to the estate of the late Sar?h
Dooley,
—viz: twolo s of land with the dwelling houses ana
other building thereon, situated on the easterly side
of Washington Stree, and nu bered 65 and PT.* The
lots t-eing each 25 feet wide and about 15C» feet deep.
LEWIS PIERCE, Adm'r.
F.O. BAILEY Ac CO.. Anctioueerx.
Sept.'1th, 1872.
oct7-td
S5r"The above sale w..s postponed to Saturday,
Nov. 2d, at same time and place.

Jewelry, Bracelets,

at C. C.

URDAY,

on

Clay County, Illinois,

Bay and

York,

Agents for the United States.

Ware, Cutlery, Clock»,

Plated

ver

Stoves, Model Cook Stove"», together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture, also the 6a* Fixtures and Drop
Lights. The above House contains 30 Rooms, all
furnished, and tho Furniture in prime order aud ο f
good quality,
λ·. Ο. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.

19, lST'i.

Sauce

cautioned to avoid the numerous CounImitations offered for Bale.

top Chestnut,Marble-top and Painted Chamber Setts,
Toilet Setts, Tapestry, Ingrain, Oil and Straw Carpets, Upholstered aiid other Springs. Fine Feather
Beds, Extra Hair Mattress, Bedding, Mirrors, Curtains, Wardrebe, Parlor Furniture, Sofa». Easy
Chairs, Lounges, Marble-top and Solid Black Walnut Tables,'Whatnot. SecretarUs. Hat
Tree·, 2 Extension Tables, Dining Chairs,
Crockery, Glass and Sil-

Lecture.)

Wednesday, Grruing, November

Ready-Made Clothing!
Constantly

Consisting in port of Black Walnut Marble-

—TO BE FOLLOWED BY—

Congress St., Portland.

ocl-TT&S lmo

we

Wedamdar firming, November 13, 1874·
SUBJECT—"Our Koike and Other Folks."

Portland and Rochester Railroad, Alton

Corset.

Nov.

1st, at 10 A. M. aud 2i P. M.,
ON FRIDAY,
shall sell all the Furniture in Houso 56 Freo

street.

ON

LOBENSTEIN,

Agent

Furniture

AT AUCTION.

■»y

NO. 4 Deering Block,

Abdominal

Genteel

octaetr

via

Tor the

we
η

consisting
part
Mahogany
and Chamber Furnituro: Chamber Ser. Beds and
Bedding. Carpets, B. W. Extension Table, liin.ng
Room Chairs, Crockery and Glu*s Ware, two Ct OK
Stoves, together with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
At 11.30 o'clock, one Portable Furnace, in prime
order; I Piano, rosewood case, a Une instrument;
also the Gas Fixtures in house.
octliO
F. O. BAII.RV & CO., Auctioneers.

OF

Center Harbor.

RESPECTFULLY,

T.

THURSDAY. Oct. 31, at III o'clock A. 31.,
sell at House, 17 Pine St, the furnitui
ON shall
said house,
in
of
Parlor

selections from her own works,
FLUENT HALL,

FIFTH

W

Furniture, Portable 1'urnaee, Act·.,

in

Α. Τ

Anctismer»f

LARGE SALE OF

Philadelphia,

09}

New Vork Stock nnd Money Mnrkrl.
Nitw York, Oct. 29-,Hornirt(7.—Gold at 112J.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 108f @ II04.
Stocks steady. State stocks dull.
Sew York. Oct.
29—Eceninti.—Money has ranged
from 7 l*'r cent, currency
to 7 per cent. Gold and 1-lf
interest ]ier diem.
Sterling
Exchange heavy at 10S|
for long, and 110J @ Hot short
sight. Gold quiet at
b 'tween 112}
113 all day, closing at
112J g ll'.'J;
loans 1-64 @ 3 ]>er cent, for use; clearances
$33,001»,
000.
The Treasury disbursements were
8393,000.—
There is 110 talk about
exports to-day. Governments
were quiet and
steady throughout *tlie day. State
bonds dull and barely
steady. The Stock market
has been quieter and prices
generally lower than the

Stove, together with the entire Kitél ι·η
Also Bluek Horse, 6 years old, α nice
1 J«unv Llnd, Hay Cutfer,

Furniture.

iHB§. HABBIET

9th, by

—

Mary Tafts, employed in South Deerfield,
committed suidide by taking poison, Tuesday
morning.

Boston Stock Lbt·
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Oct. 20.1
Maine State G's
Eseteru Railroad

the firm of

OPENING

Lowell, Mass., yesterday.

Eastern Railroad

of

of all kinds.
years in this

The man killed at Middlesex village ou the
Nashua & Lowell road has been recognized as
Thomas Thompson of Pelham, Ν. H.

The steamer Missouri, which sailed from
New York on the 17th for Nassau and Havana,
had not arrived at the latter port Tuesday
being five days over due.
Six cars of the Pacific express train on the
Great Western railroad in Canada, were thrown
from the track yesterday atBeamsville,Ontario,
by the breaking of the wing rail of the .«witch.
The conductor was badly hurt and several pas-

ON

at Auction.

Play or

ipct—"Si»nlr«ire nn<l Oualruru

Γη Lowell, Tuesday, Michael Torke.v was
held in $300 bail for attempting to register on
papers under a fictitious name.
The straight-out Democratic convention at
Kichmond, Va., yesterday, was a failure, but
five delegates being present.
The small pox lias made its reappearance in
Keene, Ν. H., and olio man, George Ellis, has
died from it.
Th<> 6th annual re-uilion of the 33d Massachusetts regiment (Sherman's Bummers) took
at

Groceries,

large stock

a

was

Halifax merchants are making strong efforts
have that place the terminus all the year
round of the proposed line of steamers between
the Dominion and the West Indies.
Nathaniel Fullerton, President of the Bellows Falls National Bank, died in Chester, Vt.,
yesterday, aged 98.

place

jW

rav-

to

A<\, At Aurtion.
Wednesday, Oct. 30th, at 10 Λ. M., we shall
will the large Building, No. 69* Spring utreet.
said buiiiling is arranged lor a lirst-cia»» store In flint
story, and a tenement of 0 rooms over It ; wm built
new*since the Are in 'Οβ, and is flnisbed In prime order throughout.
Will rent fbr four hundred and
fifty dollar» per year, A lease of land for four years
goes with
building.
Immediately after tie
above we shall sell the furnltur·· in wild house consisting of Parlor Suit in Mahogany and Hair-cloth,
Carpets, Center Table», Whatn-»t, Chamber Sett»,
Toilet Setts, Hair Mattress, Feather Bed», Bedding,
Parlor Coal Stove, Extension Table,
Dining Chair?·,
Model Cook

terms.

—

PIBWi AND HTAKF, *MM>.

—

Baltimore, Oct. 26.—Tonnage is in better supply,
aud rates
To Liverpool, offerings fair; vessels on the berth are filling at "fcl6 @
on Cotton ;
42s 6d on Bark ; 30s heavy goods; 9Jd Ôrain, in shipft measure. Steamer Hibernian, of
pers bags; Is
Allan's line, due here to-day, has cargo partly engaged, understood at fd on Cotton, 40s on Tobacco,
and 32s 6d on Oil (Take. To Bremeu, steamer rates
steady at 35s for Maryland, 37s 61 for Virginia, and
45s for Kentucky Tobacco ; 45 @ 50s for heavy
goods,
and Jd on Cotton. Charter· for the weeek inolude
barques Sleipuer, to Cork for orders, Cora 9s 7d ; Edward, to Rotterdam. Tobacco 38s; brig Star, to
Kingston, Ja., Coai SC. Coastwise—Coal to Boston
$2 50 @ 2 GO ; New York 81 90. Very little Grain go-

JOHN S. FITZ,

Stoltz's distillery at Greenville, Ohio,
burned Thursday morning. Loss 823,000.

AT

Portland Forest City Park
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEB 30lb,

Tneidnf Ετ^ηΐηχ,

42}.
London,

MINOR TELEGR1.1IH.

Mules are horses enough to have the disease.
W. H. Stact's furniture ware rooms in Albany, Ν. Y., were burued Tuesday morning.
Loss 510,000.
John Piercy, a well known citizen of Jersey
City, lias been seized with the horse plague and
is dangerously sick.
The steamship Livarue, from Sicily, has arrived at Montreal. It is the first Italian steam
ship that ever visited that port.

,

PEOPLE OF THE PERIOD.
5 Character* (with song and dances) bv FANNY
HERRING. Life in tha streets anil underground.
House of the wickedest man in Ν. Y. Seeing the
Elephant. The Female Minstrels, etc.
15T"NU ADVANCE IN PRICE*. Admission 35,
50, and 75 cent*. Tickets soid at Box office.
FI.J.L BOSTON « O.MKOY COMPANY.
oet29
T&W
OB

Freights.
Very Painful

HERRING,

tlie gre«t Local Drama in 4 act», entitled

80$

Domestic iWarkefN.
New York, Oct. 29-rKvcning--Cotton \c higher
and quiet; sales 2124 bales ; Middling uplands 20c.—
Flour heavy and 5 @ 10c lower ; sales 5500 bbls ; State
5 75 @ 7 50 ; Round hoop Ohio 6 90 <S> 9 30 ; Western
5 75 (Φ 9 00; Southern at 7 10 (g 12 00. Wheat lieavy
and declining : sales 98,000 bush ; No 1 Spring 1 5*7
(α> 1 61 ; No 2 do I 46v<g 1 M; Winter Red Western 1 56
fa) 1 65 ; White Michigan at 1 70 @ 2 00.
Corn opened
dull and quiet, but a shade firmer ; sales 82,000 bush ;
steamer Mixed Western 63 @ 63$c : do sail 64 @ 64$c.
Oats dull and strongly in buyers favor; sales 29,000
new White 46 @ 48c ; old Western Mixed 46$ @ 48$c.
Beef dull. Pork quiet and scarcely so firm ; new mess
15 85; prime 11 50. Lanl weak at Si (g 8Jc.
Butter
quiet ; State 24 @ 28c. Whiskey active and firmer at
94c.
firm
Ric
at
@
@
93$
7$
8Jc. Sugar
; Porto
steady
Rico 91 @9}c ; Muscovadoat 9$ @ 10c ; refining 94 @
9ic. Coffee in fair request ; Rio 14$ @ 18$ in Gold.—
Molasses firm ; Clayed 20 @ 25 ; Muscovado 22 @ 30.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine dull at 62$. Rosin
quiet at 4 35 for strained. Petroleum steady; crude
141c; refined at 26} @ 27c. Tallow firmer at »$ (§> 9}.
Freights to Liverpool lower active and firmer;
Grain per steam 8} @ 9c ; Corn per sail 8$ @ 8Jd.

A New Election Venture.

:>kiriiug.

94Î

Hudson liiver consolidated— 95$
54#

Erie preferred

In Bo«ton.
Busiok, Oct. 29.—The horse disease in this
has
vicinity
evidently taken a more favorable
turn and marked
improvement is reported in
nearly all cases under treatment. Some days
must however elapse before
A few
recovery.
street cars coutiuue to run and there is a small
increase of express and job wagons in' the
streets, and occasionally a private carriage.
At Colnmbu·, Ohio.
Columbus, Oct. 29.—The horse epidemic has
made its appearance here.
At Baltimore.
Baltimore, Oct. 29.—The horse disease has
fully developed in this city. Fifty cases were
reported to-day by the veterinary surgeons.
At Port Jarri*.
Port jARVi8,Oct. 29.—The horse disease lias
made its appearance in this viciuity. The boat
horses employed on the Delaware and Hudson
canal are the principal sufferers.

v'vwnui

AUCTION SALES.

..

died.

Chicago, Oct 29.—It is

were rumors on

enterta inments.

4:1 Winter Mrrel, Uo.ton

no

OTHER

COMPOUND

po8Ms»c? the peculiar properties wblih sn
exactly
suit the various conditions of tho human
hair.
For sale by ail Prngjjiet».
nui'.'sn
eodlj

gag

The Sword of Frederick the Great.

OF THE

UNITED STATES
PASSED AT THE

SESSION OF THE FORTY-SECOND
CONGRESS.

[General Nature— No. 65.]
AN ACT to establish the pay
the army.

of the enlisted

men

of

Be it enacted bu the Senate and Home of Repreitutives of the United States of America in Con$.1 asse/abU'd, That from and after the first day
July, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, the
monthly pay >»f the following enlisted men of the army shall, daring their first term of enlistment, bo
its follow*, with the contingent additions thereto,
hereinafter provided:
8e

gr
of

Serjeant majors of cavalry, artillery, and infantry,

twenty-three

dollars.

Qn trier mas cer wjrgeants of cavalry, artillery, and
infantry, tweniy-three dollars.
Chiel trumpetei s of cavalry, twenty-two dollars.
Principal musicians of artiU. ry and infantry, twen-

tw > dollars.
Saddler sergeants of cavalry, twenty-two dollars.
First sergeauts of cavalry, artillery and iafaniry,

uty-two dollars.
Sergeants of cavalry, artillery, and infautry,

cw

to

seven-

dollars.
*
Corporals of cavalry and light artillery, fifteen dollars.
Corporals of artillery and infantry, fifteen dollars.
Saddlere of cavalry, fifteen dollars.
Blacksmiths and farriers of cavalry, fifteen dollars.
Trumpeters of cavalry, thirteen dollars.
M isicUns of artillery aud infantry, thirteen dolri

lars.

rivâtes of
te ;u dollars.

Hospital

* tepital
lars.

cavalry, artillery,

>

'infantry,

thir-

first class, thirty dollars.
steward·, second class, twenty-two dol-

se wards,

jgpital stewards,
V./1

and

U'illC. ft CI

third
Ul

,tillin

class, twenty-dollars.

IHISie,

(.1111

liJ-lOUl

UOJUIIB.

Seigeant majors of engineer!!, thirty-six dollars.

Quartermaster sergeant· of engineers, thirty-six
dollars.
Sergeants of engineers and ordnance, thirty-four
dollars.
Corporals of engineers and ordnance, twenty dol-

lars.
Musicians of engineers, thirteen dollars.
Privates (first class) of engineers and
seventeen dollars.
Privates (second class) of engineers and

thirteen dollars.

ordnance,
ordnance,

Sec. 2. That to the rates of pay atove established
one dollar per month shall be added lor the third
year of enlistment, one dollar more per month for the
fourth year, and one dollar more per month lor the
fifth year, miking in all throe dollars' iucrease per
month t'»r the last year of the first enlistment of
each enlisted man named in the first section of this
act. Bu. this iucrease shall bo considered as retained pay, and shall not be paid to the eoldier until his
discharge from the service, and shall be forfeired unless he shall have served honestly and faithfully to
the date of discharge. And all former laws concerning ··♦»< 'dned pay for privates of the army are hereby

rescinded.

Γ3Λ.Ο. J.
That all the enlisted men enumerated in
the hi si section of this act who have re-enlisted or
who shall hereafter re-enlist under the provisions of
the act of August fourth, eighteen hundred and ftftyfour, shall be paid at the rates allowed in the second
section of this act to those serving in the fifth year ol
their first enlistment: Provided, That oue dollar
per month shall be retained from the pay of the teenlisted men, of whatever grade, named in the first
section of this act, daring the whole period of their
re-enli3tmonc, to be paid to the soldier on his discharge, but to be forfeired unless he shall have served
honestly and faithfully to the date of discharge.
Sec. 1. That enlisted men, now iu the service,
shall receive the rates of pay established iu this act
according to the length of their service, and nothing
contained in this act shall be construed as attecting
the additional monthly pay allowed for re-enlistmeuis by the act of August fourth, eighteeu hundred
and fifty-four.

Approved, May 15, 1872.
|[Geneual Nature—No. 66.]
AN ACT to establish a system of deposits,
desertion, and elevate the

to prevent
condition of the rank

and file of the army.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Représentatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That any enlisted man of the army
may

dep.»sit

his

savings,

in

stuns

of

not

less than rive

dollars, with anv army paymaster, who shall furnish
a deposit-book, lit which shall be entered the
name of the paymaster and of the soldier, and the
The
arn-mut, date, and place of such deposit.

him

deposited shall be acceunted for in the same
other public funds, aud sha.l pass to the
the appropriation fur the pay of the army,

so
manner as

money

credii of
au>l shall not be subject to forfeiture by sentence of
court-martial, but shall bo forfeited by desertion,
an
shall not be permitted to be paid until final payment on discharge, or to t.lie heirs or representatives
of a decease I
and that such deposit be ex
empt from liability for such soldier's debts ; Provided, That the government sliall be liable for the
aniou.it deposited to the person so depositing the

soldier,

same.

Sac. 2. That for any sums of not less than fifty
dollars so deposited for the period of six months, or
longer, the soldier, on his final discharge, shall be
paid interest at the rate of four per centum per annum.

Sec. 3. That the money value of all clothing overby the soldier beyond his all >wanoe shall be
charged against him, every six months, on the muster-roll οι' his company, or on his final statement if
drawn

discharged. The Am mut due him for clothing, he having .trawu less than his allowance, shall
not tie paid to him nntil his final discharge from the
sooner

service.
Sec. 4
That the system cf deposits herein established shall be carried into execution under such regulations as may be established by the Secretary of

War.

Sec. 5. That the amounts of deposits and clothoalanees aocumulated to the sol-Jier's credit under the provisions of sections one and three of this
act shall, when payable to the soldier upon his discharge, be paid out of the appropriations for "pay of
the army" for the then current tiscal year.
Sec. 6. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act arc hereby re-

ing

pealed.

Approved, May 15, 1872.
[General Nature—No. G7.]
in the military service of the United States without the consent of parents or guardians.

De it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives qf the United States of America, in Congress assembled, That no person under the age of
twenty-one years shall be enlisted or mustered into
the military service of the Uuited Statest without the
written e meant of his parents orguardiaus: Provided, That such minor shall have such parents or
guardians entitled to his custody and control.

S^c. 2.
lates the

That in

case

any officer

knowingly

vio-

provisions of tnia act by the enlistment
or mueier of a minor, he shall be liable to be arrested
and tried by a court-martial, and, upon conviction,
sh ill be dismissed from the service, or suffer such
otuer punishment as such court may/lirect.
Approved, May 15, 1872.
ΙΠπνππιτ

Wi-prrnr.

AN ACT to regulate the
Tain, China.

V«

salary of the

COT

consul at Tien

Be it enacted by the Senate and House qf Representatives of the United States of Américain Congress assembled, That the salary of the United States
consul ac Tien Tsiu, China, shall, from and after the
passage of this act, bo thirty-five hundred dollars;
aulthel^ws regulating the duties of salaried consuls shall gjvern said consul.

Approved, May 17,1872.
J. G. BLAINE,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,

Vice-President of the United States and President
qf the Senate,
U. S. GRANT.
Approved, May 14,1872.

Notice of Foreclosure aud Sale.
Sarah H. Boynton and Charles F.
WHEREAS
Boynton of Portlan 1 in the County of Cumber-

Ian I, on the twenty -seventh
day of March, A. D.,
18» 1, by their mortgage deed of that
date, recorded in
♦he Registry of Deeds for York
County, Book 324
page 70, conveyed to inea certain parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in
Bnxton, in the
County of York, and lying on the westerly side of the
road leading from Thomas Li. Davis' by Jacob Hamlin's dwelling, and bounded an follows, to wit:
beginin" at he nor heasterly comer of said lot on said road
on land of Thomas 11. and Nathan W. Davis and
running southerly on said road to land of Jacob
fi union, hence westerly on line of said Jacob's
land,
to land of ilii? heirs of William Willi*; thence northerly on the line of said heirs' bad to land of Natnan
W. D vis,thence easterly on land of said Nathan W.
and Thomas II. Davie, to the first ineniioned bound,
containing nine acres more or less, being the lot conveyed to said Sarah H. and Charles !-, boynton, by
the heirs of William Wll is deceased, with authority
in the c;ise of the breach of the condition in said
m >rtgagc, to hell said
premises at auction and from
the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby.
And whereas the said Sarah H. Boynton and
Charles F. Buynt>n on the thirty-first «lay of
D., 1871. by their second mortgage deed of hat date,
recorded in the York Registry of Deeds, Book 3i8,
page I, conveyed to me their interest, in the above described real 'estate, with
authority in case of the
breach of the condition in said
mortgage, to sell said
premises at.auction, aud from the proceeds to pay
the debt secured thereby.
And whereas, the conditions
of said mortgage deeds
have been broken by said Sarah
H. and Charles F.
Β >yot n, this is te give notice that said
parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, will be sold
at public
auction on said premises on the
day
of December A. D. 1872, at eleven twenty-eightn
o'clock iu the forenoon, lor the reason and purpose aforesaid.
~·

JAMES H.DEANE.
sop30 to oct5—oct30 to nov5—ηον3υ to decG

in

always

ne

Daily

the

tor.

AUBIBN.
Elm House, Conrt. «t. W. 8.&A.
Vonng,

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.

Augusta Π ou He, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprietors.
BANGOR.
Harrimau House, J.E. Horriman&
Co.,

Proprietors

Penobscot

Exchange, A. Woodward,

prietor.

Pro-

Franklin House, Harlow St., R.
Quinby,
with M I> McLaughlin &

THE

Son., Prop.

îvTEW

BATH.

YORK

Sagadahoc House, John S. Milliken, Proprietor.
Bath Hotel, C. 91.
Plummer, Proprietor

University Medicines.
Tlic Greatest Success of Hie

BOSTON.
American House, Hanorer St. L.Ric
Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker Ac
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin
Square,BulAnch,
Bingham, Wrisley Ar Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson,
Propri
etor.

Arc.

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Under

Tremout House. Tremont St.
Bingham
Wrisley & Co. Proprietors.

Hall.

Congress

J.. τ

.I;n. m

HIT.Ί!™ I1, ,1,".

HAXLROADS.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Stato, at which,

found.
ALFRED.

Pkesb may

County House, Edmnnd Warren , Proprie-

(ORGANIZED

51

WALL

STREET,

PORTLAND &

Comer of

William,

'pî^ff^^ïPÊluntil
"W
°A°*M.'

New York.

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2 735 980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
84
$973.211
1
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and e'Lcr Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgagee,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aucl Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

®<5 97.-. 70*

01
"

—

«8 141 240 00

ί'ίτο'λκλ λα

d,217 500 00
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Correspondent,

A^ent

BETHEL.
Chandler Heine,
8. Ch
Chandler & Co.
ase, F. S.
Proprietors.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Pro-

STAPL.ES,

$10,000,000 Assets

prietor.

Tor the State of Maine and
New Brunswick.

wanted in every town in the State.
ll has been abo«t. one and one half yeare since the
University Medicines were introduced into this State.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of certificates can be presented it necessary, but if the following are not sufficient to satisfy the most sceptical,
10.000 additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH (the mother of consumption,) Scrofula,
salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield under treatment of
the University Medicines.

BRUNSWICK. ME.
Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

etor.

International

tors.

BANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark's Bining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Bepot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
Dexter House.

5r

KENDALL'S DULLS.
Kendall's mille Hotel, Randall Andrews,

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

prietor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—L.K. Corthcl, Proprietor

ANDREWS, Ν. B.
The Rail Way Botel, Michael Clark, Tr—
prietor.
St.

SPRII* OVALE.

STANDISH.
Standish House. Capt. Chas. Thompson.

Proprietor.

NORWAY.
Real's Hotel, L. B. Weeks, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whitmareh

Proprietor.

some

1

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adavns

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
Johu P. Davis & Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Proprietor.

As certain individuals have reported that the
above certificate is false and my disease as bad as
ever, I wish to say, at the time I gave the above certificate, the story was not half told. In addition to
the above, ray leg and back were covered with sores.
I am now well and feel at least twenty years
younger
than I did before
the remedies*
My advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry of
humbug.
It cured me, it has cured many others. 1 believe
the extract of cancer plant will cure any blood dis
e se in existence.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut street.
June 7, 1872.

THE

South Paris, Feb. 2, 1872.
Du. Staples,—Dear Sir
The medicine I got at
your place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders for me. It is
all you recommended it to be.
You may make any use of the above you think
Yours truly,
SETH MOUSE.
proper.
The ab*vc case has been treated for the past four
years by different physicians for cancer.
This may certify that 1 had been snflfering with the
"Rheumatism" for five months, and at that time it
seized my right hip and leg, down to the foot.
This the physicians called "Sciatic." I tried many
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood. Still I got no relief lor seven
mouths more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers as we have in our city. Finally. I
called at the New York University Branch, and the
proprietor said he could help help me. So I commenced on his medicine, and la four weeks 1 thought
I felt relief, and in eight weeks I was able to lean
my cane at home and have been well np to this time

Cumberland,

Rheumatism.

St.

baring doubt, wm
*££»
plea^ address
tles
ΡΒΙΝΧΙΝβ
Offlc».

JOB

neetly

executed

turat

fbij.

se.

At the Court of County Commissioners
begin
ami holden at Portland, within and for the
County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of June, Anno
Domini, 1872, to wit, at an adjournment thereof on
the second Tuesday of October Anno Domini,
1872,
On the foregoing Petition, it being satisfactorily
shown to the Court, that the Petitioners are responsible and that a hearing is expedient, it is
hereby ORDERED, That the County Commissioners will meet
at their office on
the fifth
of November, A. D. 1872, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and that the Pe
titioners give notice to all persons interested, by causing attested copies of said Petition and this Order
of CoHrt thereon .to be published two weeks successively in the Daily Press aud Eastern Argus, newspapers printed in Portland, the first of said publications to be at least fourteen days before the time of
said meeting; atwbichtime and place, (after it lias
been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has
been duly given,) the Commissioners will give a henriug to the parties and their witnesses, when aud
where all persons interested may appear and show
caese, if any thev have, why the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FEflSENDEN, Clerk.
Copv of the Petition ana Order of Court thereon.
"Attest :-D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
oct22
d2W

Tuesday,

with

guarantee the above certificates to be genuine, I
will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them otb-

Years,

|

honest losses will be promptly adjusted and
as

heretofore,

at

our

sepllis3wostf

ottice.

|

day

given that the subscriber ha*
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate or
ABIGAIL MAR a ICK, late of Portland
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given,
bonds aB the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required

NOTICE

is hercbv

exhibit the

; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to mako payment to
EDWARD A. MAliWICIC, Adm'r.
Portland, Oct. 15, 1872.
ocl7dlaw3w*

to

same

Τβ°)
p-*
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Brilliant Success of Ditson
& CVs

Φ

:

<4

Chicago, Nagiuaw,
Paul, Walt l-ake City, Denver,
Man Fraucieeo, and all
points

and Southwest !

the middleaged, those who are just entering life, and
*g youth of both sexes buy and read with the
"^greatest profit.

9 MY JOLLY
FRIEND'S SECRET
*

DIO LEWIS' last and best book.
It 1s meeting with the' greatest success ;
«and there's MONEV IN IT.
bend for our circulars,ew., which are eeut
£<free. Geo. MAcLeas, lioston. oct£!t4w
Τ

Employment ?

No book ever sold like MARK TWAIN'S
♦'ROUGHING- IT 80,000 priuied in six months.
Old Agents often make $25 a day ; new ones can make
j $5 to $10 easily on tliis book. Try It once and sec.

We want 1000 more agents;don't be afraid Ό
apply—
old and young. Women do splendilv with it.
For
full information, address AMERICAN
Publising
Co., Hartford. Conn.
oct22t4w

^3

$75

to

$250

mouth everywhere,

per
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
·*■» PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
m MACHINE. This machine will stitch,
hem, fell,
gg tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
licensed and warranted for live years. We will
I pay $ 1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI er more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
•+■3 second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cangj not be pulled apart wiiholit tearing it. We pay
Φ agents from $75 to §250 pei month and expenses,

Book,

still "waves" and is on the point of being introduced
to a multitude of Sijcoincj ScnooLS now to commence.
The authors ars Xj. O. Emerson of
Boston, and H. R,. Palmer of Chicago, neither
of whom will be satisfied with less than

wvor a

Twice tlie Ordinary Circulation,
Church Music Books. Do not fail to send $1.S5
for which, for the present, Specimen Copies will be I

commission li om which twice thai amount can

oct22-t4w

On the line of the

$1.50.

12,000,000

acres

CHAS. H. DITSON <& CO New York.
oot2<i-d&wlf w44

Valley,

now

Free Homes !

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
of the best

Lands in America.
3.000.000 Acres

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

in

for sale.

Mild Climate,

CONVERTIBLE

MIDLAND

BONDS.

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in îsew York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues. a<iording the
largest Income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profitble investments ottered in this market for years.

ALLEN, STEPHENS&Co
BANKERS,

j

M PINE ST.

Farming

Nebraska,

and mineral

the Platte

in

Fertile Soil,

for Grain growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
any in the United States.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms given,
and more convenient to market than can be found
elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actual Settlers.
The beet location for Colonies—soldiers entitled to
a Homestead of 1OO Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.
oot22f4w

S Ο

A^ENTS
Ο-Best
chance now

WANTED !

offered for Fall ami

Winter. $t00 to $200 per month cleared
HEAD on our New Maps, Pictures,
Quarters Books, Charts, Thread*, &c.,
Acc. Address at once for terms, D. L.
FOR

Agents.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

male

^7be made. Addcess Secomb «& Co., Boston, Mass.;
^ Pittsburg, Pa., Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
Cheap Farms !

GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord,
H. and

Boston.

N.

oct22f4w

"HANI· STAMPS" all varieties. Circulars free.
Ascnts Wanted. W. Η. H. Davis & Co., Mfi·;.,
79 Nassau. St. Ν. Y.
oct5t4w

Commissioners' Notice
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
of Probate for Cumberland County to
THEJudge
meet and examine the claim of
the

creditors against

of Veranns C. Hanson, late of Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
months from the seventh day of May,A.D. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be
present and prove their
claim*, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the purpose of receiving said claims and
proof at
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland,County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on tho third Saturday of
June, Auguet, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock in the fore
the estate

Ayer s Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of

Coetivencss, Jaundi. e,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Bilionsness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy. Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rlieum, Worms
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

JAMES G. TUKEY.
FRANKLIN SAWYEK.
ti
Commissioners.

National College of Music,
the wjîivdeIjSSOHN QUIWTETTK CLUB, will begin
Established
A
ry

September,16,1872.
thorough musical education
in all branches of tiir art can now be obtained fVoin a
corps of FOREIGN ΑΠΓ® RESIDENT ARTISTS of 1IIOH GRADE. Applications for
admission now received. Classes formed early in
September. Circulars with full particulars mailed
free. Address THOMAS RlTAHf, Director of
;i J

i"al College of Music, Tremont Temple, Boston,
jy27-wed&sat 3m

THE NOVELTY HAND STAMP,
With complote case of Τ VIT. for marking Linen
Cards, Envelopes, etc. A perfect little Gem.—
Price, s 1.00; post-paid.
Samples Free.—
Agents wanteil for this. Also, for WEBSTER'S
BUTTON HOLE WORKEH, and other New and
Useful articles.
GEO. DAVIS,
Address,
36β Main St.. ltartfori .Conn.
ocl0-3m

Discount

oil

that the

for

a

per rent,
the first day of November next.
H. W. HERSEY, Τ eas. and Coll.
Portland, Oct. 23d, 1872.
oct24-d 11 Nov

will

expire

on

Notice to Tax Payers of Cape Elizabeth.
tax in the town of

persons having
for the year 1872.
ALLabeth
cent.-dlsco nt
that the live
per

Cane Eliz-

hereby notified
voted by said town

are

expire on the last day ot October instant The
Collector will be at the following places in said' town
for the pnriwse of giving all who wish to avail themselves of the opportunity of saving the five per cent
discount to call and settle their tax : October 26th at
the Selectmen's Office, Town House; 28th at A V
& R. M. Cole's ftore Ferry Village ; 29th at «iniei
Strout, Jr's, store, Point Village; 30th at Mountford
Brothers Sto e. Knights» i le ; 31st at Freeman Evans'
storo at the ailroad crossing; from 9 o'clock to 12 A.
M. and from 1 o'clock to 5 P. M. on each of said
days.
JAMES TBICKEY, !
SiTa*e!,
Babct
JpC
Cape Elizabeth, October 15th 1872.
etl8-codtd.

will

f„?<'1,1,<;ctor

Dinner Pill, and
tying the Blood,

Pari

are the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Their
efteets abundantly show hov much they excel all othPills. They asre safe and pleasant to take, hut
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul hum orb
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into actiou, and they impart health and
tone to ine whole being. They cure not only the ovary day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skiltul physicians, and our best citizeus send certiiicatee of ".ures performed and of great benefits they
bave derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual.
to
sugar coated, they are
er

Being

take; and being purely vegetable, they

arc

liai m less.

easy
entirely

PREPARED BY ν
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

CTJIST ARD
S

&c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and day
this train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and August» at
7:00 a. m.
Portlaud for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland,

Augusta,
Readfield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Mattaat 1:00
wamkeag
p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25 p.

m.

Not only the tinkling, swoet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that nroduce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
30011 at 33 COURT STREET and select one from 'l:c
'arpe s*ock, so that it may

a. m.

For Mt Ivineo, Moosehead Lake, take 12.15 a. m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 6:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of
Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 p. in. Passengers can by stopping over
at
night
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. m.and take stage

nextmori.ing.

Steamers appointed to sail

Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland at Station
and at Ηο'^β Railroad Oflice for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00 ; and tu Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.

,,

kallroaIdî
Waluoboro,

No change of cars between Portland

and Rocklaud.
Si earners leave

Rocklaud for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Yinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islauds.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00
M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomvilie, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warreu for Jeûerson and Whiteûekl,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
j\2»Jdtf
C. A. COOMBS, Sup't.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Wu minor

Arrangement, July

1*1,

I8ISI·

Trains leave P. S. & P. Ii. R. StaWff^^PHtion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00t (express) P.M.
—■*
EJtReturning *7.30, t8.30 Λ. M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00Î (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. 11. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10» A. M.
3.30t, 4.15· P. M.
NOTE.—Th« 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, tho South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound

Steamers appointed to sail
FRO.VI NEW YORK.

Oct. 23.1 ALGERIA,Sat. Nov. 2.
CUBA, Wed.
BATAVIA, Sat. Oct. 26. JAVA, Wed. Nov. 6.
SCOTIA, Wed. Oct. 30. j PARTHLA, Sat. Nov. 9.
Passage Money, including tare irom Boston to Ν York,
Cabin, $60, $100, S130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
55Γ* Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

City.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol, Glasgow, Queenstown or Dcrrv to Boston or New York,
$34
CURRKNCY. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on Great
Britain and Ireland for £1 and upwards. For
Freight and Cabin passage apply at the Company's
Office, 80 State Street For steerage passage, at 99
State Street, Boston.
•lAItlEM ALEXANDER, Agent.

jn2dlv

For Sale in Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, l.ORINQ, SHORT Λ HARMON, R. K. HUNT Λ CO.
aug29
eodly

GARDEE I

EXTINGUISHER !
20,18ft; March 12, 1872.
Entirely

Steamers for New York anil the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
Springfield lino.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. 11. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be

and

MENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
,T. C. HAYNES& CO., 33 Court St.,
[Opposite ihe Conrt House.)
dec"-d&w to

To Manufacturers.
BE LEASED, ready f..r occupancy by the first
of Decembor, a mill with power on the lower
falls in Brunswick. Maine. The mill will contain
about 11,000 square feet of floor. Power Is
unfailing
and practically unlimited. Yard abnts on tide water.
Such arrangements of interior will be made as may
suit the convenience of the lessee. A pplν to
DANIEL F. SMITH.
45 Dauforth street, Portland, >le.
octl4-d4w

purchased

baggage cheeked.

(^""Freight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Qaymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.
♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.

C. M. & H. T. PLUM MER,
UNION

STREET,

Boston.

POBTL4ND,

Tlr

A.' LEAYITT1

jun21tf

manufacturer of

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &

Λ Boat

Sails,
Verandahs,

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

AND

8 UMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

PLAGe.
and
and

Commencing Monday, June 24th, 1873.
Passenger trains leave Portland

dai-

wiwiB]·,
ly, for Portsmouth
Boston, (StinI
__-'lays excepted)
*1.30
=aaj?
—1MM.,
59.10
M., J3.30 P.

A. M. t6.15 A.
M., t4.15 P.

A.

11., ι 6.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portmouth and Portland at
t7.30
A. M., t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., 13.15P.
M., *6.00 P.
M. *8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 19.55 A. M, $10.40
A. M., 12.48 P. M.. t5.55 P. M., t 8.00 Ρ
M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portlaud at 8.00 A.
M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping ear express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday
Morning, does not run Monday

Corers,

Canvass

EfTnlir

49 1-2

§ Mail train.
iFast Express.

F.

S.

CHASE,

& P. Division.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION
SUMMER

OF TRAINS.

On an:l after

at 7.30 A. M. for
west. Stopping at

South Paris and at Island Pond, Bethel, Gorham, Northumberland and North Stratford
only.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.40 Ρ M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.30 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows :
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
au'l South Paris at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the
Express and Mail Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without

General Agent.
oc9

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea>lporl,

Cnlaia

anil

FALL

On and after MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
►8teamer New Brunswick, Capt
fS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same day.
Connections made at Eastport for St.
Andrews,
Robbiuston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for
Digby, Aunapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,'Tredericktou,
She liac, Amherst,
Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Suinmerside, P. E.I.
SEg^Freight received ou days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.
_

scp23-t30 then old

LINS!

—το—

!Ν~

Ο

TRIP*

^'Friday Evenings,

PROPRIETOR OK

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturd
vant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyras Sturdivaut, General Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

end

■■

Steamships :—

1—.

William Lawrence," Cant. W. A. Hallett.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appoltl," Cant. Wlnslow Loretand.
"Blackstone," Cant. Geo.H. Hallett.
"
WilHam Krniietlu" Capt, Henry D. Foster.
•'JfcCle/lan,"C:ipt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded front Norfolk te Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river er rail: aiid by the Va.
Ten
Air Line to ail j»oints in Virginia,
Tennessee, Al
bit ma and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard
and Jir
noke 11. It. to all points in North and South
Çev"f*n<ï
by the Bait. & Ohio It. Ji. to Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and W^t.
"

Fine

Passenger aecommoeat Ions.

Fare including Berth and MeaV to Norfolk $15.00
tine 48 hours; to Baltimore §1Γ» time 65 hours.
For further information aarfï
Ε. suMPSON, Agent.
«*3 Central Wharf, Boston.
junc2tf

—

THE

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means qf cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

W. I>. LITTLE Ac CO.
Oflice, 49 1-4 Exchange Street
SyReliablc information chccrfuliy furnished at
all times.
wl3
apfkl&w
ls4t

Registered

Consulting Office.

Municipal

BONDS.

61 Hanceck Stnrt, Β·ιι·ιι, Maw>.

junl-kllyr

City ami County Bonds registered under the laws passed at last session of the Leriklatuer. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, tuid 'paid by the

MISSOURI

BROWN'S
FOlt

BRONCHIAL C

COUGHS, COLDS,

ONLY
Sept 5-tl6moe

S25

Ac.

m

W

CENTS.

State Treasurer iu New York. There is no expense
collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore
paid and must remain so under the registrat easily
ion laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitablefor

ness, bearing ten per ceut interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CHARLES M HAWKEI,
mc!i22 dti
'J 9 Exchange et.· Portland

OF
MAF{/<

MMltn
EXTRACT

suce

M.,

Λ

RELIABLE

RAISING ΟΓ BÏ.OOD,

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP,
ASTHMA,
Itf

influence

dec!6-tc

Sewing Machines

over

an ν

A
is

BATES & CO. PRO ΡR s
4£5 * CANAL.^TF.NEV/YQRK.

WILDEB

Middle St.. Upstair».

J. W. PERKINS Λ CO., Agent.
Portland, Me.
ecplC-MW&F Aweow 6m

Toothache
is

can

be Cured !

"CIIAMBERLAIft'e CI RA 9IAONA»
a sure cure

for

Toothache and Neuralgia
in the face. Price 25 cents, Sold by J. A. MONTGOMERY, Druygist, 143 Congress street, Portland
Maine.
octl2-deod4w&w4w*

a

medicine that cure·
ival public blessing.

Ayfji'h

Sarsaparilla

makes positive cure of a
series of complatnts.whlch

are always
afflicting and
too often fatal. It
pnrttie·
the blood, purges out

cough, promoting sleep,

SOLO'by DRUGtiSTS'EVERYWHERE

Patterns of Garments

WILLIAM BROWN
64 Federal «t.,
Near the Park

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

the
humors in the
system,
which
undermine health and settle
Into troublesome
disorders.

lurking

Eruptions

—

AND BUTTERICK'S

tion.

Ayer's Sarsparilla,

TO

allaying thodrv tickling Hcnsation In the throat,
creating a healthy sécrétion or expectoration,
increasing the intervale between the paroxysms
of coughing,
invigorating the whole system,
curing the cough, and bcrpieaUiing to posterity
one of its greatest
blessings sound lungs ;
thereby insuring Immunity from Consumption.

ELIAS HOWt,

C1LOTHES

LEADINO

everywhere.
no28eodly

The efl'ecta to be looked for by taking the
Srntr Pectoral are, a soothing and controlling

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Clean sed and Repaired at ehort notice,
anil all kinda of goods dyad in a thorough man
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
H,.r.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten

FACT, ALL nrSEASKS

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the moet reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative
powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of
the
iu
male
or
Urinary organs existing
leniale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra. Retention or Incontlnneuce of Urine, Cbronli Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
(Jrino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medjcin

CONSUMPTION.

limerick, PareoDsfleld,

Clothing Cleansed.

REMEDY FOR

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
IKTFIjUBTWZA,

urdays, returning alternate days.

Jyttt

MOST

Coiîffhs, Colis, Hoarseness,

and Limington .daily.
At Ceutre WaterboiO* for Limerick, Newfield, ParBonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

173
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Travelers for CALIFORNIA
^vSIS^^fSljand the Wert, Mnutli and Nnrth6 :^
t, may obtain through Ticket·
""by the bfBl and ■>·*! reliable
rente from Port laud or Boston, or New
York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rate*, at the ol
and reliable Uuion Ticket
Ageecy of

HAS

direct connection at Rochester with trains for making
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with I>over and
Winniniseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth,
Great
Falls and Conway Railroad ior
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and wây stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipteeogee, and Portsmouth.
Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with train» from
Boston, leaviug Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at. 8.30 A. .d. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle

fPLÏÏMMSB~&

clock,

__

On and after Monday, May 20th.
}:„??Y^??Tk11S72, passenger trains loave Portland
*3for Rochester and intermediate stations
έ-.™
""

■

ο

Passenger Ticket Agency

-,—g—

187C.

at 10

Point, Bucksport, W7 interport and Hamjiden.
Returning, wjll leave Bangor
Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6every
o'clock, toucii
ingat (he above named laudings, arriving at Poit
land at 5 o'clock P. M.

Spring Arrangement.

Portland, May 20,

R

commencing Monday, 22nd ins t., for Bangor, (or as
far as the ice will
permit,) touching at Rockland,
Candcn, Lincolnviue. Belfast, Searsport, Sandy

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

daily.

Ο

PER WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (apt. 0. Kilby, will lcav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,
every Monday, Wednesday and

passenger for every $500 additional value.
0. J. TiRYIXxES, Managing Director.
li. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

Centre Waterboro* for

R. STUBBS, Agent.

A.

INSIDE

one

and 1.30 P.

Job·, Digbr.

ARRANGEMENT.

(Mill.

M.,

Ml.

WiuilNor anil Halifax.

TheCompauy are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in valne(and that personal) unless notice is giveu, and paid for at the rate of

at 7.15 A.

tf

OLD

R. J. JOURDAIN,

Dr. Jourdain'9

MTI'RDIVAIVT,

Portland, Oct. 7, 1872.

let.

follows :

all stations to

IP «1/ ABIttUU J

to

Monday, June 21th,

run as

Passenger train
"Montreal, and tho

CVe 173

AT ΤΠΚ

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lccturee,
containing most valuable information on the

ARRANGEMENT.

'rains will

Further particulars inquire of Ross & Stnrdivant, 179 Commercial St.,

Advertising

Exchange Street,

Dr.

Supt. P.

landings.
For

PROCURE TICKETS

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended to
Sept 5-eodtf

♦Accommodation train.

Je21tf

Retuning will leave Maschiasport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named

Posters, Transparencies, &c.

morning.

Cj^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν Β. The 6.15, <U0 A. M., and
3.30, P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections
to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

port.

Z3P*Wa£on, Box and

and

at

CAPT. DE EKING,
further notice) Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every FRIDAY EVENING, commencing
Friday, the lltb in*!.,at ΙΟ o'clock,
Or on arrival of Express Traiu from Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Mlllbridge, Jonesport and MachiatWill leave (until

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf,
Boston,
8cmi-W eeklv, 2.30 p. m. for NOR►FULK and BALTIMORE.

Send for descriptive circular to

7

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Street, Portland.

3.13 Commercial
June 24, 1872

The favorite Steamer
iq w ι s τ ο :>?

Extinguishers.

oz*er

junlldoiuTu&F 2taw

Macliias.

Norfolk and Baltimore aud Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Superior

An Absolute Protection from Fire.

MEKlUTT, ,Superintendent,

TO

to

and

EFFECTIVE.

{Mondays. Wednesdays and Friday λ.
W.

Dif-

ferent from,

Most

and

LINK

ONE TllIP PER WEEK

TIIRKi:

Best, Cheapest

Portland,

Desert and

Η

The Last,

ac-

alternately, leaving

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
►
Leave Galt'e Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers afi
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May t-rftf

Patented Feb. 14 & Dcc.

.IIO.VTRKAL,

Arrangement.—Commencing Friday, October 11 tb.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

FIRE

run

Fall and Winter

Co

Steamship

T1IE

will

l

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Direct rail route to Wiscasset. New

Mt.

Currency

Haine

and

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
Λ.Ύ 7 O'CLOCK T>. 7M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare #1.50. freight taken
low rates.
IV I,. BIM.nGN. Aim
J. B. (OVI.i: JR.. General Agent.mchSOtf

East

Λ100 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

augl2tf

T??"^???-??®-llt8Castle, Damariscotta,
£^r"^w3Warren and Rockland.

P.

Wharf,

BROOKH

■NNIUK
12.

HECTA. Tues. Oct. 29. PALM Y R A.Tues. Nov. 19
SAMARIA, Tues.JNov. 5. SIBERIA, Tues. Nov.26

For Dover and

Chime Christinas,
or ring the New Year, in tho ears of
your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS,FLUTES, BAND INSTRU-

TO

m.

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. in.
From Old town, Mattawamkeag, Bangor, Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, lteadneld, Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. ni.
From Augusta aud Lewiston at 6:45 p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, &c., 1:25

Knox & lincoln

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

embark at the Cunard

join

SUPERIOR SEA-GOIMi
STEAMERS

ATLANTIC WHARF,

TANK

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SIBERIA, Tues. Oct. 22. I MALTA, Tues* Nov

,ιγ—.,ΤΗΕ

commodation*,

^Calling at Queenetown, Cork Har.

cars on

1872.

FOR BOSTON.
Ilavinz commodious Cabin and State Room

MAIL N1KATINIIIFN

John,

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Train* Due at Portland.

Agent.

half the rate of

Cabin, $80 &

Halifax,

aMPM™8

Fare, including State room,
freight and further information apply$7toqoJ
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oc28tf
JOHN POKTEOUS.

a. m.

one

WHITNEY Α: ΑΑΗΡβΟΝ, Agcnls,
7Ο Long Wharf, fKoelon.
jn23-ly

Boston.

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St.

at 4 F.
FOK U4L1FAX DIRRCT.
Making eloae connections with
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, Newthe Nova Scotia
Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamer# foz I'rlnce Ed ward's
Island; aire at New Glasgow, N.
S.. with Llndsey & Co.'s
for
B-ei
Stages
en.
Cape
leaVC* Itallfax 0,1 TUES"
DATS
For

'sailing
Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and Southby conuecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

fiOP'Paeeeiigers

.-Arrangement of Tmin».
July 22,

At

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES.

Taxes.

lime allowed
hereby given
the volintary payment of Taxes under
NOTICE
Diwonul of Ave
is

Family Physic,

CURING

noon.

May 23,1872.

a

RAILROAD.

l°!*P*f^flc<>mmencing

Augusta, July 26,

10

Insurance

or

X among all classes. Old people,

Who Wants

THE STANDARD !

PRICE

age,

oct22t4w

LOWEST RATES.

The Great New Church Mnsic

STATE OF MAINE.

KEAZER.e,

I

SKOWHEGAN.
Β. May bury, Propri-

To the Honorable the County Commissioners for the County of Cumberland.
undersigned, citizens of Cnmberland county,
respectfully represent that the Indexes of the
Roeords in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds are
very unsatisfactory in their arrangement and general
condition ; that they are erroneous in the matter of
entries ; some of the books are much worn and soiled,
requiring immediate rewriting, while others are very
obscurely written aud liable to lead to error; and the
method of indexing formerly in use is entirely inadequate to the demands of so extensive records, thus
making the work of searching extremely laborious
and unreasonably inconvenient.
We further represent that Mr. E. Leach has undertaken and pariially completed a strictly Alphabetical Index to the whole series of Records from the
date of the incorporation of the county in 1760 to the
present time; and that said Index, when completed,
is calculated to save much labor and
expense in the
consultation of the records, to expedite the transaction of business and to add greatly to tho convenience
of the oublie.
We therefore respectfully request the Commissioners to examine the work of Mr. Leach, and to
ascertain his price for the same; and if satisfied of the increased advantages possessed by Mi. Leach's index
to purchase the same, if it can be obtained for a reasonable sum, and to cause it to be completed for the
use of the public.
We also request you to name a. place and an early
time for a hearing of your petitioners.
J. & Ε. M. RAND
Signed by
Portland, August 10,1871.
and 75 others.

Since giving the above certificate I have been perfectly free from Catarrh though I have been continually exposed to wet and cold.
A. M. MORGAN.
June 34th, 1872.

nleer'tannwjHeÎed ÎSnîftSÇieÎnew'^C'1 ^

Five

and many other popular Waltzes
PIZZICATO, NEW ANNEN, TRITSCH, TRATSCH,
and other Polkas, with a
goodly number ol
first-rate Quadrilles, Galops, Mazurkas, &c. Price,
in Boards, $2.50"; Cloth, $3.00. Sent, poet-paid, for
retail price.

Turaer House, T. H. Husfeey & Co. Pro
prietors.
Elm House, M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

±

fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out. on
Three months ago it had extended from the
ankle joint nearly to the
knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this
condition 1 commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor
all over me.

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

etor.

I liad tlic Catarrh so bail for several years that my
hand became confused and painful.
1 was
wae UUIIgWl
i-umui.
to
obliged M)
get up several Urnes a night to keep from choking.
I employed some of the best Physicians without
benifit. I was perfectfy cured with the Universit
Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 119 Congress St.,
Contractor ou Oie Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

F°r
Some

or

FOR

Niglitfi, ITIanhatteu, IJIorgen-flatter,
Artist Life, Love and Pleaanre,
Burger*· inn, Bine Danube,
IVIarriase Bells, Bonbon·, Wine,
Women and Song,

sent.

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savage, Proprietor.

Kill 1(1 βΓ8

oct22f4w

Send stamp for lll'd Catalogue on
Building. A. J. Bicilnell «& Co.
27 Warren St., Ν. Y.
oct22f4w

beiglit, color of ©yes & hair, you will receive by return mail, a correct picture of
your future husband
or wife, with name and date of
Marriage. Address
W. FOX, P. O. Drawer, No.
20, Fultonvlllo, Ν. Y.

This fine collection, now "all the rage" contains
among Its Gems, [which fil1 s 250 large music pages,]
lOOl
German
Aquarelle»,
Heart*,

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Cougress and Federal Sts. E. Cram &
Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Ο pp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn &
Co.,

Sicowhegan Hotel, Ε.

taking

I have been afflcted
Chronic
twenty years
I have spent hundreds of dollars for
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago.
1 commenced taking the University Medicines and
1 can truly say it has been more benefit to me than
all other treatment I evor received. My place of
business is 137 Pearl street. I shall be pleated to answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURXER.

All

paid,

of

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor.

·ι

!
Ο £
THIS IS NO HUMBUG
By sendingO Ocents witli

Property

PEAK'S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

For twenty-tive years I bavé"suffered with Scrofula and Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.) Have paid out hun- 1
drede of dollars, and been treated by several firstclass physichins without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, I commenced using the University Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were covered with I
sores anrl scaliness of the skiu ; also
my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. I am to-day
free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the afflictdd.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.

for

AT

Proprietors.

money.

Portlaud, Aug. 2, 1870.

Oue, Three

articles,sell at sight. Catalogues
and one sample free.N.Y.MTg
Co., 21 Courllandt St., Ν. Y.

WANTED.

lines may be accommodated
|
lar^eus
on the

and Farm

SOMETHING NEW, β salable

AGENTS

445,000

with

INSURED

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson &
Co.,

Proprietors.

MUS. A. O. W. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

DAVID

Dwellings

Proprietor.

American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,

I have been troubled with Scrofula all my
lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head seven years and have consulted good physicians from Maine to New York
without any benefit whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the Cancer Plant and one aud one-half of
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little of some other kinds
and I now Feel better than I ever was bofore in my
life. I cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that I feel
tweuty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
can say I never felt so young to my
knowledge in my
life.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be esti-

"

Work

Send for specimen [«ages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phfla.Pa. oc2 t

Best Terms with. Beet Offices.

Proprietor.

have sufiered with Catarrh, a bad
in my left side. I had
and have paid them
over $50 without the least benefit.
I have used six
dollars' worth of the University Medicines, and am
relieved from the above troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Com'l St., Portland, Me.

St.

The f vorite steamship CARLOTTA, Call. Ε. D. Mulligau,
leaves Portland

vessels.

Canada, Detroit,

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, Its Laws, Power, etc.

manufacturers

Merchants,
and others wanting

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J. Cr. Perry,

For five years

passed.

ALEΠΑΝΝΙΑ

for

Prof. Fowler's Great

330,000

GEMS OF STRAUSS

NORTH STRATFORD Ν. H.
Willard House, C* 8. Bailey & Co. Proprietors.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Oil

3»3,000

"

Erie,
INS. CO.,
of Cleveland,

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth House, D.Danforth. Proprieto

etor.

consumptive cough and pain
employed several physicians

three months have

INSURANCE CO..
"
of Providence,
ALPS INSURANCE CO.,

Agents Wanted

ATLANTIC

etors.

Portland, Aug. 5,1871.

4*1

"
York,
!»,300,000
CO.,
"
of Hartford,
«25,000
ORIENT INSURANCE CO.,
··
of Hartford,
630,000
HOFFMAN INS. CO.,
"
of New York,
300,000
EXCHANCE INS. CH.,
"
of Boston,
300,000

of New

Continued

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C.
Staples, Propri-

vas

1,300,006

NAPLES.
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Proprietors.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Propri-

Book Agents and Canthe U. S. to sell THE
MEMOIR of ROGER BROOKE TANEY, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the U. S. No book heretofore published in this Country throws so much
light
upon our Constitutional and Political History. It is a
work of extraordinary interest and of
permanent value
tothe Historian, the Lawyer, the Statesman the Politician and every class of
intelligent readers. E3P"Sold
by Subscription only—Exclusive Territory given.
(Jg&^For Terms, for this and other Popular AVorks
address at once, MURPHÏ & CO., Publishers, Baltimore.
oct5t4w

WANTED—Experienced
sers, in all parts of

31,300,000

Assets

NATIONAL· INS

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

My

ν»

Hartford,

INTERNATIONAL INS. CO
"
of Now York,
CONTINENTAL ΙΛ». CO.,

Proprietors.

of
whom pronounced the cane incurable. Under treatment of the University Medicines her health has
greatly improved. Any one doubling will please
call at No 6 Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand
Trunk depot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY.

«««—'

PHiENIX INSURANCE CO.,

YORK HARBOR.
IVlarshal 1 House.—N. G. Marshall & Sons,

Some three months ago I was persuaded by
my
wife to take the University Medicines. My healtn
and mind were so badly affected that
triends bemy
came alarmed for my safety.
In a week after commencing to take tho Medicine I felt great relief. I
am now as well as any other man.
My wife has
been for a lon<* time afflicted with disease that has

**""

nnsr \jltAOB \^UIU-

prepai ed to issue Policies for
$75,000 and upwards on all good property
at the most favorable rates of other
reliable companies, viz.:

Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor

I have been troubled, more or less, for five yeave,
with inflammatory rheumatism. For the last six
mouths I have suffered beyond description.
limbs were
swollen and inflamed ; it was with
great pain and difficulty that I could move. My oase
was well known by thousands of citizens hi Portland.
I am to-day a well man, and I was cured by the
University Medicine, and Acapuncturation.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Grey St.

or

lue lUHUWlU»

of

Treat's Island, Eastport, Me.

mated in words

Office 491-2 Exchange Street.

Hotel, F. J. Berry» Prop.

HIRAM.
Alt. Cutler House,—Hiram Β a* ton, Proprietor.

Co.,

Established in 1Θ43.

of

Dr. Staples, 250 Congress St., Portland,—You
will doubtless recollect some two years since I called
on
you with a bad case of Salt Rheum. My hands
and arms looked more like gum sticks than flesh,
after takiug your University Medicines four months
the trouble all disa peared and I have not had the
least return symptoms of the diseases since.
ALLEN N. STAPLES,

physicians;

W. D.

reprtJBCUt
panics, and are

GREAT FALLS, Ν. H.
Cirent Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

Îuage

badly

At the Old Agency of

GORHAM.

Portland, Feb. 17,1872.
Dr. Staples,—This may certify that I had been
troubled with Scrofula all my life. Some three
months since I became so reduced that I could not
raise myself in bed. In this condition my Mend
sent for yon. With your direct Medicator and University Medicine 1 was in 30 minutes enabled to get
up and dress myself. In one werk I lett Portland
aud travelled night and day in the South without the
least inconvenience. I have since been free from all
of the above troubles and cannot use too stron lanin recommending the treatment to all afflicted.
am satisfied it saved my life.
W. W. ATWOOD, 24 Emery St.

Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have yon a Dynprpstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty ot the
Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have you weakneee of the Intestine*?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
tendency to
inâam ations.
Hav« you weakneee of the Uterine or
Urinary Organ* ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
I danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCireular.
ocl8
4wt

AGAINST LOSS OR DAMAGE BY FIRE.

Little &

Extract of Jurubeba

Pustules,

Everybody Should Insure

»» UU MOW

I was so badly afflicted with Piles that I could not
reat nights or move without great pain. I was cured
in 24 hours with Staples' Compound Tar Ointment.
Portland, June 25th. 1872.
KULOF DO.JGE, 23 Oxford street.

Dr. Wells

retains all the medicinal virtues
peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative
agent.
In there want ef action in
your Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons,

It matures in ten years, and will yield a return of
all Deposits, largely increased by interest and profits,
or in lieu thereof a paid-up, with profits, Life Insurance Policy of large amount, upon which annual
dividends will be paid.
LOW C ΙβΠ ΒAT Κ 9 and annual dividends
are the distinctive ieatures of all bbe ordinary forms
of insurances as granted by this Company.
w!7
octl2deSat8t&w8t

GARDINER.
Evans Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

Piles

a

policy.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—8. Jordan & Son, Prop

taking

for

The Poliey gives insurance for a definite sum at a
very low rate of premium.
It lias a fixed CA4H VALUE, wliich can be
withdrawn at the end of any year on surrender of the

EASTPORT.

Ventral

Agonts

any of its
copy of tlie
or

It is not α physic wliicli may give
temporary relief
to the suliferer for the first few Jo es, but
which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid iu weakening theinvalid, nor is it- a doctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies but it is a înoat powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the loading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

DEPOSIT INSURANCE POLICY.

Passamaqnoddy House.—E. Taft, Prop

nearly

will cure

Hartiord, Conn.,

Of

DIXFIELD.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

unable to turn in bed or feed myself, my left
and hand was reduced to
half the size
of my right one, and was unable to lift two pound's
weight until last July, when I saw the effect of the
University Medicines on the daughter of Capt. Wm.
Thorndike. I called on Dr. Staples and stated my
case.
He said he could cure it. I commenced
the medicine with the acupuncturation. Before!
liail taken four bottles I considered myself more free
from pain than I have been for twenty years up to
this time. I have not had a relapse. Γ consider it
to be the only sure medicine for the above complaint.
WILLIAM. J. SMITH,
late firm of Pearson Λ; Smith.

best

Simpson.

BAMABISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprie-

PORTLAND, June 25th, 1872.
This is to certify that I have been afflicted with the
inflammatory rheumatism for over twenty years. I
have employed most of the best physiciaits in Portland, ana paid hundreds of dollars for medicine without any permanent cure. Two years ago last March
I was taken with Rheumatic fever; for five weeks I

our

B.

COBNISH.
Cornish House,—P. Burgin, Proprietor.

Some two years ago my daughter, seven years old,
had a severe attack of rheumatic and
pleurisy fever,
which left her in a very dangerous condition. Her
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general
debility and
sinking daily. We employed good physicians without benefit. After having nearly despaired of her
recovery we decided to try the New York University
Medicine. In two month» she was able to go to
school, and has not been compelled to lose a day
since on account of ill health.
CAPT. J. H. THORNDIKE,
18 St. Lawrence street.
Portland, June 25th, 1872.

baffled the skill of

W.

CAMDEM.
Bay View House, Ε. H. Bcrnuth, Prop.

Certificates of Cares·

Staples'® Compound Tar Ointment
in 24 hours.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

delphia, at
►

MAINE CENTRAL

Co.,

CALAIS.

FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect success.
Having treated over two hundred cases within the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out oi every one hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face of the Globe. How many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having the
slightest idea of the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hopeless decay. I have treated over live hundred cases of
tbis malady within six months, with the University
Medicines with perfect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book, (free,) wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and uecessary remedies.
Address
PELEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St., Portland, Me.

was
arm

Insurance

Wharfage.

Railway

CHARTER OAK
Life

\o

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-tf
Bangor, Me.

P. ék Κ. Bluing

CAPE ELVZARETH.
Ocean House—J. P.
Chamberlaiu, Propri-

Leave each port every

ARRANGEMENT.

Every Saturday,

PHIL· A DELPHIA

each Ticket

on

DIRECT!
WINTER

—AND—

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

APPLT TO THE

prietor.

Ê3T"Agents

$4

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Ο .TST

Steamship Line.

and is making he best connections and
quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinat on.
For full particulars enquire at
Station
or any of the Companies agents in New
Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.

ORG^AJSriZKU 1Θ50.

BRIDGTON CENTER, Me.
Cumberland House, Marshall Bacon,Pro

~B08T

by buying via

To

Agent.

ti

WEST !

can save

over

ton, Naples,
Bridgton and Harrison will be
discontinued for the maoB.
oc28dlw
A. J. WALES,

OLIVER,

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Sept 13, 1872..

You

MONDAY, Oct. 28tb, I*72, the reeuof steamers
ONlar tripe North
Sebaeo Lake to
Briug-

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf
for
Jones* Landing, on and afterOct 10, lbT2,at dally
8.45 A.
3VL. and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.4ft P.
M.
Fare down and back 23 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclOdtf

Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

GO

SPECIAL notice.
and after

Κ X I? R e s
S,
CAPTAIN A. 8.

THE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condition, is fully supplied with lirst-class rolling stock,
including the

Proprietor.

PELEG

M. train

Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, liritlgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 12.30 p. in. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the 3.35 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

West, Northwest

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

dlm-eotlllm&w6w

"Sebago," connects with 1.15 P.

J.

νεβλοο λτ κα.η boat co.

STK4.WEB

For

ton.
Ticket

For Peaks' Island.

P. M.
1.15
12.30

MTAGK8
Connect daily with 1.15 P.M.,

$14,806,812 37

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to tho holders
thereof, or their
legal representatives, 011 ami after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders
thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled.
Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) lor gold premiums; such
payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A divitfcjuul of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of tho
Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be Issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of
April next.
By order of the Beard,
«Ϊ, M. CHAPfllAN* Secretary.
J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
W. Η. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pree't.

Feb. 1,1872.

Steamer

8TEAMEHS.

Peak's Iwlaml
^(«ainboai Couipaiif

will run

Portland, for Naples, Bridgton, No. Bridgton,
Harrison, and Waterford.

from

STEAMERS.

u<;

on

JOHN W. MUNGER,

16th, an<l

Leave Portland,
7.15
Leave N. Conway, 6.3<>
The 7.15 ami 6 30a. in. Trains will be Freight with
passenger ears attached.

WiJ&Ql

Total Amount of Assets,
Six per cent interest

R. R.

time.

On anil after Monday, Sept.
further notice, trains

1843.)

IN

OGDENSBURtJ

CHANGîTÔF

The Trustees. in Conformity to the Charter of tho Company, submit the
following Statement of its affaire
on the 31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
December, 1871,
$5 412 777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, lé71f
2,033,075 18
Total nmount of Marine Premiums,
$7,440.452 69

BRYANT'S POND.
Bryant's Poud House—Ν. B. Crockett,

Portland, January 24,1870.

AN ACT to provide that minors shall not be enlisted

Embracing the leading Hotel*
the

It i> well known to all read rs of the hisbattle of
tory of Napoleon that after the
oi Berlin,
Jeua, when in triumphal possession
rest
ho went into the vault at Potsdam where
took
the remains of the great Frederick, and
Order of
from the coffin the sword and the
and
the Black Eagle, which he usually wore,
has
carried them off to Paris. But history
had disapalso informed us that these relics
what had become
peared, and no one knew
of them. Λ late letter from Paris to a conaccount of their
this
tinental journal gives
fate, which Is, at least, probably true. On
tv- ni»ht. between the 30th and 31et of
March, 1814, preceding the day of the en-

LA.WS

*Mlaiini<BK'""1.' !'i!ninnnr..

MISCELLANEOUS

DIRECTORY,

HOTEL

trance of the allies, Marshal Terrarier, GovInvalides, accompanied by Gen>r of the
e
eral Darnau and two adjutants, had the flags,
fl teen or sixteen hundred in number, which
hjng in triumph from the dome of the
church taken down and placed in a heap in
the Court of Honor before a pedestal intended
for a sta-ue of Lannes. The adjutant, Vallerand, brought the sword of Frederick the
Great and hi» Order of the Black Eagle, and,
h iving first broken the sword, placed them
In
on the pile, and then set fire to the mass.
this mass of troa moment was consumed
phies—Prussian, Austrian, and Russian—purchased at the cost of so much blood, and the
ashes and iebria collected and thrown into
the Seine. The next morning an aid-deand inquired ior the
ca.up ol Alexander came
flags. He was shown the empty dome, and
beeu
had
burned
the night betold that they
fore. Th· flags which were hung in the
It is
Notre Dame met with the same fate.
said that more than one thousand six hundred francs' worth ot gold and silver were
afterwanl fished out of the Seine, which had
adorned these trophies of victory. It was a
mean act of Napoleon thus to rob the tomb
of Frederick, but none the less characteristic
So the fate of his own
on that account.
sword was but a just retribution. When he
took the sword of Frederick from the coffin
one of his flatterers said : "Ah ! Sire, now
you have a sword fit for you to wear!"
"Double oooby!" said Napoleon, turning
fiercely on him; "have I not my own?"
What would he have said could he have foreseen that 'his sword of Jena can now be seen
for a shilling, together with all her other curiosities, in the col.ection of Madame Tussaud !

I"·)*'

HOTELS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PRESS.

SECOND

g ■ egg tsssama

of the skin

are

the appearance on the eurfaceef humors that should
be expelled trom the blood. 'Internal
derangements
aro ttie determination of these same
humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose
action thev derange
and whose substance
disease and destroy.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla they
exj>els these humors from
the blood. When
they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerative* of tke Lit er
Stomas h.
Kidneys, Lunrjs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases qf the Skin,
Iit. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules,
Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Itheum, Blotches,
Scald Head, fiinytrorm, Ulcers and Sores, Ithrvmatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones,
Side, and Head, Female Weakness,
Sterility, Leucorrhtea arising from internal ulcération and uterine disease,
Drops», fytpqttta,
Emaciation, and General Debility. W ith their departure health returns.
PREPARED

DY

DU. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Man..
Practical anl Analytical Chemist».
Sold by all Drnggtiita everywhere.

decM&weveryMwly

